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CHART NO. 2 - LONG DIVISION (PROCESS) GRADE VI OCT. 15, 192S
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THIS CHART IS READ
AS FOLLOWS
lOOffo efficlency
ll fa ^^ ure
1-3*+ number frequencies
I-X nximbe r f ffrouP
GHOUP 1. Median 100 Mean 86.1
2. n 100 n
3. n- 100 It 80.5
7.7k. n 100 n 7
5. H lOQ tt 77.7
6. n 100 n 52.7
7. n 100 H 58.3
8. n n 8
.3
9. n n 147.2
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In order to check the mastery of Long Division in the Fifth and Sixth
Grade, Wilsons Process Inventory and Diagnostic Test of Long Division Test bP-
was given October I5, 192^.
Grade V had 70 DUDils an:i Gra .e YI had piJp ils. They decided to
work for lOQ^ efficiency and any child who failed received a score of zero, as
the Penalty Score w,?s to he the hasis of their work. The Score was lOOjo or 0^.
Penalty Score was used because the pupil decided that there could be
only two scores - 100^ or 0%, They were to be lOO^ efficient or a failure on
each test. The Penalty Score acted as a spur to the class to become 100^ ef-
ficient.
The test was coirroosed of fifty exaTiples divided into ten groups
varying in process step difficulties.
The results showed that only one child in Grade V had no errors,
(See Distribution Sheet Tgble No. II and Charts No. 1-2).
Ul)^10 was the only exairnDle that all pupils did correctly, while
32)$177»00 was done incorrectly d2 times. The total nun:ber of errors made on
the examples in Gra.ie 7 was 60U. Viost of the errors were in the subtraction
facts.
Any child who failed on one or more examples in a grov^^ was con-
sidered to have failed in that group. (See Charts ITo. 1-2 Table No. I-II).
Grade V had a median of 100 in all Groups except Group o and 10.
Grade VI had a median of 100 in all Groups except Group S and 9.
Most of the errors in Group 6 and 10 in Grade 5 were due to the
point difficulty in dollars and cents (See Table II Chaart 1-2).
In Grade YI the errors in Group '6 were also due to the point dif-
ficulty in dollars and cents. lu Group 10 the final zero was omitted.
In Grsv-e VI one pupil had 100^ efficiency in tnis test. The errors
CT
6.
ranged from 1-21 (See Table I. The total n-uraber of errors was 222. 32) $177,00
was done incorrectly twenty-eight (26) ti.nes,
2l)4Ul, Ul)UlO, 6l)l97^> 61)5135 were the four exar.ples which were aone
correctly by all pupils in the class.
These results showed many weaknesses and indicated that the class was in
great need of remedial instruction.
SU^f'ARY 0? TEST 6p^ by SHADES
(See Distribution Sheet, Table No. I, Chart No. 1)
Penalty Score as a Basis.
SHADE M3DIAN OF SHHOH ::"EAIT OF EHHQH CLASS " W.
V 70 11 17.2 82.8
?I 33 k 11.6 88. U
MOST 00' "ON ERHOHS BY OHADSS
(See Distribution Sheet Table No. I)











DIFlj^ENT 5XA'TL7:S FAILED ON
GHADS V. 1 example hsd no error
2 different exam-oles friled on once

1 exarnple failed on twice



































" twenty- seven times
" sixty- two "
h examples ha.d no errors.
h different examples failed on once
2 »» " " " two times
9 " » •» " three
U " « n tt four
7 M tf » If five









1 example failed on eleven times
1 " H II tv/enty-eight tiires
Pupils errors ranged from 1-UO in Grr^tue V nri - 1-21 in Graue VI.
Score range 20^100^$ in G-racie V
33^100;^ in Gr?;de VI
SUl/yXBd 07 AITP irEDIA^T BY GHOUPS 07 LOIT^ DIVISICr TEST 6p-
FOR ORADK V AI^P VI
(See Charts Fo . 1,2. Taole ITo . I, II)
Basis Used was Penalty Score
GROUP GRADE V GRADE VI
!!edian Mean "edia.n 'viean
1 100 77.7 100 00.
1
2 100 75.0 100 33.?
3 100 77.7 100 so.^
k 100 71.0 100 77.7
5 100 ol.O 100 77.7
6 100 63.9 100 52. T




9 100 56.9 hi.
2
10 U3.O 100 5i5.3
cr
EXAMPLES HAYING FIVD OR IflDKB ERRORS
IN L01il& Division
TEST 6 P
QRADE 7 and VI
r
10.
EXAMPLES HAViriG TITS OR MOBS ICRRORS IN LONa DIVISION TBST 6
First Trial
(See Table No. I)
GRADE V ~ 70 pupils
32)1177.00 failed on 62 times.
26)1S460 52)3583 failed on 27 time
8
70)17^ 7^) 51 8370 ^)3555 failed on 21 times
36)11+2140 failed on 20 times
7^)271+ 9S)90l5 failed on I9 times
ll+)$S.lK) failed on IS times
121)11+295 failed on I7 times
^5) $31. 50 21)5508 hjV^ 23)76360 failed on 16 times
61)5125 131)2751 failed on 15 times
61+) 31+1+5 66) 521I+ failed on 1I+ times
31) 139996 63) 237I+ 222)69261+ failed on I3 times
1122)135762 failed on 12 times
52)1198 1+2)1002 5l+)l+9li+ failed on 11 times
32) 1312 3I+) 207I+ 73)21109 faUed on 9 times
28)392 59)1357 failed on 2 times
21)671+9 32)769 73)3358 67)2707 failed on 7 times
31) ^27^ ^7)1598 91)3915 failed on 6 times
51)5693 23)1196 61+) 32750 failed on 5 times
(
11.
EXMtPLES HAVING K)UR OR MORE ERH0R3 IN LONG DIVISIQ!! TEST 6
Flret Trial
(See Table No. II)
GRADE VI - 33 Pupil 9
32) $177.00 failed on 23 times
7^)518370 failed on 11 times
98)9016 6U)32750 failed on 9 times
26)18460 222)69264 64)3445 failed on 8 times
54)4914 failed on 7 times
52)3588 70)17^ 67)2707 121)148951 52)1198 31)^874 failed on 6 times
667521^5 4573555 83)75360 36TTl+mb 1122)135762 63)2394 failed on 5 times
l4)$8.4o 73) 2409 45) $31. 50 failed on 4 times
f
DI STHIBU T lOjT S 3 ORES
I N
THE '.V I L S IT I N V E IT T R Y AND D I A G IT S T I C
TESTS A H I T H E T I C
(SEE CHARTS NO. 3-l6)
GRADE V - VI






TEST 5 A ?/iULTIPLICATION OCTOBER 5, 1928
TEST 6 A DIVISION (SHORT) OCTOBER S, 1923
TEST 6 B-"" OCTOBER 9, 192S
TEST 6 B^ OCTOBER 10,1923

iiu?^EH 07 iska:tles I!T th^ 'TIlson I!:v^:ttop.y ajtd dia?::ostic tssts





6a 100 Siiort Division
200 Short Division
6b 200 Short Division
1,000

H S C K I IT G 01 AS T E R Y
OF
SUBTRACTION




(SEE TABLE HO. Ill, IV. )

Darint'^ the first ana second week of October 192:-., the Wilson Iriventory
and Diagnostic Tests in Subtraction (^A, 4B, Uc) l.Odtiplication (5A) and Division
(6a, 6b
,
bB'') were given to seventy pupils of the fifth grade and thirty-eight
pupils of the sixth grade. The children worked for accuracy instea^i of speed,
although each child registered how long it took him to do each test.
The pupils realized that they were n'or^cin^ for 100^ efficiency in life
and it was necessary for them to pass each test before they would be consiaered
100^ efficient.
The tests were corrected and a distribution of errors for each grade
was made. Bhis distribution showed the number of errors made by each child, the
number of times each combina-tion was incorredt, the n\amber of errors ma^e by the
whole class, the number of different examples wrong, the median and mean of er-
rors in each test. (See Distribution Sheet Table No. Ill, IV).
Graphs were made of each test to show the distribution of scores, fre-
quencies, median of class, mode, quartiles, and mean. Another set of -ra-ohs
showed the amount of time required to complete ea.ch set and the frequeue ies. ( See
G-raphs
Before returning: tests to the children the corrected form of all errors
were placed on the blackboard. Corrected tests were returned to the children.
Each child was given a sheet of paper on which he wrote his name, date and title,
which was "T^y Errors in Subtraction, Multiplication and Short Division Tests".
After carefully examining the test each pupil registered the corrected form of
his error (See Individual's Error Sheet). Tliis sheet was used to check pupil
when he was sure he knew the number facts. The children also made "Don't Know
Cards." These were flash cards, which had the combinption a.id answer on one
side, and the combination without the answer on the other,
Superior children or those v/ho hau 100^ efficiency were allowed to
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check up on any child who reported that he had completely mristered his
nmiher facts, Many of the children took their errors sheets ana flash cards
home and had their parents help thero eradicate their errors.
Individual "Don't Know Cards" drills were given each day for five
minutes hy the teacher or a pupil. These helped to speea up the responses
and enaljled the child to pick out the comhinations that needed more study.
One set of test errors was corrected at a tir^e, and tnen the children
who hac failed were retestea. Those who were 100> efficient in the test were
allowed to study during the retestin^ -oeriod. The children realized that
they were working for 130^ efficiency in life, and that it was necessary/- for
them to pass all tests "before they would be considered 100;^ efficient in
Arithmetic.
No pupil received 100^ in all tests. Every child had some work to do to
enahle them to be 100"^ efficient.
^lo child was to be satisfied with anything less than 100^. Up to date
many of the children and parents were pleased and satisfied with the rating
from SOfo to 100^, but for efficiency the pupils of Graae V and VI decide a to
have only two scores - nariely 100^ efficiency or Ofio. Tliis was called the
penalty score. All the results of the work of these children were rnted on
the penalty score basis.
After finding out that most of the errors which occurred in the Lons:
Division Test were due to the inefficiency of the class to subtract : _ul-
tiply, an attempt was made to check the mastery of subtraction through the
use of the lYilson Inventory and Diagnostic Test HA, ^B,
Test UA was coroosed of fifty-five siinple operations, eech one re-
quired no borrowing, y.any of these examples were repeated in the test as
it contained 100 examoles,
Int Test Ua Grrade VI there were 101 errors. 6U examples had no errors.




showed that the error was one of carelessness or thoughtlessness on the part
of the child. (See DistrilDut ion Sheet Tp.'ole No. Ill Chart !:o. 3)
On Table ITo. Ill it v/ill be noticed that 25 pupils were 10 efficient,
2 pupils failed on 1? exan^ples, 1 pupil failed on 17 examples, 2 piroils failed
on 15 e>:arpx)les. Still closer observation of the table snows that these errors
were due to a zero difficulty. This test revealed this weakness and made it
possible to direct effort, where it is needed, to the facts not yet mastered.
The exa^rroles done incorrectly the greatest nu-nber of times '.vere:
81^+9 326 5
r9.z9.z2.zl z2. Zl Zl ^'^See Table No. Ill)
The Class Median was 100,
The Class Mean was 97.3.
Score range 32-100^.
Before st-rting the subtraction Test M-B the children of Grade YI and
Y were urged to work hard, carefully, not to hurry ann to have for their aim
100^ accuracy v/ithin a reasonable time without counting or saying the tables to
get the ans77er.
Test 4b was made up of 100 examr)les, which contain the 45 combinations
that required borrov/ing. Most of these coiiibinations were repeated. A cnild
seldom failed on the same example twice (See Distribution Sheet Table No. III).
Grade YI in Test U B had 32 errors. There were 12 exsrrrtles that hp.d no
errors. 21 pupils were lOO^ efficient, 1 pupil failed on h examples, 1 pupil
failed on 5 examples, etc. (See Table No. Ill and Chart No. ^)
The Class Median was 100^.
The Class 'lean was ^9.1
Most com:TJ3n errors were: I7 13 10 13
- 3 zl z:i zi
Score range 95-100
Grade VI 7/ith 100;^ efficiency still its aim attacked the 200 exa-Tples
in the Subtraction Test k C.

19.
The form of setting the exairoles down irrrpeaea the accuracy and epeeu of
the children as they had 'been trained to use the other forr;;. These exsrfipleB
had reiTiainders as needed for subtraction in Short Division.
In this Test G-rscie VI, 3^ pupils, had l62 errors, 9^ different eianplee
hrd ao errors. 10 r)upils haa no errors.
The pupils errors ranged from 1 to 55* 1 P'^pil failed on 55 exa^nples,
1 pupil failed on 23 exan^ples, 1 nuoil failed on 12 exarples etc. (See Distri-
bution Sheet Table No. Ill Ciiarts ITo . 5)
The Class Median was 100.
The Glass Mean was 9'«7
The most co:'n:non errors v/ere:
.
5I4-0, 62-5^, S6-81, 29, 31, 32-2S, 23-21, lU-s, 55-1+9, 53-i+5, 70-63, 70-6U,
35-23, 25-21, 55-^3.
Score range 73' 5 -lOO^S.
In Test hx G-rade Y, JO pupils, had I5I errors. Most of these errors were
due to a zero difficulty. There were 50 different expinples th?t had no errors.
h different exainples were fsi led on 7 tiir.es, 9 different eiairples were failed on
6 times, etc. (See Distribution Sheet Table No IV. Chart No. 6).
39 P'u.pils were lOOfo efficient, k loupils failed on 15 exariples, 1 pupil
failed on 16 examples, 1 pupil failed on ik exaiaples, etc. (See Table ITo. )
Class I'edian was 101.
Class Mean was 9^.7
Most Cornmon errors;15^3317629
-1 -0 -0 -0
-0
-2
-2 -2 -2. "2
Score Range 67-100^.
In Test k B Grade V had 127 errors. 25 different exaitrples haa no errors.
3 different examples were fa ilea on k tirnes, 9 examples were failed on 3 times
(See Distribution Sheet Table No IV. Chart No. 7)
1
20
26 pupils were 100^ efficient. 1 pupil failed on 2 3 exsmroleB, 1
failed on 10 exsuimles, etc. (See Table No. IV. Chart No. 7)
The Class Median was 99.
The Class Mean was 93.1 .
Most Com- on errors were: 12 11 11
zl zl zl
Score Range Sl-100^.
In Test 4 C Graae V, had 337 errors. 1 example 16-^2 was iffailea on
20 times. 55 different exnniples had no errors. 15 TUDils were 100^ efficient.
1 pupil failed on 20 examples, 1 pupil failed on 13 exannples, 1 pupil failed
on 17 exanrples, 1 pupil failed on lb exairples. (See Table No. IV. Chart No. 3)
The Class Median was 96.3
The Class Mean was 9- -
The most Co-: on Errors were: 73-72, 4^36, ^3-36, 33-27, 7I-63, ^7-42,
23-16.
Score Range 7I-5 - 100^.

a.
SUBTRACTIOIT CHARTS 03TOBER1-3, l"-^^





GRADE V - 70 Puoils
GRADE VI- 3b Pupils
(See Charts No. 3"'^)
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SCORl!
CJHART ^10, 3
GRAPH TO SHOW I)ISTRIBUTION OF SCORES> IN TEST UA GRADE V]" 38 pupils
THIS C^RAPH ]:S READ AS FOLLOWS:
1. .00^J efficiency









STOTHACTION Oct. 2, 1928
WILSON inve:ttory and diagnostic test Ub
20
19
95 96 97 9S 99 100
SCOIffl
CHABT NO, U
GRAPH TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SXRES 15 TSST Ub
GRADE VI 3g pupils
THIS CHART IS READ AS K}LLOWSj
1. 100^ efficiency







9. q3 . 100
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SUBTRACTION OCT. 3, 1928











.5 .5 .5 .5 .5
SCORE
CHART NO. 5
.5 .5 .5 .5
CORRECT IN Test Uc GRADE VI 33 pupils
THIS TABLE IS READ AS K)LLOWS:
1. 100^ efficiency
2. Scores less than 100^
3» 0-11 frequencies
U. lU'([-200 Number of examples
5. 73-5 -100 Scores





192 193 I9U 195 196 198 199 2D0
96 96 97 97 98 99 99 IOC






SUBTRACTIOII OCT. 1, 1928
WILSOII INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC T
39
38
37 CHAP.T NO. b
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Char-t No. r - GraDh to show (iistribut ion of Score 9 ii1 Test kB ORADE 7




Score B less than 100*
5. Median 99
8.1
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CHAHl' NO. a
Grraph to G^on di etributio n c f aicores in Tes(t I^ C - 3rrade 7 70 pupils
1his talalet le1 read as follows!
1 . 0-16 freauenc
K 1 1. R-lOO Seorefi







g!. C 95. 5
c1. Ci3 99. 5
10. Scores less t,hab 100^ f
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S U A H Y
CHKCKII>-G :'ASTERY 0? SUBTRACTION
GRADE 71
(See DistriD-j.tion of Errors T&"ble Mo. Ill and Charts Xo . 3, , ..)
CI-GOKIITS 'ASTERY 0? SUTjTRACTIC!:
GRADE V
(See Distribution of Errors Table Ko. IV and Charts ITo. o, 7>

SU!" AHY CH^CKIi:0 VASTSHY OF StTBTHACTIpy
GRAPE VI
Test Ua
Mean of errors 2.7











































SUM- A5Y CHS:Kl!ia ''ASTKHY 0? SUBTRACTION
SHADE VI
Test ^ B
Mean of errors .8





17 13 10 1^
Zl =1 zli Z£
Different exarmles frailed on
2h different ex.-^Trles failed on once
k " " •» twice
72 exanples - no errors.
Errors tier -nuoil












SUlff/AHY CHECKING VXSHmY OF SUBTRACTION
GH.VDF VI
Test '4 C
i'lean of errors 2,2





51^9, 62-5U, s'6-^di, 89-21, 32-2S, 23-21, 1I4-3, 55-^9,
53-^5, 70-63, 70-6U, 35-28, 25-21
Different ExaTa;)! as fsilea on
53 different examples failed on once
23 " " " twice
10 " II H M three times
6 " " " four tlnjes
93 examples no errors - '^,i>
Errors r)er ^unil
h p-upils failed on 1 ex^nrole
" " 2 exainples
II II 7 II

















EXMiPLES HAVIira TWO OR WR'S EHUORS lU SUBTRACTION BY TESTS




-0 -0 -0 -0 failed on 9 times
i+ 1 9
-0 -0 -0 failed on 10 times
g
-0 failed on 13 times
Test k B
17 13 13 10
zl Zl z!i failed on twice
Test U
36-35 53-U5 55»U9 lU-g 55,1+g 706I+ 52-1^9 25-ig 32-28
70-63 failed on 3 times
Ug-U2 62-5U g6-gl g9-Sl 15-g 51-^S5 failed on U times
rV
SIT'^'AHY OmCKira MAST'SY OF SUBTRACTION 33
GRA.OE V
Test H A
Mean of Errors 2,1





Most Con^ -Q n Erro r
s
1^43817629
22 different examples - failed on once
7 " " " " twice
3 " " w three tL-es
1 " " four tirr.es
k " " •» " five times
9 " " " " six times
U " " " " seven times
50 different examples no errors.
Errors per pupil
39 P"u.pils no errors
17 pupils failed on 1 example
5 puT)ils failed on 2 exaiiples
1 pupil failed on h examples
1 " " " S "
1 " " 10 "
1 II tt II ik »
1 " " 16 "
k pupils " " 13 "

3^
SUM^AARY CHECKING ?.'ASTERY OF SUBTRACTION
GRAD"P: V
Test k B
i.lean of Errors 1.8








Different Exaniples Failed On
33 different examples failed on once
25 " " " " twice
9 " " " " three times
3 " " " fo-ur tinies
25 exgciples no errors - 2^^ no errors - 75^ of errors.
Errors -per -oitoil
21 pun lis failed on 1 exa'aple
5 ti i» ^ ti
1 " " U, 5, 6, 7, 2, 9, 10, 11, 20 exairples.
2b pupils no errors











7<5-72, UU-3b, 1^3-36, 3--27, 71-63, U7-42, 23-16.
Different Exa--.T>les Failed on
59 different examples failed on once
Ho « » » twice
19 " " " three times
18 « " »» four times
2 " " " five times
1 " " w six tirr.es
3 " »i • H seven times
2 " " eight times
1 " " " twenty ti.xes
55 exaniples no errors.
Errors ner pu-oil
12 pupils failed on 1 example
2 w " 2 exanples
7 ti 3
4 II U U II
6 w >» 5 w
1 pupil " 7 "
3 pupils " 8 "
h pupils " 9 "
c
GRADE V - Test U C Continued



















EXA^SS Emm TIP OR MORg ERRORS IIT SaBTRACTION BY TESTS
(See Table No. Ill)
gRADE V « 70 pupils
Test kX
7
-0 failed on 13 times
3 s
-0 «Q failed on 12 times
961^5
z2 z2 ^ r2. failed on 11 times
2 1
^0 failed on 7 times
Test U B
11 11 10 12 12 13 13 ik
ZlzizSrizlzIzlzl faile d on 3 times
12 11 11
zlt failed on h times
Test k
60-Ug UI4-U2 6g-6U 69-63 67-63 22-ig U6-U2 32-22 70-63
69-6U Ul-36 2U-I8 2U-2O U2-36 20-lU 55-U9 5U-U5 failed
3 times
5U-U9 71-6U 60-56 70-6U 31-27 30-2U 31-2U 35-27 5U-U8
62-56 53-U9 go-72 62-54 3U-27 6i-5i+ 53-U5 Ui-35 79-72
55-UU failed on k times
61-56 19-16 faUed on 5 times
23-16 failed on 6 times
U7-U2 U3-36 UI4-36 failed on 7 times
71-63 33-27 failed on 8 times
78-72 failed on 20 times

C H £ g K I i: G OF !: A S T £ H Y
OF
MULTIPLI CATION
s u : : ; A H Y
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On the completion of the Siibtrpction Tests, the Class Gr^^ ie VI,
3S pupils, with 100^ accuracy as their aim aia Test of l/.ul ti plication
,
which contained the 100 comljinations up to S) ^ 9»
Results showed clb errors, 57 exsjoples had no error, l.lost of the
errors were traced to a zero difficulty. 15 pupils were 100^ efficient.
1 pupil failed on 12 ex-^—oles, 1 puDil f^'lcd on 10 examples, etc. (See
Distribution Sheet Table No. Ill Chart Ho. ^)
The Class Median was 5'9
The Class Mean was 9^*7
The Most Comn-on Errors werej752001900
xO yp xO x6 x5 xO xO
Score Range 75-100^.
In Gr,? :e V, mtn 70 pupils, there were Ibo errors (See Distribution
Sheet Table Ho. II Chart No. 10). 35 different examples had no errors.
5 different examples v/ere failed on seven ti.T'es. 2 different exeiaples -vere
failed on six times, etc. (See Table No. IV Chart 10). Jlost of tne errors
were due to a zero difficulty.
25 pupils had no error. 1 pupil failed on 17 exaaiples, 1 pupil failed
on 16 examples, 1 pupil failed on 10 examples, etc. (See Table No. IV. Chart 10)
The Class Median wss 100.
The Class Mean was 97*^
The Most Conmon Errors were:31U102507
xO xl xO xO x5 xO xO x3 xO
Score rexi^e d3-100^
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75 76 77 72 79 80 SI 82 83 8U 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 9^ 95 96 97 98 99 100
SCORl5
cJHAHT 1ro. 9
GRAPI ) SHOW DISTRIBUTION 03P SXRES ][N TES1? 5A (>RADE 71 TDU-OilS
THIS CHAHT IS REAI) AS K)LLOWSj
!• 100^ efficiency









1 0^ e 100
-
mTIPLICATIOy Oct. 5, 1928































83 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 9^ 95 96 97 98 99 100
SCORE
CHART WO. 10
Graph to Show Distribution of SCO res in Te St - GRADE 7 70 pupils
Thi 8 Char t 1 8 read as folldms:
1. 100^ efficiency







7. Mode 8 98
9. 100
cor
S U /V R Y
CHgCKT^^S ?1ASTERY OF "ULTIPLICATION
GRADE VI
(See Distrioution of Errors Tsble No. Ill snc Charts llo. 9)
GRADB V
(See Distribution of Errors Table No. lY and Ciiart No. 10)
e
SIP"'A.^.Y Cir^CZIlTG MYSTERY OF ^^I:LTIPLIvATr N
Test >A
Mean of errors 2.2/
Median of errors 2.
3S pupils
10 J exaj^le s
Most CoT:::on Errors
75200190
xO xO xO xb xO xO xl- x7
Errors i:)er r)u:'il
3 pupils failed on 1 exa-ralo
2 " " 2 examples
1- II ti 3 "
1 II II \\ II
2 " " 5,6,7"
1 " " 10,12 "
15 pupils no errors
Different Ex3,:^.^les ?nileci on











no errors - ^7

EXAMPLES HAVINQ TWO OR MORS ERHQRS IN MULTIPLICATION TEST




xl x2 3c3 x|4 xQ xQ xQ x5 3^ xl x7 xl x6 x9
failed on twice.
0091
LL ^ ^ failed on 3 timeB
x6 x5 failed on k times
2 7 5





^.Y CF ULTIPI r'JA'xlC v.'
Test
Median of errors 2







joO xl xO xO x5 xO :iO x3 xO
Different Exanrples Failed on
25 different exaiit)les failed on once
19 « «» twice
5 " " " three times
6 " " " four tiines
2 " " " five times
2 '» " " six times
5 " " " seven times
1 II w eight times
35 no errors - 35!?o
Errors - b^;^
"Errors ^oer pupil














GRAW. V - Test 5A - Continued
1 pupil failed on 9 exaiinles
2 pupils failea on 10 exa'nples
1 pupil " " 11 "
1 pupil " l6 "
1 pupil " 17 "
25 no errors
rc
EXAMPLIS HAVItTG TTO OR ?TORE DHHOHS IN mTIPLICATIOIT TIST
(See Table No. Ill)
Test 5 A
10 3 6
2^ ^ iL ^ iL bailed on 3 times
000603
x2 36 x8 ^ 2c2_ x6 failed on U timet
7
x3 xO failed on 5 times
1 U
xO xO failed on 6 times
52091
3^ x^ xO 3d failed on 7 times
3





S U h A R Y

(See Distribution Sheet Table No. Ill and Charts No. 11-12-13)
The short division tests were done .after the Vulti-nlicntion tests h*=i': been
conmleted. Test o A hau 100 exa'rples, waica v/as riiaat uo of the <;i quoiicr^is
ur) to 9'e in 31 and some repetitions.
There were 6U errors in Grpie VI, Yi puoils.
The Class Median was 99*
The Class Mean was 9^5^
One put)il failed on 10 exea-ples, 1 failed on 9, etc. (See DistrioUuion
Sheet Table No. Ill Chart No. 11) 5 different exairples were failed on 3
times.
Most comiron Errors were:
iTT, '6Y^ i~ qJ^T
Score ran^-e S^lOO^
Test 6 B Part 1 and 2.
In these tests there were UOO examDles or 200 exanples in each test.
'These tests contained the 3°^ uneven short division ut) to 9's in 89»
In Grade VI, y6 pupils, on Test 6 B''' no pupil had lOO'J^ efficiency.
(See Chart No. 12)
The Median was 91.
The Class Mean was %io
Most of the errors in this test occurred in such examples that --^ - a
dividend smaller than the divisor.
There were 55^^ errors. One exam^ole was failed on 27 times, 5 examples
were failed on 24 times, 1 exa:Tiple was failed on 22 times, 2 examples failea
on 20 times, etc. (See Distribution Sheet Table No. Ill)
91 Different Examples had no errors.
1 pupil failed on 23 examples, 1 failed on 27 exan^ples, 1 failed on 26
examples, 2 failed on 25 examples, etc. (See Table No. Ill)
r
The most Co"nTon Errors were:
iW eyr iTT oTT ^72~ iW '-irT i~ W ~
kjr oW iw oW 3~ iW ^yr tTo" -.yo" ^tt^
No pupil was 100^ efficient in Test 6 B"*".
Score range 75 ~ 99^»
On Test 6 B ^ no pupil in Grr^de VI was 100^ efficient. One pupil failed
on 30 exarnples, 1 failed on 2J exarples, 1 failed on 23 exarnles, et^. (See
Table No. Ill Chart No. 13)
Tiicre were 200 exsr"r>les in this test, ^2 exanples had no errors. 1 ex-
aznple ^)0, was failed on tv/elve times, 3 exai.ples were failed on nine tL-r.es,etc.
(See Tatle No. Ill)
There were 29b errors in Test 6 B^. Most of then occur re:i. in s^ach ex-
a-TTples that h^d a dividend smaller than the divisor and a zero difficulty.
The most Comrron Errors were;
5)0 270 Tyo'^bTo 0T2 3X3 sT^9 ^ 7)2 -yy
571 3)2 9)^
The Class Median was 97*
The Class Mean was 95»7
Score Range 83-99^
Graae 5.
(See Distribution Sheet Tnble No. IV and Charts No.l^,15,l6)
Test bA On this test Qraxie V, JO pupils had 179 errors, .ost ^..tse
occurred where the divisor was 1.
2 pupils failed on twelve ex?:^les.
h pupils failed on ten examples.
2 punils failed on eight exaa-roles, etc. (See Table No. II)
2h "ou-nils had no errors.
LIBRARY OF
27 examples had no errors. SCHC ATlON

1 example was failed on 10 times.
1 exa^rrle was failed on i times,
h exarrtples v/ere failed on 7 times, etc.
The Class Median was 98.
The Ctess Mean was 97.^
Score range 3^4-100.
The Most Cornir.on Errors were:
1)1 1)2 1T3 1X4 i)Z 1T5 1)5 1T7
"^est 6 B"^, pupils of G-rarie V, 70 pupils, had IO61 errors, Many of
these errors occurred where the dividend was smaller than the divisor. Only
one person was 100^ efficient in that test.
One pupil failed on 62 examples, one failed on 60 examples, 1 failed on
^5 examples, 2 failed on 39 exa'irples, etc. (See Distribution Sheet Ta"ble llo.
IV and Charts No, 1M6)
S Examples had no errors.
1 example was failed on 2h times.
2 exati-oles were failed on 23 times.
1 exanple was f&iled on 22 times.
2 examples were failed on 20 times, etc. (See Table No. )
The Class Median was 95*
The Class Mean was 92.5^
Score r.ange 75-lOC)^
The tv'ost Coin;::on Errors:
7T5 "^yr 6T53 7T39 7T^ 5T2 ijs i)Z ijo 0J2 sjo sjo 0)1-
iTi 977 3)1" 9)79" o)T" ^T^ 7)^ 7)1" s)T 6)T h)T'
On Test 6 B 1 pupil in Gr-^de V, 7^ pupils, haa no error. There were
663 errors. One pupil failed on exam.ples, 1 nupil failed on U2 examnles, 1
pupil f.-^.iled on 2Q exaiireles. etc (See Distribution Sheet Table No. IV ^ioart No.
lU-16)

2o examoles had no errors.
One exa^nple was failed on sixteen times, 1 exaJKple was failed on
fifteen times, 2 exarrrples were failed on twelve times, 2 exa-irolee were failea
on eleven times, etc.
T]ie Class Median v/as 9^.5
The Class Mean was
The Most ComTon Errors were:




CHECKING :^ASTERY OF SHORT iJIVISIO::
SHADE VI
( See Distriljution of Errors Taule No. Ill aiv^ Charts No. 11, 12, 13 )
GRADE V





CHhlCKina •:ArT7.RY 07 SHORT DIVISION
Test
55
Median of Errors 2








Errors in Different Sxanmles
bO examples no errors
21 different examples failed on once




13 pupils no errors.
11 T)u-oils failed on 1 example







Test 6 B •*•
Median of Errors 2







II . :'ort Co.!. on Errors;
tT^ oV^ 1T5 oTJ 572 7)1) sT? '^y^ tYT -.yi
9)2 cy: 4)2 6T5 7)^ ^To 3)1 7F 777 -7^ .7?
Ill . Brrors per pupil
1 pupil failed on 1
,
3,lP,l6, 26 , ?7 , 2^ exan-oles





IV Errors in Different Exsr.rjles
91 exarr.'oles no errors.
55 different exanrples failed on once
13 " " " " twice
13 " " " " three times
2 »» « II II four times
2 " w It II five tirr.es
U " »» " six times
1 " " thirteen times
1 n If II sixteen times
3 " " w II nineteen times
4 " •* nineteen times
2 « " w II twenty times
2 " " " twenty-one times
1 " " " " twenty- two times
5 " " " " twenty-four times
1 " " II II twenty- seven times
c
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SUy^-AHY CHEC^TNG "XrmmY 0? SHORT DIVISION
SRADl!: VI
TEST 6
I^, Median of Errors k





II . Most Ooin ' on Errors
5T0 2T0 ojo 6)0 o72 973 ^739 Syr 772 97^ hTJ
57l 3T2 97b
III . Errors in Different "^^^xa-.rles
92 exaaples - no errors.
hb different examples failed on once
2k " " " twice
11 " " " " three times
8 « II II four times
2 " II .1 II five tiates
3 " " " " six tirr.es
6 " " " " seven times
2 " " " " eight times
3 " " " " nine tlT^es
1 " " fe'.velve times.
IV. "grrors per pu-oil
5 pupils failed on one exaicple
6 " " " 2 exauroles
y II II II 7 II
1 II II II _ II
Ij n II II r; II

52
1 puoil failed on 7 ex^.-r^les
1 II II It ^ II
2 pupils " 13, lU, 18 examples






Median of Errors 2





1)1 1T2 1)3 iT^ iTo
Errors in Different Exann^les
1)5 1)9 1)7
27 exa.iplcs - no errors.


















2k pupils no errors.
S puqpils failed on 1 exqn?-«le
9 " MHO examples
lk " n H 3
r
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II Most CoTi'.-on Errors
ih in bT53 7)39 7)0
1I3 9T7 sTs 3)1 ^^T79
III Errors in Different Exaj:roles
5)2
bT3
8 examples no Errors.

































3 different exanples failed on fifteen tLnes
2 " " •* sixtee ti-nes
1 " " seventeen times
3 " " eighteen tirr.es
1 " " nineteen tirries
2 " II n twenty times
2 " " •* tv/enty-one times
1 " " tv/enty-two times
2 " " " twenty-three times
1 " twenty-four times
-^rrors "oer iJU'^Jil
1 pupil no error.
1 pupil failed on 2 examples
k pupils " " 3 "
g If II I4. II
I4 If 11 ^ II
6 II II 6 w
2 II II y II
fi 11 g If
5 II II ^ II
3 II II 10 "
3 " " 11 "
1 II II 12 "
1 « 13 "
z, II II i4 II
2 " II 15 II
1 " 17 "
1 IS "
1 « 20 "
c
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1 pupil failed on 21 exar pies
1 If II II 22 II
3 PUPILS It It 23 n
2 II II II 25 II
1 pupil II II 27 II
2 pupils 11 II 2S II
1 pupil II II 30 II
2 pupils II 31 11
1 pupil It 3^ II
1 II II 36 II
2 pupils It 39 II
1 pupil II ^5 II
1 II II 60 II
1 II II 62 II
TEST 6
Median of Errors 2






2)0 6723 857 TTJO V)l 971 ijf 5)40 j)! 3)i Jo
772
Errors in Different Examples
26 SxanTples no errors.
Bxaniples failed on once
32 " " twice

62
31 examples failed on three tl-nes
15 " " foui' "
13 five "
3 " " Bix '»
7 " " seven "
5 " " eight "
8 " " nine "
6 " " ten "
2 " eleven "
2 " " tvrelve "
1 " fifteen times
1 " " sixteen
Errors per ou-pil
1 pupil no Errors
7 pupils failed on 1 exaiirple
3 " " 2,3,7,'.:, 17 eranples
8 " " U exaj'iTples
5 II II 5 II
7 II II 6 "
1+ II II 5 II
1| II II 10 ir
2 " " 12,20,21 exa-nples
1 " " lU, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 29, 1+2, 69 examples

«3
EXAMPLES HAVIN5 T'TO OR MQHE ERRORS IN SHORT DIVISION BY TESTS
(See Table No. IV)
GRADE VI
Test 6a
1)9 1T5 lYs iT^ lyi 2)18 3)15 3727 ^TTz sJs sTts
979 failed on twice
iTT 1T3 1T2 6)T+2 failed on 3 times
9)55 failed on 5 times
^est 6b^
^ 8157 8)37 ^ 71^ 7)17 9753 8722 27^ 5737
77^ 573^ failed on 3 times
6751 77^ failed on k times
97^ 97^ failed on 5 times
77^ 87o 9)71 ^9779 failed on 6 times
7)0 failed on 7 times
^71 failed on I3 times
i)U failed on 16 times
77^ 87^ 371 failed on 18 times
97^ 675 ^T2 972 failed on I9 times
771 8)7 failed on 20 times
875 872 failed on 21 times
977 failed on 22 times
7T5 7T5 575 675 failed on 2k times
Test 6b^
8727 975o 5T7 9783 ^737 9T^ 6717 9739 3719 failed on 3 times
97^ 3722 97 5 97^ 972^ STT 5)^ failed on k times




sir 37o failed on 6 times
9789 1T2 9P+ Uyj 571 9T^ failed on 7 times
9T3 failed on 8 times
gTo 270 ^ failed on 9 times
5)0 failed on 12 times
r
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exjl\(Pij:s having three or mors errors in short division test
(See Table No. Ill)
GRADE V
Teat 6 A
5T5 8)2^ failed on 3 times
UyiS 9T9 67^ 9)^ gp^g failed on U times
9)5^ 37^ 1)8 6)2^ faL led on 5 times
1T7 iTT failed on 6 times
1)19 iTf iT^ lP+ failed on 7 times
lYJ failed on 8 times
ijs failed on 10 times
Test 6
6")^ 8)71 7T29 9T80 sTis 7712 8751 8759 6759 ^15^ 3731 ^Tii
9729 572^ s7i2 9738 ^7i7 5727 37^ 8yT+r 9715 9783 9723
9730 9)75" U75 9788 failed on 3 times.
9733 9751 8)11 5p+9 9785 9^+2 5)19 87!^ U7T3 97^ 877o 5757
677 6758 8775 7720 6727 97^ 87^ 275 77^ 8753 67^40 97^
2715 87^8 failed on k times.
8725 77^8 273 873^ 5'iT8 97^ 6732 6731 875^ 9783 87^ 775^
97^ 1)^ ^725 ^72^ 77?+ 8777 8y^ 1+722 8751 6758 77b2
7722 failed on 5 times
6752 67^ ev^ 9735 8T39 6757 7757 ^7ii 877o 67^+7 7732 8722
77^ 7)2U 7)51 97^9 77^ 672^ 573^ 77^ failed on 6 times
77^ 9^17 7753 877o 9750 9779 9778 87^ failed on 7 times
7755 7)^ 870 9771 9753 9752 9787 failed on 8 times
8757 failed on 9 times




k)2 371 failed on 11 times
2717 failed on 12 times
yTo failed on 13 times
512 failed on ik times
7139 7T5 6)3 failed on I5 times
gji 9T2 6TT+ failed on 16 times
7)1 failed on I7 times
fji^ g]^ 9T7 failed on 18 times
978 Uyi failed on 20 times
IT3 STI failed on 21 times
77^ failed on 22 times
87^ 675 failed on 23 times
^3 failed on 2k times
Test 6b^
97^+3 9Ti9 5)3 3723 77^ 77^ 3)^ sT^S ^137 s733 ^)33 9)^ 77^
failed on 5 times
9T87 ^752 37l7 failed on 6 times
9725 97S0 57^ 975 ^73 9)^ S7l5 failed on 7 times
S727 975 571 973^ STJT failed on 8 times
672 973 77S9 ^Pi9 57o 67o 372 97^ failed on 9 times
97! 772 27T 970 370 87r 57^ failed on 10 times
875 67T failed on 11 times
877 ^7o failed on 12 times
6)28 failed on I5 times
270 failed on 16 times
(J
SHOHT DIVISION CHARTS OCT. 1 ^2
GRADE7 - GRADE VI
WILSON I :tvs:t TORY a::d
DIAGNOSTIC TEST
TEST 6A
TEST dB Part 1
TEST 6b Part 2




INVENTOny AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST 6a
















89 90 91 92 93 95 96 97 98 99 100
SCORE
CHAfiT NCk 11
GRAPH TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES; nf TEST 6a - GrRADE VI 18 pupils
THIS TABLE IS READ AS 1t)LLOWS
1. 100^ efficiency
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SCORES
CHARI' NC1. 12
Graph to Show dLlstributlon of SCO retI in Test
. GRADE VI 1 8 -Duoi Is
1•HIS; CH-^RIr IS5 READ AS FOLLOWS
:
L. 1 00^) efficiency
2. 'yif cScores lees than 100^
3. 0-10 frequency
u. 72. 5-100 Scorej
5. Medial
6. Uean 91
7. Mode 88.5 (87.' ).5^
8. - 88.^
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GRAPH TO SHOW ]DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES IN TEST 6b SHADE VI 38 DupilB
THIS CHAHT IS HEAD AS 1TOLLOWS:
1 >7 frequencle B
2. B6-100 scores
3 » 100^ efficienc:
U SCO re s whida are lea B than 100^
5 , Median 97
6 . Mean 95.*
7 . Mode 98. 5
8 I 9-5
9 3 q8. 5

SHORT DIVISION
WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST 6 k























8b 87 gg 89 90 91 92 93 91+ 95 96 97 98 99 100
SCORE
CHART NO- lU
QRAPH TO SHOTf DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES IN TEST GRADE V 70 PUDllS
THIS CHART IS READ AS IX)LLOWS;
1. 100 efficiency
2. \ Scores le 89 than 100^
3. O-2U freaue ncy
U. gU-lOO seores
5. Uedian '• 9g
6. Mean - 97.6




SHORT DIVISION Oct. 9, 1^28
WILSON INTElfTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST 6b^
CHART !I0. 15
GRAPH TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES IN TE«5 6b^ gr.\DE V 70 pupils
THIS CHART IS READ AS FOLLOWS:
1. 100^ efficiency










WILSON IWENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST 6b^
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CHART NO. 16
GRAPH TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCORES IN GRADE V 70 p\apil8












[10 T IVATEQ DRILL
^TEGESSARY TO BRII^S aHC UPS
UP i:




An inventory of the outtraction, rrrj-ltipli^ ..-^.i 3... divl£i:>.. i-.. -- ivce
made and the errors of each child were diagnosed. All the children a|;reed that
they were in need of more practice-drill for accuracy !-r. ' P'ato natic reEoor.EeB.
This drill was given "by the teacher, superior chilcren, ana parent s.
Realizing that teaching practice fails oecaase of its general int-
practicabil ity , the teacher went to work and foana some devices to Ice *: .e
children thoroughly interested and motivated.
Opoortunity was furnished each pupil for slcill "b-ail lin- wh-?'. plmed
at ready automatic re^,onse. In orcier to estaolish tne autoir^tic responses the
children made a set of flash cards numbered from to 19 and a sign card for
subtraction, division and multiplication. He also made another set of car^s
numbered from to 9* 'Yith these cards the child drilled himself, or else he
had another child test him on subtraction, r.ulti ilication or divisicn. ^See
My Error Sheet P P )
On receiving the corrected tests the children made individual
sets of flash cards of their errors. These v^ere called "Don't ":. :;ar-s. "
Thus, if a child failed on S x 0, he would put o x on one side of the card and
on the other ni-le. Each child drilled himself, or ha 1 someone else drill hio:,
with ti.ese caras in his spare time and at home. If he fa ilea or was slow to niake
the response the card was turned over and the child repeated correctly the com-
bination and answer.
These "Don't know Cards" were in constant use, as were the sets imich
were made for speed in subtraction nnd •^.ultiplic^tion. The ch-ildrr-r. took these
cards home and received much help from tneir pareiits.
Children enjoy games, so many arithmetic games were played by the
children and the teacher during the drill period. Team games where sco^'!-s -.vcrc
kept aroused and held the interest of the diildren the longest.
One of the greatest nids in this v,-ork c^.-^.e frc' the cooperition of the
parents, who drilled their cliilaren, using tne "Don't K:.ow Car^s" and error
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sheets which the children had made from the results of the tests.
One pqrent, vdio had two slow children in this work, w;en l :
anxious the girls were to be efficient decided to help them. It was reportea that
the father, mother, and two f;irls played Arithrrietic ga.T.es for ^ half ho'ir a:,
times longer at least tv/o or ti.ree ni-^hts a week. Needle:^ i
were most gratifying.
The keen interest and cooperation of the parents increased ^c.f. >rire in the
children to "become 100^ efficient in the fundamentals of arithmetic, ^ftea wnea a
child failed, he would remark, "Oh, Boy, my F?»ther won't li.-ce thnt,"
The children enjoyed the drills '/irhich h- . .'.on motivate^ ...c ^aae, ' "
seemed to accoiTrplish cnore in the five minutes allotted to the arill period than
formerly. This showed that practice-drills are often failures in theciselves be-
cause of their impracticability.
These daily drills or ganes pointed out that the surest way to prevent for-
getting was to figlit it day by day, using a little time o.. ^ ....^amenta! ana
essential facts of subtraction, multiplication and division. The result of these
short, quick and snappy practice-drills showed that these short periods given
frequently were more effective for learning? than were longer periods ;"^iven in-
frequently.
A. Much practice was received from the Toboggan slide.
A cliild drew a toboggan slide on the board, and products, of the table which
was to be drilled, were r^laced along the side as obstacles, thuSvO
o X 7 are b^, etc. If he failed to tTive the correct response, a
superior child took him to the side of the room and gave hiji special
drill on th.^t tocle. If he did not fail he called on l;is "pal" to drag the toboggan
up the slide without tipping it over.
This game greatly increased the speed and accuracy of the child and helped
The child iinist go down the hill on the toboggan without
falling off, thus: 0x7 are 0; 7 x 7 are ^; 1 x 7 are 7;
him to make automatic resDonses. It wns a vt r • ;^oo^ practice arill fo-
Tcr
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tiplication tables, subtrnction facte and also the phort Qlvlsion facte
B. Another race enjoyed. The claf;s was aivi_u. ^..i j .\. j teame, A 4 B, Two
like lists of products were placed on the board, thus;
A ol B 31 A child to reoresent e^':* teqr. , T5ointf;r in h«>nl,
27 27
72 72 stood in front of his list. A c.iila on Tearn A a8--ce
36 3^ Pointers ^ave the correct answer, tr.e one who eave it cor-
18 IS
'
^5 rect first scored. If he failed, another chil . ..... .as
9 .9
63 63 place. On a tie both scored, A su-oerior child actea ae
^0 scorekeeper at the board, althou^ an Lxproved slow child
v/as allowed to take charge of the scores a« times.
Children at their seats were anxious for their side to win, and watched
carefully for errors. The child who s-^.w the error first becf_- ointer for
his team.
0. Tills ^^ame used for subtraction proved most interesting. Two lists of
minuends were placed on tiie board thus: The subtrahend was place:* in a circle "ce-
A lU B 1^ tween the lists. Pointers, score keei>ers were in their olaces.
9 9




1"^ 17~9 was Tlie rules of the game were tne same as tnof
15 ^ 15
10 10 Game B. From day to day the inq refuse in soeed, ?ocurr=cy ana
18 IS
12 12 automatic responses of certain slovr i.-^'.. .vi^.^.Ie ,,cs Vi.r:-
17 17
11 11 noticeable.
D. From the children's error sheets (see page ) t... . . .-i .^ti- .




etc, (Use 10 combinations in a colunn)
A child, called Master, said, "I a- thinking of a combination in coluna
(three or 1,2,3) '.Tliat is it?" He called on John, who replied; "Is it , x ^ = 7.?
Master's response was, if wrong, "No, it is not :^ x 7 = 5o" Different children




getting the correct combination.
This game was used also for sulDtraction, ttoI tl-nlication ana division. After
we had used the separate processes ana felt t..t, classes were efficient snd
made accurate automatic responses, we played the same gave but used the mixed
fundamental essentials. This created more than ever the desire for 100^ ef-
ficiency.
E, The matching game was enjoyed. Here the superior child had 6 children
who matched against another superior child's six pu-oils for accuracy an^ ic
responses. Whichever side won picked the "best student from tne opponent's side,
and he gave him the slowest pupil. The point was to have 6 pupils who were lOOjt
efficient.
I*, Mimeographed sheets containing various errors of th» combination in, 1st,
subtraction; 2nd, multiplication; 3^^> division; and Uth, mixed set, were pre-
pared from the pu-oils of the error sheets. On these the punils of the error
group raced to see who could finish first. 100^ efficiency was alw-a.^'s th'r ~oal.
Time of the r^ce from day to ciay was kept so tt^au eacii pupil wor.cea zz "we^t ..is o^rn
record, as well as that of the group,
G, A. child made a circle with the numbers 1-12, as a circumference. In
the center he -put the number and process sign, thus: 19
2 i+
The child pointed to a number on the circumference, 7 11
10 x5
and called on another oupil who gave the laro^uct, as 3 ^
5 12
child pointed to 3 and pupil responded kO, The side




A :: u :^ T of t i h 2 u i h s p




G H A D S V - 7~) PUPILS
GRADE YI- ^2 PUPILS
(See Distribution of Errors Tables No. III,LV)

30
(See DistrilDution Sheet Tatle No. Ill)
GRAPE VI
Test U A
13 pupils failed on Test k A
13 pupils acquired 100^ in 1 cay.
Test ^ B
17 pupils failed on Test h B
13 pupils acquired 100^ in 1 day
k " " lOO't in 2 days
Test U C
2S pupils failed on Test k C
16 puoils acquired 100^ in 1
9 " " £ aays
]^ II H II ^ II
2 II It M "

(See Distribution Sheet TaDle No. 17)
GRADE Y
Test '4A
31 pUTDils failed on Test U A
20 pupils acquired 100^ in 1 day






pupils failed on Test U B
'^'c TO'Tils acquired 100^ in 1 dsy
o " " " 2 da^'s
2 M II H 3 "
Test k
55 pupils failed on Test C
3^ pupils acquired lOO'i^ in 1 day
lb " If n 2 days
I4 II H II 3 "
1 II II II u "

82
A^'OUCT 07 TI'!g R:^-jUIRED TO A^X'IHE 10'^ 2F?ICIg:^^ I.' 'ULTIILi:
(See ristrlbntion Sh'-.et T.^ble No. IV)
pur)ils failed on Test 5 A
32 -Diipils acquired 100^ in 1 day




M.'.OJJUH 07 TI':3 RE3UIRSD TO AC^UIH?. 10'>:^ EF^I:IS:":Y ir :.:ULTn'LI3ATICi:
(See Distrilaution Sheet Ta"ble No. Ill)
3RADE VI
Test 5 A
23 pupils failed on Test 5 A
12 pupils acquired 100^ in 1 daj'
3 M II 2 days
2 II II H 3 "

83
II u y B E R OF •; I :: u I £ s r z u i h e d
T CO M P L E T E TESTS IT A R I T H E I I
SUBTRACTION
J+ A, U B, U C.
MULTIPLICiVTIO
SHORT DIVISION
b A, b B-*-, b B^.
GRADE V 70 pupils
GRADE VI 33 pupils
(See Distribution Sheet Trebles No. Ill - 17)
(See Charts No. 1? - "7 )
I
sk
It was Interesting to TiOte that the tirte needed to complete the tests varied
considerably in the two ^'rades (See Charts No. 17-27)
iTu; ber of "in»itc.s 5-\ch Punil Roquiro i to Co - oli^te S".i>. tract ioh Tccts
GRiLDE VI (S';c Chp.rt TT-
Tests
). 17)
i n u t c s
1 2 ^
'V
7 '1)^1 J. t- L: ^-^
U A 3 23 1 1
k B 5 12 12 5 1 3
GRADE V (See Ch-^rt 1 ',19
TESTS
1 2 3 U «j 6
M i n u t e s
7 9 10 11 12 13 1^4 1^ lo 17 1^ 1^ 20 21 22 2-? 2h
U A 3 33 30 2 2
U B 2 14 23 lo 11 2 2
^ C . 1 . u 5 1^ 7 2 5 5 2 5 2 2 1 1 : 1
MUT3ER OF ^'I!IUTES li^ACH PITIL REQUIRE j TO 30'TLETE •...ULriPLlC'-JICi: TEST ^ A
GRADE VI (See Chart 7o. 20)
TESTS
2 7
I :-i U T E s
6 7 3 9
5 A 1
GRADE V (See Chart No. 21)




^A 10 1 , 2 1 1
MB.SSR OF - IIJUTES EACH FUPIL REQUIRED TO CCIPLETS SHOHT DIVISICr TESTS
GRADE VI (See Clx-r ts ITo. 22,23,2^)
TESTS 2 ^ H 1 7
>^ I N U T E
? 9 10 11 12 17 1h 1- 16
S




5 1^ 13 5 1
320201 ^1 0311 5 1T






1 10 13 11

35
NU'csi'^i 0? "ii^JT^s ea:h ptjpil iiy.x^iRED Tc X'TLSTE SHORT Jivisi :: :r:STS
GRA jj: V (See CK-^rts No. 2^,26,27
I N U T £ S
TESTS 2 3 ^4 ^ 6 7 ^ 9 10 11 12 1^ 1^ 15 lo 17 lo 1^; 20 21 22 23 2^ 25 26 27 2..
o~A o 19 23 lb U 5 1 1
6 si 11021153nHo2-
oJB 1 U ^ 1 465616^05;




6 o 2 1 1 " 1 1
TSSTS 5^ 55 56 57 5a 59 60 61 62
A

































_fiRAPH TO SHOW A?<OUOT OT TIME RETIRED TO OOKIPLETE TEST Ui,, Ub, hC GHiUX 71




5 6 7 8^567
TEST k^
Minutes
THIS CHART IS READ AS JOLLOTTS:
1, 0-28 frequencies
2, horizontal n\imber8 - minutes
3, Median Test U A - 2 minutes
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lU 15 16 17
TEST UC
Minutes
Median Test U B - 5 irAnutes













































SU?THACTION Oct. 3, 1922
THIS CHART HO. 19































1 ! • •
7 S 9 10 11 12 13 lU 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 21 2k
TEST kc
n 3 CHAR^P IS3 READ AS K)LLOWS:
1. 0-18 Jfrequencies
2. 7-2U numlDer of minutes
3. Medial1 - 13 minority
rrequenciee of minute B




































THIS CHART IS HEAD AS roLLOWS:
1. 0-18 frequency
2. 2-1+ number o f minutes
3. r freouenc ies of minutes












































THIS CHART IS READ AS ?0LLG1TS:
1. 1-38 frequencies
2. .^^3 number of minutes
3. frequencies of minutes























2 3 ^ 5 6 7 2 9 10
MIOTJTSS
THIS CIHART 1 S 5LEAD AS; FOLLOWS:
1. c>-lU frequencsleii
2. >-ic) numbe r of Eninuteji
3. frequemcles of minutes
















16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 2k 25 26 27 2S 29 30 31 32 33 3^ 35 36 37 38 39 ko
MINUTES
THI s ch'aht is heat) AS TOTLOWSs
1. 0-6 JVequencie 8
2. IR-UO Numbe r of mimiteii






GRAPH TO SHOT? AMOUIIT OT TIME RE(JJIRED TO XUPL2TZ TEST Se'^ GRADE 71
10 11 12 13 Ik 15 l6 17 18 IS 20 21 22 23 2k 25 26 2? 28 29 30
Mlnutee
THIS CHART IS READ AS K)LLOWS:
1. 0-6 Frequency
2. 10-30 Number of minutes
3. Median I9
































2 3 7 g 9
MINUTES
THIS CHART IS HEAD AS FOLLOWS:
1. frequencle s f minute
8
2. 0-23 frequenclee














16 18 20 22 2U 26 28 30 32 3U 36 38 Uo U2 U6 Us 50 52 5^ 56 58 60
17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 ^1 "+3 ^5 ^7 ^ 51 53 55 57 59 61
WIITUTES





16-62 n-umber of minutes




SHO^T DIVISION OCT. 10, 1928
CHART NO. 2?
GRAPH TO SHOW AMOUNT 07 TIMS REQUIRED TO OOVPLZTl TEST 6b GRATE 7
lU 15 i6 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2k 25 26 2? 28 29 30 31 32 33 3U 35 36 37 38 39 Uo
SCORE
THIS1 CHART IS READ AS TOLLOfS:
1. -9 frequencies





S U M M A R Y
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S U !i I: A R Y
QHADE V ^0 PUPILS




100^ EWICIE17T PUPILS IN TESTS
MJTCBER OF FUPIL SRROHS IN TESTS
; EDI AIT OF ERROHS
VIII MEAIT OF CLASS 2RH0RS
IX 1TU"B^ OF DIWER^FT EXAMPLES FAILED Or
:vCST 00' 'ON DIFFiaTTIES ir SUBTRACTION
MOST CO!'"ON DIFFICULTIES Ii: ' ULTIPLICATIOM
MOST CO*"'0!I DIFFICULTIES I" SH??T DIVTSIcr
XIII SUT'ARIZED RESULTS I!! TERJ-.S OF SCORES




Distribution of Errors Table No. Ill, IV and Charts No. >

100
TABL^? NO. V TO SHOW T^l^ 100^ EF^TCIT^:T P^.TILS IT SATH TTST
(See Distribution Sheet Table No. Ill, IV ariu Ciiarts :;g .
ORADE he A
V 39 26 15 1 1
VI 10 17 1^
TOTAL ^7 "J 37 1 1
TABLE :D. VI TO SiO 7 THE NIT-BEH 07 PUPIL SRHORS IN £A:H ?£ S I EYGRA-
S
(See Distribution Sheet No. Ill, IV ^nd Cfiarte No
GRADd) ^A HB ?A oA
- 1
V 31 55 ^5 ho




44 ol ^3 71 137 137
TABLE NO. VII TO SHC? THE DDIA^T OF ^.HORS IN EA^H TEST BY GRADES
(S< <.i jistribution Sheet No. Ill, IV a:;^ dai'ts No. J"^--)
GRADE hA Ub he ?A OA cB^
- >
oB-
V 3. 1. 2. 2. 2. 2.
VI 3. 1. 2. 2. k
\

Tf^L^:. NO. VIII TO SHO'V THE 'OCA}J 0? CLASS iCR-JOHS IN EACK TEST BY JRa:j:S
(See uistributioa Sntet V.-j. Ill, 17 au.c Ouariz J-lc)
GRADE 'jB ^^Z A oA
V 2.1 1. U.g 2.3 2.^ 7.5 ^.7
VI 2.7 ,_ 2.2 2.2 1.7 7.^
TABL^ NO. IX 'TO SH0-.7 THE mJBm 07 DITygH^TT EXA'PLIS FAILO 02; IN
EACH T^-:ST BY OHADIIS
(See Distri"bution Sheet No. Ill, IV aria Criarts No.}-!^)
GRADE kk kB kC 5A. 6a oB''" iB" 1000
(lO'j ex) (130 ex) (200 ex) (i J j ex) (10 j ex) (200 ex) (20j ex) Total
V 50 75 IU5 65 71 191 175 772
VI ^6 23 10-^ uo 10'
TOTAL 96 103 2U7 117 111 300 2
Note: Grade V - 70 pupils
Grad VI- 32 pupils

102
TABLi;: no. X TO SHOT THE '^OST ZO' QV. 'Jl 77 IKS i: :riGi:




•0 -0 -1 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0
grade 71
5861U032
-0-0-0-0 -0 -0 -0 -0
TEST Ub
11 12 1^ 11 11 10 11 13 17 13 10 13
li zii
13 12 ih 12
TEST
73-72, 23-13, 23-16, 71-63,
^3-36, 61-56, 33-27, ^^36,
iq-16.
5U-0, 62-51^, ?6-?i, 'i^-^, 32-??,
23-21, 14-0, 55--^:, 53-1t5, 70-03,
25-21, 35-23, 70-6^, 55-^5.
{
103
am'''. ::o. xi to sho't ths vost x'"^o!: Di7^ir>XTi?:s ir itjltifii^at
(See Dictribution Sheet Table No. Ill, 17)
TEST
grade V ^r-- 71
I3SO251U 752190000
xlxOxOx^x2.^^2[9. y3 xO xQ xO x6 x3 xj
TA3LK :X'. XII TO SHO'7 THE :-OST X." O'T DITyiTJLTISS 11' SHORI JI7ISI0N
(Sec Distribution She-^t Table No. Ill, 17^
TEST oA
iji, 1)2, i~, iF, lyo, 1T5, iTT, iW> iJj', 5)3^
iF, 1)7
TEST 6B^
7T5, 7TT, 0753, 7T3S iJo, 5T2 7T^, 572, 5)3, 71^, 73o, oj^, 773,
873, 77^, 77o, oP;, :T2, ,7^, :7o ^7^, TT, ~, 'r,
"".
773, ^yr, 97^, 371, 9773, ^ 9T73, o)3, i)^. ^7^, tH,
~"
i+72, 77^, ^T2, 075, ^71 o75, ^77
. 2
TE ST -3
270, o72d, o77, h7o, oji, 97T, -^73, o7^, :,)!, 37:, ^73, ^75,
57^, 37^, S73, ::7r, 77? 9)0, 9~, 772, .750, d7o, S~,
^75, :.7^, .71

TABLW m. XIII SIT' LHIZV.D R£SITLTS IK T'^H::S 07 sx:^£S BY ^-XklZ
(See Distribution Sheet No . Ill Charts No. l-l6)
V i -'• of ScorrfS
TEST ./e 0- Sco.' ;:eala.'. r
h A 82-100 100 97.3 100 100
U B 55-^100 100 9^.1 100 99 100
h C 73.5-100 99 So.. 100 97.5 100
5 A 75-100 99 9^.7 100 97 100
6 A S9-100 99 98.0 100 98 100
OB 7^. 5-100 '1 91.0 37. 5-39. 5 S7.5-S9.5 95-57
, n
6b^ =•4.^-100 ?7 '^5.' '-'.5 07 ' •
(See Distrlb-uti 0:: Shert llo. 17 Ch- -•ts :To. 1-
r.^;sT HAI 7 SXa o
U A S7-100 100 9S.7 100 99 100
U B 31-100 99 98.1 100 98 100
4 C 71.5-100 98 96.3 99.5 95.5 99.,5
5 A S3-100 100 97.
b
100 98
6 A 8^100 98 97.6 100 97 IJj




TABLE 1!0. XIV sr: ARizsD results IV. T?:^"S OF TI'!!': Li:'lTS 2Y 01AZ-£
S'.UJK VI (See Ciiarts No. 17 - 27)
1 m
k A 1-7 2 2 2 2
U B
k c b-17 1? 12 10 17
cr- ^ ^ 2 c
7
6 X ?-l ? 3
15-^40 2k 2k 22 2c
6 10-^0 1' 1'
GRADE V (See Charts No. 17 - 27)
TEST HAI'GE OF . IITUTES y^JIA." : oDi: X
•? .5
U A 1-5 2 2 7
U B 2-g k k f;J
k c l-2k 13 12 11X X 16
5 A 2-9 3 3 7-?
6 A 2-9 U 7 c
6 B^ 16-62 23 20, 26,30 2U 33





T H S -.7 C a K BOOK A D DRILL S E H 7 I C 3
B Y
G. M. .V I L S II
TABLSS NO. XV^ - ^
1. SUBTRACT TON
2. MJ L T I F L I 3 A T I C IT
S U . • • A R Y

The Work Book and Service Drill in Lorv; "'iv'r.lon "by j '
tained four hundred eighty seven (4<i7) exartplee accorain^ to txieir uif-
ficulties into ten ClO) grouDS under two rules.
Rule I was macie up of Groups 1-3 anc exce^jtions. Gro'Op ana excep-
tions made up Rule II.
lJum"ber of Exariples Each Group
GRCIT :iD. SX.VPLSS RlTLi G?.'-T X. ^XA. PL^S RULE
I 110 I ! VII 28




IV 2k I ! Exceptions 2b
V 21 I ! X 73 II
VI '1 I Jxceot ions
Total kZJ Examples. R-alt. I - 320 Exaxples. Rult II - loj j£xa-nples.
It was surprising the amount of actual practice-drill in fundanental
facts of subtraction and ciultitJlication that was rc-:eivei "by the
the Work Book anu Drill Service.
By looking at the following tables you will be interest. .-:ote th?t
the process of subtraction was used 3131 times, an^ -process . -^:ij*i.-a-
tion was used U6S6 times.
Closer inspection shoivs the nu-.ber of tin:es the nu'"bers zero to






USSD AS A VSiD AS A
SUBTRAH^D
91 1203 5 235 19s
1 3U9 525 ! 6 323 351
2 366 632 2kS Iho
3 315 226
k 310 ^1 ]
























In the I/'ultiplic^-tion tables you will note tr.t iiU.;.otr o- ; i .t t z:.^i













See following tables showing the distribution in the different groups




SUBTRACTION PROCESS lU THB
LONS DIVISION WORK BOOK AND DRILL SaBVICS
CHART XVII (1-^2)
mTIPLICAlION PROCESS 111 THS
LONG DIVISION WORK BOOK AND DRILL SERVI CE

3 U B 1r R , r.
110
""!
S U R A (3 T I IT S





Lo'wer horiaont al n"um"ber s- tot Li.
each o erA
n
^ • Left vertical numte r s = sub t rahend
.
D. Rl^ht vertical numbers « tota1 n[umt: er of times that















































































































1 n Oc: J}
To-
tal c


























































































1 2 3 ' 5 6 7 A
-
1








































































B 10 1 1 1 1 B tal 10 lU 1







1 57 Ik 17 127













































1 "7 1 r>xXi 1 7 10 12
To-









1 1 i 1
2
rfU III iin /


















































B 1bal 3 5 7 5 .11.5
GROUP 5 D
























:al 12 6 7 ^ 6
c o





























































































































TOTAL [JPS II D . e 9-10
A
C




r\J J- H 1 1
1 -7 ;r




























3d 62102• 9673 30 Ui 32 1 1 60?



































































tal 11 50 23 15 2k 12 20
_ r
lb 1 11 B
To-
tal 11 50 23 15 2U 12
IV
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1 1 L 1
-
1 1

























































1 /II / //
2"
1
// / //// // / /
ftH"m




































_2. \ - IJ 11 15 lU 1
To-
tal
Q i_ -3 1 2
1 1 \ 2 2
_1 lU
2 ii J:, _I
1
2 1 ^3
3 2 J_ 1 1+
U 7 u 1 1
5 1 1
r
D 7 1 27
7
i










VIII SUBTHACTIOHS I . -'1. 17
DUP VI II D
A 1 U













• // / //
k
HhTT/- 1 // II / /
X
' w /// // ///
o
-











// m / / 1 /
11
To-









1 1 1 1 17
1 14 1 In
c 17 6 2J 1 2 1 ^5
3 7 1 1 — _1_ 2 12
















-3 3 g 1 1 1 lUX "
r. 2 1 1 11
To-





































/ // / Q
o








15 1 1 11 IM- 10 11 12 c: 1 J 2 1 1ll1^1
D
A — 1 5 I 6 77 9 10
— —






u 3 2 . 1 1 1
i i 1 1 1 T 7-1- (
pc 11 1 1 2 2 1J.
1 1
h 10
.-3 c: d 1 16
•2
c. 1 2 h
w d c 1 1 1 17
7 1 C. 1













C lUBTHA-CTIOIIS ! 21
OHOUT rk JIXCEPTIONS• (TV RULE
A
,c L
1 2 3 5 1
/
' 5 7 's 10 11 12 13






























ta] 16 7 11 15^ h5




















J n 1 Ij iU
h i 2 1_ 2 1 id














ial 7 11. 15
r 1-
5 3 11 111 17
/-




SUBTRA.TrioNs , PAGS iid-.1 C,
TOTALS \
1 \









Q 7 w 1 niU 11
—
t
1^ 11 1^1 15 16 17I xo To-L
J 37 11 Q 7 1 5 g ii 1
1 r
.> (
1 IT 7 Q 5.
_
<; )i
£: c 1 1 Ra
2 PR - / 16 11 .13}
1 niU c ^C7<- (
'0 7 R i






5 9 . c 1 1X7
p; 19 15
;






2m- 19 1 7 1
r
1 7 1 \
^















8.1 1712Ul231D"^10U 96 90 nil 92 4b 2U 16
T T "1111 73




1 2 9 10 11 12 1"^ 1^ il5 16XW 17 18 19
To
tal
J nX 1 1
1 10 2 27
2 6 7 7 2 13
u TX X 1 TX 10
1 1 2 1 12




















VA SUBTHACTIOTT!3 RULE II J J 2_
» X - . D
c
" 2 A_L5 6 7 q 10 11 12 T
"7










































-IA 10 12h w,














u 4 3 1 1 1 26
1 1 10
l1_. 2 J 1
o 10
7 A 1 1
3
—
z 2 5 J 2 1 1 1 lu
2 \ 1 Tu. 1 •7 1^
B ro-tal 3 15 lo 13 b 10 15 5 _ 18 9. 1 2 2 3 lU;
c
130
X JBT R I I nil
lOU
D
























tal 1 3 3h 2..J 1
7 1 1 D 1 0. ^3S
D























X SUBTHACTIC)1TS RU]jE J[I 2U'


























Iff / / //; /// /
-1M
13







































1+ 1 1_ 1 1
3 3 5 i_
_
1 1 1 12
1 1 2 3 1 1 1 13
5 2 3 2 1 6
r




7 3 1 2 1
s 1 1 2 1 1 11
q 1 1 1 2 1,
B \
Do-
2 12 5 7 5 6 s 7 5 3 2 2 1 1 91tal












































/ / I /
12
g






al 1 15 IS 6^ 8 12 U
Q
. . 2. J11 Q. J. \17 7 5 7 3 1 133—
!
a
.A 1 2 3 p; 7 g Q 10 11 12 13 1I+ 15 16 17 12 IQ
To-
tgl
u<-/ 1 2 1
i 13 p p 1 1 Q
pc It 1 d 1
7 p 7 1 11
1+ 5 2 1 2 1 1 16
> X p 1 1 1 G
r
T1 k 1
. JL. •K 1 1 1 1^
7 1 1 1 1 X c







3 1 1 13
^ To-
















X SUBTRACTIONS3 ilUL]3 I][ Pase 27
133
GHOUP X s:CCEFTIONS D
A
c






















































2 r- 2 q
h-
3 7 1 1 c:
4 1 3 3 1 3 \
-/
5 2 1 1 4
r
D 2_ 1 4
7 g 1 1 1 L-
—
1















































/ / // / / /
7
7









tal "o , .1 2 1 c: i
o li Sill 12!







. 3 4 6 1 7 ° Q 1LO 11 12 1
"2










1JL X p X TX 1 7
7 1 p X











tal 1 k 2 2 2 \\
1





X .SUBTRACTION^ HULE II P9ge .2$-








































































-J - i. Lo
J. HO 7 2 1 1 1 ,
'-^




Li J. ,11 TX ci ,^
C b 07'-^
c D
-I? 1 2 Pc
TX C ^
7 u k 1 1X
"]













X SU] 3 1 Ru: ri p age
to. EX pioirs
k 1 2 ^ /-I
r






















II /// / / /
-'
B L:5 .ik L2 i 1
J



























1 ]_ 1 3
—






3 f«T 1 3 5 3- X 2 4 ^3. 2i 1
"


























































6 1 ? 1
-5-1 U 1 P 1 7




1 1 2 1
2






1 Q 1X- 1 .
c X
_




5 J., 1 1 / 1
r
D 2 3
1 7 1 X 2 1
G
•





















X sirBTRAGTIONS HULE 'II
TOTALS OROUE A. D—«-)
D


























la 5 ti 3-! \ 1 Ul





1110 1 3 2-H X 32
5 6 5 U ^2_ 3 1 1 3l|
7








u q 2 1 1—
3_
—J—
11 6 2 3 3- _L -
B
To-
tal 7 U2 271
2l+ 33 26 29 30, 20. 1+9 21 20 11 6 5 -X 0^ 1
J—
1
TOTALS SHOUP X EXCEPT' IONS U- 2, HU D




1 70X 2 1
—
2 1 2 1 So
2 22 u 6^ 1 t 3 3 2 1 2 Us
a. 1 2 1 31








u lU g 7 . -3- 2 3 1 1-
7 19 5 1 1
—
—
3 1 2 1 1 _ l40






9 13 8 1 1 1 2 1
B To-
tal
70 2a-[3M- 1^ 33 l6 10 10 5 2 -3- 429
1





























2^5 32 17 12 20 12. PI *+ 337
2 3S Ul CO Ul. P7 13. 520
3 1 1I+..22 10 7 28.5
.A 1.L67 22 21 27
'-J 27 Q 11 5 -5, 302
-1 5
1
-A 55. 17 1 12 11 9 6 k 3 126
7
H
37 32 s_ 6 1 -X U k 276
^ 6_^5 I 65











al 73 235 29326U2571632631792IDISU S2 53 25 17 lU 6 ~0| 23!^7
C D
TOTALS; POH sLUL2; II
A 1 2 3 k 5 _6_ .7_ sj 10 11 12 13 1^ 15 16 117 IS 19 tal
Ig
-
6 J- 5 k 2 1 U2
1 L12 9^— 3-- J. 1 1 13s
2 7- IX. 3-. 3 h 3 106
3 35 1
.
1. 3 2 2__ 72
u. 25 15- 13 7 15 5 3- 2 9?
5 29 -IL 7 2 2 72
6 20._ lU 11 7 7 6 2 2 2 75
7 30 13 _s 7 2 3 1 2 11
23h 15 M 13 5 2 3 90
9 pl9^ 7 3 5 2 1 6 63
T'0-
;al IS -73-- 70
—
1
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The children, after seeing the results of their Long Division Tests de-
cided that they would be willinjfr to try and i-; orove in Long Division.
In order to do this the r.u-oils realized that it V7as necessary for tnem
to he efficient in the fundamental facts of subtraction and r.raltiplication. This
would denriand a very great amount of practice drill on the part of so.re students,
and for others very little.
The children took "100^ Efficiency" for tneir aim, and their one motive
was to be 100^ efficient in the fundamentals of arithT^etic, realizing that thi-
control of number -orocesses and the mastery of public school arithmetic were in
accord \iith the demands of life, and were the necessary tools for the lOQf^ ef-
ficient adult.
How are we to become efficient? What is necessary for us to do to become
100^ efficient? The classes talked these questions over and finally caine to these
conclusions.
1. Every child must at ell times do his very best work, aad he must work
very carefxilly, accurately and as quickly as possible.
2. Every child must check all work. Any example not checked was counted a
failure.
3. Every child must keep his own record sheet (See Individual's 100^ Efficiency
Sheet) on which each day, immediately at the co:Tipletion of tne exercise, he re-
corded his errors or 100^. This record sheet and drill arithmetic paper must be
given to the teacher to be verified and checked.
U. Every child, who failed to receive 100^ in any group or set of a
group of examples, must do it over until 100^ efficiency is reached. If he
failed twice on the same test the tea.cher must give him. immediate individual at-
tention. The corrected jSroup must be registered on the individusil record.
5. Every child who failed to receive 100;^ must be considered a failure in
that group until it has been corrected,
6. No child, who failed on three groups and had not corrected them, would be
allowed to go on with their class.
(i
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7. Absent children were failures until they had made up the grovcgs iRfcich
they had missed.
8. Every child must use at least five minutes of the gong work -oeriod a
day for individual remedial study. This might he done alone or hy one in-
dividual "being helped hy a superior child. A superior child was a pupil who
was 100^ efficient in that group.
9. The teacher i.iast keep a class record sheet (See Teacher's Glass Record)
10. At all times the pupils must work for lOO's efficiency.
At first the members of the class did not care to use the wora "fail'xre".
It was finally decided that it was the "best word to use, as no cnild desired to
he called by such a name, and it would spur each one on to cio his best work.






and VI, the teacher and the principal.
Record sheets were made by both the pupils and the teacher(See Teacher's
Class Record's Sheet and Individual 100^ Efficiency Sheet.) These ;?ere kept
daily by each individual, who used them for practice-drill and by the teacher,
who based her next day's teaching upon it. She was thus able to give her at-
tention to the children who needed it them most.
The three grades were departmentalized so that there was one arithmetic
teacher who was just as enthused for 100^ efficiency as was the children and the
principal
.
On the morning of October 2^, 192S hectograph papers containing the ex-
amples of G-roup I, set 1, -aage b, of the Wilson Work Book and Drill Service in
Long Division were passed to the children in the class. Two teams were formed,
the left side of the rodm with the Teacher as Captain, and the right side with
the Principal as Capta.in,
At the word "Gro", each child said, "100^ efficiency go" and the race was on.
The Captains sat in the rear of the room; on their respective sides, at
one of the children's desks. Here the papers of each child were corrected.
c
1S9
After the children had le en working four rr-inutes, two children in the
first and second seat at the extreme front end of the room broioght their papers
to their Captain, who corrected the examples conroleted of the first chile.. He
returned to his seat and worked on the renalning exaifroles. Pupil three went to
the Captain who was now correcting pupil number two's examples. An example to
"be co'Tioleted must "be checked. This method of doing and checking the examples
and correcting them in rotation was continued until the end of the perioa, wnich
lasted from ten to twenty minutes, according to the difficulty of the examoleB,
If one side finished the set first, they called "Stop". At this all pu-
pils stopped work. Those who had not corr.pleted the work did so during the gong
work period or after school, and received credit for it. These drills were not
time drills. Each child was si:ipposed to v/orlc. just as f^'St as he was able, ac-
curately.
After completing each group of work the students recorded on their record
sheets the group number, and after that a 100 was placed if all the exanples were
correct, but if there were any errors, the incorrect exairples were placed after
the group number (See Individual's 100'^ Efficiency Sheet). It was the duty of
each individual to correct all errors as soon as possible.
The 100^ efficient people stood and were counted. The side having the largest
number of 100-^ efficient children won for the day. The score was placed on the
board and the winning side received a clap of satisfaction. At the end of each
week the total score was found.
The Captains ke-ot a record sheet of the daily v/ork of each pupil in the
room anci she checked off the corrected work as faithfully as she did the class
work. This sheet v/as mounted and placed in a consDicuous spot in the room where
the children could compare their results. Incidentally, the spirit of competi-
tion grew up and acted as a spur for better work.
Thii record sheet enabled the teacher to see at a glance;
r
1, The weaknesses of her class.
2, Tnat -ohases of the work needed immediate class or individual attention.
3, Those pUToils who were in xirgent need of rerr.edial attention.
The second week the children desired to have two rnanagers who were to pick
the sides. Each class chose a name for its teaT. Grade V-'- teaans were Harvard
and Yale; Grade V Dartrnouth and Boston University; sjia Grave VI Annapolis and
West Point.
At the end of the arithn:etic period two managers were elected "by the children.
Before school the next morning the managers picked the players and gave their
names to the Captain.
It was the duty of the managers to have 100^ efficient tearr.s, ana if the
manager had chosen any one who failed in the drill, it was his joo to see that
these failures got remedial instruction so as to bring them up to 100^ efficiency.
The 10'^ players were called the si:?)erior children ana they were allowed to
give remedial aid, during gong period, drill period or after school.
The teacher realized that sonie children who failed frequently needed en-
couragement, therefore she alvvays triea to give some help while she vf*s correct-
ing the papers, if tt was found necessary. Any error which was made twice in the
same group we.s brought to the child's attention, who iiiimediately , on returning
to his seat, correctea it. The meirls! rs of the class knew that the child being
helped had failed and needed attention at that moment, in order to put r.im on the
road to 100;^ efficiency.
When the teacher saw that the interest of the class was beginning to wane, she
would not have the managers choose the teans. Instead, on Monday'- mornir^, after
giving out drill ppper, the windows were 0"oened and the children, with their pen-
cil and pgper in hand formed a line. At the order of "double quick", tiie chil-
dren miarched around the room until the com-iand "Stop" was given. Sfich child had
the orivilage of sitting on whichever side he desired. Tlais encouraged the puoil
who was pJwgys a la.st choice, and it also recreated their interest and aroused
their spirit to do better work.
Another way that children enjoyed forming the teams was: Each boy and girl
r
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r^Tit his head on the desk. The Captain touched the heads of the manairers, w:ao , in
turn, touched alternately the heads of their players. On signal the children
changed to their teaTi seats. The formations of teams should be varied in order to
keep the children working up to the limit of their ability.
The same plan was carried on in each class. That is: first the doing of the
examples from a hectographed sheet or from the blackboard; and the checking of same^
2. Each child checking up the sources of error and noting taern as carefully as
possible,
3. Correcting sll errors and recording the results,
h, I'ive-minute practice-drill period on the fundanental facts of subtraction
and multiplication given daily preceding the Long Division drill Exercise.
5. Careful and thoughtful teaching done on a helping basis with a t.ioroughly
interested and motivated child.
These drills were not time exercises, although a time allotment was given so
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The 'i7ork Book and Drill Service in Long Division by M. Wilson con-
tained foTor hundred eighty-seven examples, which were gradeci accorc^i.^ co i:.eir
difficulties, into ten groups, classed under two rules.
Rule T consisted of Orour) I-9 and exceptions, waich was maae up of 3^0
drills exaiiples, while
Rule II consisted of Group X and exceptions, which was made up of I67
exa'oples.
Any grouT) v/hich was mpre uo of more than ten exarrples, or if in the
judgment of the teacher the caildren would not be able to complete the group in
the allotted time, was divided into 2 or 3 sets of b, 3, or 10 exairples each.
The 10 groups and exceptions were divided into 51 sets.
One set or group of exsjiiples were ^iven each day for 5I daj'"s, or until
every example of the ten groups was completed. This was acconralished January
15-, 1929. The Penalty Score was the basis of all work.
The class decided that they would like to retake the ^ork and see if
they really irooroved. So, from January 21, I929 to March 13, 192^', the Wilson's
Work "Book and Drill Service was given a second trial. From March 1, 152: to
March IS, 1929 two sets of examples were given daily, one in the morning and one
in the afternoon.
The children .T;ade their individual graphs to see their progression to-
wards loot efficiency, and the teacher graphed the progression of the class.
(See Charts IJo, 23 and 31).
A child who was 100^ efficient on the first trial in any grouo was not
obliged to retake the groxip unless he desired to do so for practice drill.
The same plan was followed as in the first trial except that those who
were 100"^ efficiency and retook tne tests were given an op-oortunity to work
along through the drill service until they failed. A failure was obliged to do
the whole grour) over.
Many of the children took advantage of this opportunity and were keenly
interested in remaining 100^ efficient.
(
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The time limit was the same, "but many coirpleted the work in a shorter period
of time.
Progression towards 100^ efficiency may "be readily seen by studying the
Charts ITo. 29-133)
The work in Gro^jp I was raa.de v^p of 110 very simple exaniples in Long Division.
Each memher of the classes follov/ed the simple plan of six steps in doin^- Long
Division. Tlie six steps are:
1. Divide. 2. Multiply and cornpare. 3« S^-ilDtract and compare. U, Bring down
and compare. 5. The reTiainder noted by ma-rking it with R. b. Checkinc" the answer.
This first gro^ap was divided into 10 sinaller groups w.xich cori"oained 10 to
20 exaiiples in each group, and gave a great opportunity for tne children to master
the Long Division Plan.
Group I involved divisors of two places and its rignt hand figure very
small. No carrying in irrultiplication, no borrowing in subtraction, and no remainders.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils obtained a 1,'edian of 100 and a Mean of -32.1^ on
first trial, but on second trial they received a Median of 100, and a i^ean of SS»7^>
showing a progression of 17. b"^ towards 100^ Efficiency in three months. (See Charts
No. 29-33)
Grade VI, 3° P'^pils, obtained a Median of 100 and a Mean of 92.95^ on first
trial, but on second trial the Median was 100 an:! the Mesn ";as 100^, This showed a
progression of 1.1^) towaras 100^ Efficiency. (See Chart 62-91).
Group II was made up of 110 exarrrples which was divided into 10 sri^aller grovaps.
These examples involved two place divi-oi's, three or four place dividends, with a
remainder, but there was no borrowing or ."tarrying. The General plan including check-
ing was followed. Hule I "?/hen a two figure divisor ends in 1, 2, 3> ^, or ^ use
the first figure of the divisor as a trial divisor" was learnea ai;u triea ouo. Al-
though there vyere a few exceptions to the Rule, it proved a great help, wnich showed
up greatly in the speed and accuracy on the second trial.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils obtained a Median of 100 on both trials.
The Mean on the first trial was SU.l^ and SS.J^ on the second trial. This was a
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progression of towards 100^ efficiency in the Uean (See Cha.rtB No. 39~^2)
Grade VI, 36 pupils, obtained a Median of 100 in the first and seconi trial.
On the first trial the !.!ean was 90.2^ and 99. on the second trial, snowing a
progression toward 100^ Efficiency in the Mean of (See Charts Ho. 92-101)
i Group III was aisue up of 35 exanples, the first partial dividend required
one rr.ore di^ijit than the divisor contained. The general plan including checking
was followed. The second trial showed that the children became very facniliar with
this new feature.
In this grouo Grade V, JO pupils, received a V.edian of 100 on both trials,
but a Me.an of 62. on first trial and 97.1'^ 0^ "tii^ second trial, thus snowing a
progression of 3^»35^ towards 100^ efficiency in the Mean (See Ch^irt No. ^)
Graae VI, 30 pupils, received a !)edian of 100 on both trials, but a Mean
of 33.3^ on the first trial and ^h,k'^ on the second trial. This showed a progres-
sion towards 100^;^^ efficiency of 11.1^ in the Mean (See Ch?rt No. 102)
Group IV was made up of 2^ examples in which the right hand figure of the
divisor was the larger. These exaniples involved carrying in fAiltiplication, iwiile
in thf. previous groups I, II, III, there was no carrying in rrultiplication.
In this Group Grade V, 70 pupils, obtained a Median of 100 on both trials
and a Mean of 62.3'^ on the first trial and 95*7^ or\ the second trial, showirig a
progression toward 100^ efficiency in the Mean of 32.9/^ (See Chart No. yO)
Grade VI, yo pupils, obtained a Median of 100 on both trials but a Mean
of 75^ on first trial and 91*^/^ on second trial, shor/ing a progressio:: of lo.c^
in the Mean towards 100^ Efficiency. (See Chart No. IO3)
Group V was made up of 21 examples which required borrowing in subtraction,
^
but no carrj/ing in Multiplication.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils had a Median of 100 on both trials and a
Mean of 7^*5^ on first trial and 93«5^ on second trial, showing a progression to-
ward lOOfo efficiency of 15.0^ in the Mean fsee Ziip.rt No. :l-2)
In this Group Grade VI, Jo pupils obtained a Median of 100 on both trials
(
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and a Mean of 73*55^ first trial and 31.^ on secona trial, showing a progres-
sion toward 100^ Efficiency of 23.7^ in the Mean. (Soe Cha.rts No. 10^105).
Grout) VI was made up of 2U examples which involved both carr:,'ing in Multi-
plication and borrowing in Subtraction.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils obtained a Median of on first trial and
100 on second trial. On the first tri?! a Ilean of 52.55^ and 90.'+$ on the second
trial, showing a progression towards 100^ efficiency of 37.9/^ Mean and 100
in the Median, ''.ost of the errors in tnis groun were niade in the subtraction where
borrowing was involved. (See Charts >Io. 53 > 5^> 55)
Grade VI, Jo punils, obtained a ?4edian of 100 on both trials but a Mean of
Sl.U^ on the first trial and 97»25^ on the second trial, showing a progression to-
wards 100^ Efficiency of 15.8^ in the Mean. (See Charts Fo. 105,107, lOi)
Group VII Y/as rnade up of 26 exarples which had more than two figures in the
divisor.
In this grour) Grade V, 70 pupils had a Median of 100 on both trials, but a
Mean of 03.2^ on the first trial and 92.3'^ on the second, showing a progression
towards 100^ Efficiency in the Mean of 29.1^ (See Charts Ho. 56, 57, 5o)
Grade VI, 3° pupils had a median of 100 on both trials but a Mean of 73»1^
on th first trial and 97*2;^ on the second trial, showing a progression towards
100^ Efficiency in t?ie Mean of 2^.1^
Group VIII was made up of 20 exaTrples which involved dividends containing
zeros in unites or ten's place, or both.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils haii a Median of 100 on both trials, but a
Mean of 69.9^ on first trial and 95*2^ on second trial, showing a progression to-
wards lOC^ Efficiency in the Mean of 25,3^. (See Charts No. 59, 60, 61.)
Grade VI, 3^ "our^ils, hs;", r= ^'edi-an of 100 on both trir^ls, but Me-^n of
bl.l'^ on the first trirl r-na on the second trial, shov/ing a progression to-
wards 100^ Efficiency in the Mean of 36.6^ (See Charts No. 112,113,114).
(
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Gro\ro IX was made up of 22 ftxair:ples with zeros in the quotient. The child
realized in this drill the necessity of ^-lacing a figure in the q;'JLotient every tine
that they "brought a figure down from the civiaend.
In this grouD (Jraile V, 70 pupils had a .'/edian of 100 on TDoth trials but a
Mean of 62,9^ on the first trial and 93 •7,'^ on the second trial, showin^j a progres-
sion towards 100^ Efficiency of 30.0^ (See Cha.rts No. 62, 63, SK)
.
G-raoe VI, 3^ pupils, liad a Median of 100, on both trials, but a Mean of 75»^
on first trial and 100;"^ on second trial, showing a progression towards 100^ ef-
ficiency of 2k, 2^, (See Charts No. 115, II6, 117).
Exceptions to Rule I was aade up of 2d exarroles which snowed that Rule I
could not always be followed as it sometimes failed to give the correct trial quo-
tient.
In this groi:^ Graie V. 70 pupils, ha.i a Median of 100 on both trials, but a
Mean of 63.5^ on the first trial and 97.3^ on the second trial, shov/ing a progres-
sion towards 100^$ efficiency in the Mean of 29.3^. (See Charts, llo. 65, 56)
G-rade VI, 36 pupils, had a Median of 100 on both trials but a ^ean of 33,3^
on the first trial anu 100^ on the second trial
,
showing a progression towards
100^ Efficiency in the Mean of l6.7^ (See Charts ITo. 113,119).
The day before taking Group X the teacher used the Arithmetic period to
teach Rule II which was a new method of finding a trial divisor. Each child learned
this r-ijle, "".'Tlien a t?.'0 figure divisor ends in 6, 7, 3, or 9> use the first figure
increased by 1 as the trial divisor."
Rule II Group was made up of 73 examples which involved borrowing in Sub-
traction and carrying in v!ultiplication. The children learned tnat at all ti:::es
it was best to con-pare after they multiplied and subtracted.
In this group Grade V, 70 pupils had a Median of on the first trial and
100^ on the second trial. The Mean on the first trial was ojf.lfh and 93»1;^ on the
second trial, showing a progression towards 100^ Efficiency of 30.0^ in the Mean.
(See Ch-^rts No. 67-73)

Grade VI J)G vvcoils had a Median of 100 on both trials "but a i'ean of lb,^% on
the first trial and lOO;^ on the secor:'- trl^l, showing a progression toward 100^
efficiency in the Mean of 23. 5^^ (See Giiarts No. 120-126)
Exceptions to Rule II was made -up of 9^ exaimples which were divided
into fo^js sets of exercises. Excention llo. I showed that if the re-nainders were
larger than, or equal to, the divisor, we must maice the trial quotient 1 larger.
Exception ITo. 2 helped the cliildren to olace greater reliance on tne six
step x>1p.h in long division and also gave thern drill on seeing tiit ariswer at a
glance or by inspection.
Exception No. 3 snd No, k showed that Rule II did not always apply, ar.d that
the child Tiust use the general plan, being careful to prove by checl-cing and al-
ways to coirpare the reirsainder of evtry step with divisor before going on.
On the Exceptions of Rule II, Gr-?c e V, 70 pijpils obtained Median of 100 on
Exceptions No. 1, 2, 3 out a on ITo. ^ on the first trial, but on the second
trial they received a Median of 100 on all the Exceptions. The I.'ean on the Ex-
ceptions to Rule II on the first trial was 72.1^ and 97*^'^ on the seconc trial,
showing a progression toward 100;^ Efficiency in the Mean of 2^,5;^ and the Liedian
was 100. (See Charts 7^.79)
Grade Vim 3^ pupils had a Median of 100 on the Exceptions of Rule II on both
trials, but the I.iean was 3^,2^ on the first trial and 100^ on the second trial,
showing a progression tov/ards 100^ Efficiency in the Mean of l^.S-o. (See Cha.rts
No. 127-132)
Grade VI maintained a median of 100;o efficiency in both trials but one can
readily see that the decrease in number of errors, pupil failures, and the rais-
ing of the class Mean showed that the time was very well spent, (See Table No.
In Grade V the class d!edian dropped below 100^ in Group VI which contained
exercises involving both carrying in multiplication and borrowing in subtraction,
and in Group X and in the exceptions of R-alt II, I:: all cases that phase of the
work on v:aich the pupils failed was given i;ane diate attention ar^^ by loolcing at
I
the tables it can te seen that the children aade a great leap towgrds lOO^o ef-
ficiency. Tliis showed that remedial work worth doing siio-alo be properly localizes
on the precise skills and knowledges that have "been shown to need it.
Charts 30 and 133 show at a glance the daily progression toward I'jOfo Efficiency
in Graie V and Srao.e VI on the first and second trial of the '.'/ork Book and Drill
Service in Long Division.
The Children, after completing Work Book an:i Drill Service in Lon^r Division
realized that they had cle?rly in mind three workable points, which they were
Capable of "asing in Long Division, naniely,
1. Rulti I. "When a two figure divisor ends in 1, 2, 3> or 5 '•^se the first
figure of the divisor as the trial divisor."
2. R-alc II, "'fhen a tv,'o figure divisor ends in 6, 7> or 5 ^se the first
figure of the divisor increased by 1 as the trial divisor.
3. Tnen a rule failed, to fall hack to the general plan of six steps, which
induced careful comparisons and stud^' of each step.
The Work Book and Drill Service in Long Division afforded the children a
great deal of op-nortunit3/ for review in ^lultinlication and Suhtrs ction. The work
7/as so arranged that the various difficulties v/ere separate:., so that tne children,
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First Trial from October 2h, 1923 - Januaiy I5, 1929
Second Trial frorj: January 21,1929 - March Id, I929
Ten or twenty minutes were allowed daily for the Long
Division Drill
1. HOTE. Host drills containing rr.ore than ten exanroles were divided into
( 2I4 2J4)
smaller sets (see 1 2 3)
2. IJOTE. T',70 sets (if drills were given ea.ch day from March 1 to March 1-3,
one in the morning (A,",) the other one in the afternoon (P.::,)
ITOTE. HP - failure - A child who failed to receive 100^
in a group was a failure in that group until that group
was corrected and lOQf^ obtained.
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(JRADE }r RULE I PAGE ]LO
^9 70
67 68 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW
65 66 PROGHESSION TOWARDS 100^ EFFICIENCY
63 6U (Penalty SCOre Basis)
61 62
59 60 GROUI» I][-7 DRILL SERVICE CHVEI7 1PfflCE
57 58 Nov. ]L5, 1928
55 56 and
53 5^ Feb. ]12, 1929
51 52
I49 50 1 3 CH ARI? IS READ AS TOLLOWS:
^7 U8
^5 he 0-70 freoraeacies
Ui U2 0-100 score
39
37 38 100^ efficienc:f
35 36 m failure
33 3^
31 32 IJov<, 15 (Median 10()
29 30 192s (Iyfean 97.1^
27 28
25 26 Feb. ]L2 (Median 100














LONG DIVISIOlT IMILL SERVTCi: CJROUP ]CI-8 225
GRADE ^r RULE I 1»AGI: i()





65 66 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW
63 6U PROGRESS 1011 TOWARDS 100^ EJT] CIENC?
61 62
( Pelaalty ,5coi•e IiaejIs)
59 60
57 58 GROUI» I]:-8 DRILL SERVICE CrIVEN TWICE
55 56 Nov. 16, 1928
53 5^ and
51 52 Pel5. :L3, 1929
U9 50
^7 U8 THIS C:hart ]IS ]UlAD AS; POLLOIS:
^5 1+6
^3 kk (>-70 frequenc ief
ki k2
39 Mo (3-100 score
37 38
30 36 ]LOO^ efficiency
33 3^ 'ail"ur<i
31 32
29 30 1 . 1^) (Median 10(
27 28 192s (Meaja 8"r.5^
25 26
23 2k ?eb. ]L3( Median 10(
21 22 1929 (Mean 100«^
19 20
17 18










LONG DIVISION DRILL sSRVICI GROUP IT









6U DISTHrBUTION 01 SCORES TO SUO^
61 62 PROGRESSION TOWARDS 1004 E7FIClENCY
59 60 ( Penalty Scor e £ asl 8)
57
55 56 GROUP II-q DRILL SER7IC1 GITEIT TWICE
53 5^ tov. 19 , 1928
andi
50 5'eb. \\^ 1 929
^7 U8
U6 •HIS CHART IS READ AS JOLLOWS:
^3
Ui U2 0- 68 freoue ncl 68
39
37 38 0-lOC score
35 36
3^ • lOOC effiei :-ncy
31 32 failure
29 30
271 28 Nov, 18 (Medi an IOC1
26 1928 (Mean 71.
23 21+
21 22 Feb. lU (Median 1 00














LONG DIVISIOlT DRILL SERVICE c}ROUP ]CI-]LO
GRADE V RULE ] TI J
Nov. i?o, 1928 Feb. .92c
67
65 66
63 6U ]DISTRIHJTION OF SCORE'5 TC) SHOW
61 62 IPROGRESSION T0T7ARDS 100^ EFFICIENCY
59 60 r Score 1)0 811i)
1
57 58
55 56 GROUP II-•10 DRILL S^VICE GHVEN 1PWICE
53 5^ Nov. 'c?o, iq28
51 52 ancI
k3 50 Feb. ]L5, 1929
^7





35 36 ]LOO:^ effi(:iency
33 3^
31 32
29 30 Nov. 20 (Median :LOO
27 2S 19'28 (Mean 81,
25 26
23 2U Feb. 1^ ^Median 'LOO
a 22
t




















J i DIVTSTnTJ TrniLL SEaVICE GROUP
21
III-^
c^EADE V HJLU 1 PAGE 12
1Jov. 21, 1928 Feb. 17, 1929
67 68
65 66 DISTHIBUTIOl r mP SCORES TO SHOT!r
6U PBOGRESSION TOfARCS 100^ EFFICIENCY
61 62 (Penalty Scoi-e 3Basis)
59 60
58 G^ROUP III-' 1 DRILL SERVICE G TWICE
56 Nov. 2] 192i3
53 5^ ancI
51 52 1Peb. IS5, ^L92<
50
^7 THIS CHART IS READ 1KS 1roixows
^5 U6 0-.68 freouenciLes
^3 M+





32 Nov, 2:L (MedEL an 10(D






. 18 (Median 10(




















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP IV
21
GRADE V RULE I ExceDtlons Paee 13
De c. 17, 1928 Mar . 7 , 1929
67 68
65 66 I)ISTRIBUTION OF SCORES. TO SHOW
63 6H PROGRESSION 1HDWARDJ5 100^ E5TICIENCT
61 62








55 56 DRILL SEH[VICE C^IVEN T :7ICE
53 5H sc. iq28
51 52 pmd
U9 50 ! Mar. 7, 1929 A,M.
^7 Us
^5 he
— THIS! CHART IS) READ AS TOLLOWS:
^3 (5-68 frequericie 8
Ui
39 ho 0-100 SCO re
37 3S
35 36 1005^ efficiency
33 3^ fail-UT e
31 32
29 30 Dec. 17 (Median 100
27 28 1928 f Mean 62.
25 26^
23 Mar. 7 (Median 100
21 22 1929 (Mean 95.n
19 20
17 18


















GRADE 7 RULE I PAGE lU












I PRO(TR"Efi«;TnW TOWARDS llTnPTr.TTnTCY
59 60
r
































37 33 0-100 sfore
35 36 ' '
1
1
33 3^ 1 100^ efficiency
31 32 failure
29 30
27 28K Nov, 22 (Median 100
25 26 1928 (Mean 98 .5^
23 m
a 22 Feb
. 1 9 (Med ian 10
19 20i 1929 ( Jfean 9^.?
17 18
15 16










LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVI CE GROUI> V-
22
2 231
(JRADI1 V RULE 1 I>ageJ 1^^\





DISTRIBUTION 01^ SXRES 1"0 sHO^
60 PROGRESSION TOWARDS ]LOO^^ ETFIG lENCT






DRILI, SERV]:cE GIVEN TTICE
51 52 V, 23, 1928
U9 50 and
Ug Feb. 20, 1929
U5
1 1 THl ITTART T ) A<
Ui U2 r 0-66 frequenci*28
39 Uo
yi 38 0-100 Bcore
35 36






27 28 1 No"v^ S?3 ( MediaeI 100
25 26 1928 ( Mean 58.5^
23 2U




1 i 1929 ( Mean 92.8%
17 18
15 16













LONG DIVISION DRILL GROUP VI- 1
GEC^RADE V RULE T1 r'Al 15
Nov. 26, 192s Feb . 21, q
67'-'1 68
65^J 66
TRIEUTION 05' SCORES TO SHOW PROGRESSION
ox TOW ARDS 100^ EmCIENCY r Penal ty Score Basis)





51 52 Feb. 21, iq2q
50




Uo -100 fi core
37 38
35 36 100^ effic lency
3^ Bffallure
70 Nov . 26 f Wedian 100
1 r 1928 (MeaLn 6
25 26 1
23 Feb. 21( Median 100
21 22 li 1929 (Mean 97.1^
19 20 I
17 18 P I-







2 [l 1 i
100Xww 100
f(
LONG DIVI SION 1 SERVICZ GROUP v:
GRADE V RULE I PAGE 15





1 DISTRIEUTION OP 5XRES TO SHOW
53 5^
1
i PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ EFFICIEJIC'r






C- p "npTT.ir. STTPVTrrir. IITEN TWICE










THIS CHART IS READ AS FOLLOWS:
35
33 3^:1 0--58 frequencies
31 32.;
if


















15 16 Feb . 25 (Median 10













LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE
GRADE V RULE I






DISTRIBUTION OP SXHES TO SHOW
PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ EPPICIENOY
(Penalty Scoee Basis)









Nov. 28 (Median 100
1928 (Mean 57.5^










OHADi: V I I I PAGE 16
]Dec
. 3, 1928 ?7, 1929
67 !
65 66
63 6U :DlSTRIBUTIon OP SCORES TC) SHOW
61 62 1PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ EF7IC [ENCY
59 60 f Penalty Score Baeiel
57 52 ]
55 56 (>ROUP 1ni-
2U
DRILL SERVICE CH7EN 'r^iSE
53 5^ De( 5, L921S
51 52 an(1
U9 50 Feb. .27. 1929
H7 Ug
^5 U6 — PHI 5 CHA.R']P I S READ AS FOLLOWS:
»*3
Ui h2 0-(S9 frequenci es
39 ho
37 38 0-]LOO score
35 36












19 20 1929 1'Mean 97.
17 Igf
15 161











LONG ]DIVISIOIJ miLL SERVIC] c>ROUP 'rrT T 236
1JRADE 1J RULE T 16
]Dec , 1 C)2{?T C— <J Feb. J
59 bO
57 DISTRIBUTION 0? SXRES TO SHOW
55 55 PROaRESSIOl^ TOWARDS 100^ EFFICmiCIr




50 GROU]P VII-"T :DRILL SER7ICIC GIVEN TWIC]E
hi Dec. 192g





CS 'RE a:D AS FOLLOWS ••
37 38
35 36 D-60 freouencleD
33
31 32 0-100 score
29 30





21 22 Dec. 100




Feb. 2S( Median 100



















Lom Division DRILL S'ERTTffE GROUP VII
c
GRADE V RULB I GZ 16
U6C • 5> Mar. 1929
65 66
63 64
bl 62 DISTHrBUTIOBr 01^ SCORES 1 sHOIf
59 60 PROGRESSION TOWARDS ]lOO^ e??ICIEUCT
57 58 f Penalty Score isie)
55 56
53 5*+ — GROUP VII "
c
; DRILL SSRVI CE give:t TWI CE
51 52 r)ec. 192S
49 50 and
^7 w ar. 1, 1929 I.
^5 46
^3 44 THI S C HART I S RT5AI) A£5 roLLOffS:
111Hi 42
39 40 0-6 6 f'requencie
37 38
35 3d 0-100 score
33 3^
31 32 100^ e(ffi cienC5r
29 30 fai l\ar e
27 23
25 26 Dec. 5 (Median 100
23 24 1928 (Mean 7U-2<
21 22
1 Q19 20 MsiT. 1 ( MedianL 100
1 7 18 t 1929 (Mean 9^.2
















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP VIII 25
1
s
GRADE V 1 RULE T1 PA^e 17




m:STHIBUTTON 07 5 TO SHOW
59 60 PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ E?FICmCT
57 52 ( Penal tsr Scon) Basil
55 56





51 52 5. 6>, ]L92c5
1+9 50 andI
^1 ks MaJ ] L92S) P »M •
H5 US
^3 kk i 1'HIS! CHARI? IS; READ AS lOLLOTS:
Ui k2




35 36 C)-100 stcore
33 3^
31 32 100< effl cienc5r
29 30 failure
27 2B
25 261 Dec. i> (Median IOC)
23 2k jL 1928 (Mean 62.g'1
21 22!
19 20 1H . Mar. ]. (Medi an IOC)
17 isl |k -H - 1929 (MEAn 91M >
15 161 n
13 1^1










LONG DIVISION DRILL STBVI CE GROUP VIII-
GRADE V auLE T PAaT 17
67 68
65 66
63 6U Dl STRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO SH01T PROGRESSlOH
61 62 TOWARDS 10Q4> EPFIGIENCl' (Penalty Score' Basil )
59 60
i
57 53 GRnilP VI T
I
TTPTT.T «r3T?vTmi! TTI CZ











39 Uo -100 score
37 38
35 36 100^t efficiency
33 3^+ fallure
31 32
29 30 Dec. 7 (Median 100
27 23 r.




23 2U| Mar. k (Mediam 1 00





















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP VIII
2







63 6U I)ISTRIBUTION OT SCORES3 TC) SHOW
61 62 T>ROGRESSION TOWARDS5 100-^ ef?icie::cy
59 60 fPenalty Sec)re Basis^
57 58
55 56 cfflOUP ^nil \ DRIL]L S2RVI ce GIVEN TWICE
53 5^ Dec. 10:. 1928
51 52 ctnd
1+9 50 Mar. 1929 P.M.
^7 l+g
^5 i^6 1mi3 CHARUr IS READ AS FOLLOWS:
^3 kk G -68 frequencies
hi k2
39 ho c1-100 tICOre
37 38
35 36 1.OOi efficiency
33 3^ 'allurei
31 32
29 30 Dec. 10 (Median IOC)
27 28 1928 (Mean 85.7^ 1
25 26
23 2k Mar. k (Median IOC)
21 22 1 92c) (Mean 97 .i;«
19 20|
17 181













DIVISION DRILL SKRVI CE GROUP IX-
6
1
GRADE V HULZ I PAGE 17





DISTRIBUTION OF SXRES TO SHOW
59 60 PROORESSION TOTAHDS 100^ EmCIENTr
57 58 fPenaltv Scor e Baai b)
55 56





^7 Hg ^ar. 5, 1929 A.M.
kb
^3 THI S CHAR!P I S HEAD AS FOLLOWS:
41 k2
39 40 (0-66 frequencies
37 38
35 3t> (3-100 score
33 3^+
31 32 100<^ efficiency
29 30 SH failure
27 2S
-
25 26|H Dee. 11 100
23 2lf 1928 (Mean 57
21 22
19 20 lar,
. 5 (Medijan ]LOO
















GRADE V RULE I PAajc 19
Dec
. 12, 1928 Mar. 5, 1929
67 68
65 66
63 6U DISrTRIBDTIOKf OF SCOHJS TO SHOW
61 62 PROGRESSION TOTAHDS lOC^ EFFICIENCY
59 60 (Penalty Score Bsisis)
57 5S
55 56 GROUI' U. 26' DRILL SERYI CE GI72N TWICE
53 5^ Sec. ]L2, 1928
51 52 md
^ 50 Mar. 5, 1929 P.M.
i+7
i^5 ke THIS CniAilT I S IlEAI) AS5 KILLOWS:
^3
Ul h2 0-68 freauemcies
39 Uo
37 38 0-•1001 score
35 36




. 1 2 ( MediarI 100
25 26 1 928 (Mean Gk,2i
23 2k
21 22 Mat c) ( Medial1 100















] 5 DIVISIOl[T DRILl GROUl
2b
3 IX- 1
G^RADE V RULE ]C PAGE 19
]Dec
. 13, 192g Mar. 6, 1929
65 66
63 6U DISTRIBUTION 07 S':0<ES 'PO i5H0^r
61 62 PROGRESSION TOWARDS LOO^ E7Fi:JIENCY




GROUP IX-T DHIU SERVICE GIVEN TflCE








I46 th::s (3HART :[S READ A,5 roiLowsj
Ui U2 0-66 freauenc Les
39 ho









21 22iv:1 Mar. (3 (Medi.an 10(

















LONG DIVISION DRII.L SERVICE GROUP IX -
21
1
GRADE V HULE I EXCEPTION S PAGE 21
Dec
,
1928 Mar. 6, 1929
67' 6g
65 66 DISTRIBUTION 0? SCORES T\ SHOW
63 6U ]PROGRESSION TO^TARDS 100^ EmCIKICT
61 62 (Penalty Score Basis)
59 60
57 58 GROUP IX-- ? DRILL SERVICE (IIVEN 'nri CE
55 56 Dec. lU . iq28
53 5^ and
51 52 Mar. 6, 1929 P.M •
U9 50









35 36 100^ Bfficienc 7
33 3U Hi failure
31 32
29 30 Dec. '.ik fMedion 100
27 19213 (M(san 61,
25 2611
23 Mar. f5 ( Medial1 100


















LOm DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP IX- 21• 2
GR.4J}E V RULE I 1Cxceotionfi Page 21
Dec IS
. 1928 Mar. 7, 1929
69 70
67 68
65 66 DISTRIBUTION 0? S>CORES TO SHOW
63 61+ PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ EmCIENC^
61 62 (Penalty Score Baisis)
59 60
57 53 GROUP IX--% EXGOTTONS
55 56 r)RILL SfSRVIC5\ OIVE>[ T^IOIC
53 5^ Dec. 18, 1928
51 52 ind
1+9 50 Mar. 7, 1929 P.M.
^1 ks
^5
^3 kk 1fHIS; CHARl' 115 READ AS JOLLOTS:
Ul k2
39 ho 0-70 freauencies
37 38
35 36 0-].00 sec>re
33 3^












Mar. 7 ( Medial1 100
















DIVISION DRILL SERVI CE
28
&ROUP x-~r
GRADE V E I PAGE 27J
Dec
. 19. 1928 Mar. 8, 1929
67 68
65 66 DISTRIBUTION 0"7 SXRES TO
63 64 SHOW PROaRE<5 SIOM rOWARDS 100< EFFICIEirCY
61 62 f Penalty Score Basis )
59 60
57 58 (;roup :
28
IC-"T DRILL SERVICE GIVEN OTICE
55 56 Dec. 19, 1928
53 5^ and
51 52 Mar. 8, 1929 A.
U9 50
H7 Ug THIS CHART IS READ A S FOLLOWS ••
^5 U6




35 36 100^ efficiency
33 3^ 1 failnre
31 32
29 30 Dec. 19 (Median 100
27 2g L92!3 (M(gan 71
25 26
23 2U 1liar . 8 ^Median 100













LONG DIVISION I ilj S nil V 1 \jZ l/rtUUr
28
A- 2
GRADI: V RULI: 11 1>AG€> 23
59 60
57 5S DISTRIBUTION 0? SCORES SHOW
55 56 PROORESSIO]d TOWARDS 100^ ETF][CIENGT I
































15 16|| Max,. 8 (Med Lan 10(













LONG DIVISION I)RILL JJERVIClE GROUP 29
GRADE V 1 c i:t I>AG1I 2l
]Dec .21, I9tt Mar. 11, 1929
65 66
63 6U DISTRI-BUTION 07 !SCORES TO SHOW
61 62 PROGRESSION TO'^ARDS 100^", ISFPICIENCnr
59 60 (Penalty S 2or(B Basle)
57 5S
55 56 GROUP X-;?9 DRILL SEHVICIC GI7EII TIICZ
53 54 Dec. 21 , 1928
51 52 I=md
I49 50 lieIT. 11 . 1Q2C) A.M.
47 Ug
^5 U6 THIS <3HART ]CS ] D AS TOLLOWS 1
43 UU
hi 1+2 0-66 freoruencie B
39 UO
37 38 0-l(DO 13Co:re
35 36
33 3^+ 100^ effi(:iency
31 32 m failure
29 30
27 2S Dec. 21 (Median :LOO
25 26 192f5 (Wean 6g .0^
23 2k
21 22 u!) Mar. 11 (Median !LOO
19 20H ]L92<? 1fMean 9^.'
17 ISJ











LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVK:^ (>Roup :




STRIBUTION OF SCORES TO
. 2. iq2q Mar. ii. iqaq








57 58 GROUP JRILL S)ERVICE Gimr TflCE
55 56 JajQ. 2 .929
53 5H and
51 52 Mar. 11. 1929 P .M.
50
1+7 Ug ami> CHART IJ5 READ AS FOLLOWS:
^5 1+6 0-66 freauencie a
^3 U1+
111 U2 0-100 score
39
37 38 1 00^ efficiency
35 36 1'ailurc5
33 3^

























LONG DIVI SION miL]L SERVICE GROUP X- D
GRADE V ]auL]E I I PAGE 2k
Jan . "5,1928 Mar . 1. L92<
63 Gk
61 62 DISTRIBUTI05 ( SCORES TO SHOW
59 60 PROGRES SIQ]d TOWARDS IQ(A ZmCIENCIr
57 5S (Penal ty Score Basis)
55 56
53 5»+ GROUP ^.
. 3
DRILL 5ERVTC1c Grv?nJ TWICl
51 52 lan , 1 929
k3 50 an i
^7 1+8 1iar . 1 2, 1929 A.M.
^5 U6
^3 tPHI 5 CHAR'P I S READ AS TOLLOWS:
hi U2 0-64 :freoiie nciee
39 40
37 33 0-100 Bcore
35 36






|; JaE 5 (Medi.an IOC)

















LONG DIVISION I)RIIX SrroviCE &R01 251
G r I PAGE c
Jar 192s Mar. 12, 1929
J
65 66
63 61+ DISTHIEUTION 7 SZOKES TO SHO'n
61 62 TOWARDS lOO^ TETTTCTirTTCT
59 60 (Penalty Score Basis)
57 58
55 56 GBDUP X-'
21
mTT T. IT flTVlTK TWIT!
53 5^ Jan. lQ?q
51 52 and
U9 50 Mar. 12 . lQ2q
^7





35 36 ]LOO^ efficiency
33 3^ 11 8
31 32
29 30 ran . h (Medi! LOO
27 28 1929 (M<3an .2^
25 26 1
23 2l+,|1 1far,, 12(Median 100




















LON(J DIVISION DRIL]i SERVICE OROUl' X'- 2
GRADE V EULE :[I PAflZ 25
Jan, 7, 1929 Mar. 13 , 1929
65 66
63 6H DISTRIBUTION (D7 !SCORES TO SHOW
61 62 PROORESSIO]7 TOWARDS 100^ E7?uir::cir
59 60 (Penalty Scor e E<sisis)
57 58
55 56 (>R0UP X-^ DRIL]L SERVICE GIVEi: [CZ





50 Mar. 13 . iqaq
^7 ks
^5 46 fPHIS CHAR'r I S READ AS FOLLOIS:
^3 m
Ui h2 0--66 frequenciee
39 Ho
37 38 0-10(D 8Cor<9
35 36
33 3^ LOO^g e fficlencsv
31 32
29 30
27 28 Jan. 7 (\Median 10(
25 26 ]L92^? (1rfean 68.
23 2k
21 22 Mar. :[^(Median 10{

















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVI GHDUP X-*? 2




, 1929 Mar. 13 , 1929
69 70
67 68 DISTRIBUTION F SCORES TO 5F0'r
65 66 PROGRESSION TOTfARDS 100^ evf'tcti!t:cy
63 6U [Penality Score Basis^
61 62
59 60 GROUP 52 ]DRILL SERVICE GIVElf mci
57 58 Jian. 8. 1929
55 56 And
53 5^ Mar, 13 , 1929
51 52
U9 50 THIS CHART IS READ .AS ]FOLLOWS:
1+7 ks




37 38 100^ efficienc:f
35 36 m failure
33 3^
31 32 Jan. 15 (1bedlam 10(
29 30 1929 (Mean 9
27 28
25 26 Mar. :L?(MedLan 100
23 2U 1929 (1^ean lOOi
21 22
19 20













LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP X-33
GRADE V RULE II-Exceotiona 28
J ar:I. 9 , 1929 Mar, 1929
69 70
67 6g DISTRIBUTION 05' SXRES TO SHOW
65 66 PROGRE?;«I0!7 TOWARDS 100< ETOG
63 61+ (Penalty Scor e EaEia)
61 62
59 60 GT?nUP X-33
Jan
DRILL S'JTIVTCE GTVm TTTICE
57 5S
. S , 1929
55 56 anc I
53 5^ War . lU. 192q A>• M.
51 52















31 32 192 91.H
29 30
27 28 Mar. Ik (Median 100















D 1 1 1 I t
LOiro DIVISION DRILL SERVI CE GROUP X^ 2
u
GRADE V RULE I I- Except lo E18 Pa^ 28
Jan . 10 , 1929 Mar. Ik , 1929
69 70
67 68
65 66 DI STRIBUTION 0? SXRES TO SHOW
63 PROGRESSICN TOWARDS 100^ E7FI CIEZTCY




T ^RILL SERVICE givej: T-^ICE
55 56 J an. 10 . 1929
53 5^ nd
51 52 Mar. 1^ , 1929 P.
149 50
^+7 l+g THIS CHART I S H AS FOLLOWS
:
^5 1+6




35 36 100^ freffuenc lee
33 3^* 1 failxire 8
31 32
29 30 J an. 10 ( Vedlan 100




Mar. Ik ( Median 100
a 22 I > 1929 (Mean 98.
19 20 i
17 18 1














LONC} DIVISION DRILL SER7IC1: X-
GRADE 7 RULE II Exception Pa^re 29
Jan . 11 . 1929 Mar. 15 , 1929
67 68
65 66 I)ISTRIBUTI0N OF SCORES TO SHOW
63 6U PROGRESSION 1'OT^ARDS 100^ E77ICIENCT
61 62 (Penalty Scor e Basi 8)
59 60
57 58 GROUP X- DRILL SER7IIE GITHJ TWICl
55 56 Jail. 11. 1929
53 5^ and
51 52 Mar. 15, 1929 A.U •
^ 50
^7 Ug THIS CHART IS READ AS 7DLLOfS ••
1^5 he
^3 kk i-6g freauenf* ies
Ui 1+2
39 Uo ^100 6icore
37 38
35 36 m100^ e fficiencv
33 3^ failure
31 32
29 30 Jan. 11 fVfidian inn
27 2S 1929 (Mean 71.
25 26
23 2U Mar. 15 (Median 100
21 22
_
192 (Mean 97. 1^
19 20 i
17 18 1















67 68 DISTRIBUTION ? SXRES TO 1SH01r
65 66 TO
63 6U fPenalty Score Basis)
61 62




53 5»+ Mar. 15:, 19^ p.ii.
51 52
-
U9 50 rai!3 CHAWr I AS
»+7
^ U6 0-70 :frequencies
^3 kk
hi k2 0-;LOO score
39 Uo
37 3S LOO^^ efficiency
35 36 1 I :failure
33 3^
31 32 Jan. ;lU (Median 100
29 30 1929 (Mean 701^
27 28
25 26 Mar. :15 (Median 100
23 2k 1929 '(Mean 93.5^
a 22
19 20












LONG DIVISION DHULL SERVICE GROUP X- 36





































DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW
PROGRESSION TOTTAHDS 100^ EmCISHCT
(Penalty Score Basis)
GROUP X-36 miLL SERVICE GIVE!? rnCE
Jan. 15, 1929
and
Mar. 13, 1929 A.M.














w / GRADE 1 70
SU>^>iART
DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORE TO SHOW
PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^. EFFICIENCT




!• su:".iAHi2ED r-e:sults i:: teh:/.s o? :.:sdiait .i:^ :'za:ts
TC' 5HQ'.7 PRCGRESSIQIT I'' LP Tr DIVISIQl^ DP.ILL
SmYlO^ - mST AIID SEXITD TRIAL - SRA^'- 7 -
(See Table No. XIX)
II. sir-r Aaizsi) results to sho'.t by ohcits jajiiei)
PBOGHiissic:: ir -ediai^ a:i; "ea:t - grads vi
(See Table ITo. XX)
f
261
LOm DIVISI017 DRILL SErtVIJE TABLE X. XIX
SHO'.VIiIG PHGaRKSSIGII III TE^. : E:.>IA.' . ZAI?





Set 1 3 5 7 9 10 1 2 3
TrinlA X X CLX ( * G (1 1 aji 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I'X) 100 100 1'"
TX 31.5 ^3.6 7^.'5 35.7 77.1 :;5.-ir 94.2 Sl.U clA 87.1 67.1 34.2
Trial (liedign 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I'j. x-j
IT 100 97.1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 9^,2 100 100
Grroup II
— T IV
Set h 5 7 1j 21 21
1 2 1 2 1
Trial (i.Iedian 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
I ("ean 91.^ 32.7 S2.7 97.1 37.5 71.^ 21. U b2.S 62.8 92.5 5S.5 61. U 3-:.
5
Trial (?;'edian 100 . 100 100 100 100 103 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
II (Mean 100 100 100 100 100 95.7 97.1 97.1 95.7 9U.2 92.8 97.1 32.8
GroiiD 71 VII VII "III Exception X
Set
'
2i 24 24 2b 2o 22 n. ii
3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1
~2 3121
Trial (Median 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
I (Mean 57.5 6U.2 51. U 7^.2 62. S ol.U 35.7 57.5 0^.2 g7.1 61.4 65.7 71.^
Trial (Median 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100




^ iO Jl ;i
/ 29 1 2 1 2 s2 33 1 2 35 36
Trial O'edian 130 100 Ij^ iQ-j lOO lOO 100 100 130 100
I (::ean U5.7 60.O 67.1 57.M^.2 60.5 90. 91. ^ 60. 5 71. ^ 70. Hi..
Trial (iCedian 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 103 100 130 100 100
II (Mean 5.3,7 c,I|.3 cl,.3 0,1.5 9U.3 94.3 100 100 95.5 97. 1 98.5 9I.U
I

SU:.^vlARIZED HSSULTS SHOTirS BY SRCITS OAIITED PHGGRESSIC:: Tgt
(See Charts No. 29-20)
G-HAJE V
:/ E I ' I A i M 2 A ::
Gro"J.p 1 St Tri si 2: i - Trial &ain ! 1::^ Trial
I 100 100 —
,; 32.1^ 99.7^ 7.S=S
II 100 100 ! 3^.1^ > ^ • 1 1^. 9i
III 100 100 62. 97.1^ 3^.3^
IV 100 100 1 62. 95.7^ 32.95^
V 100 100 93.5^
VI 100 100 i 52.5^ 90.^ 37.9^
VII 100 100 92.3^ 29. 1^
VIII 100 100 i 69.9^ 95.2^ 25.3^
IX 100 100 —
.; 62.9^ 93.7^ 30. 3^
Exceptions 100 100 !' 6s.5^ 97. 3^ 29.3^
X 100 100 5 63.1^ 93.1^ 30. i
Exceptions 100 100 i 72.1^ 97.bjj 25.55^
(
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OR APE V I

GRADE VI f6 pupi.Is LONG DIVISION DRILL slERVICE
!
TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD SHEET




ni Vtil :[X I3xceT)-tions A ]Sxcept ion B T












































HeleiI B V </
• 1/ 3 a a a 3 6





1 1 1 3
Alices C t' 3 1^ zV /
1 ^
I.'









1 ^ i >• 1 7





























2 1 2 3' a)
1
1 ll 2 ^
!
3- t- 2 a
Alba De L
i'- *-






a a] al a 1 LO
Barbara D ; 2 1 1 1 1 6
Maynard E 1 1 M
r
'/ 2 J i 10
Bita r 1 2 1 1, _6
Mary G. 1 1
«^
J-_
a 1 3 1 1 1 12







Imelda H 1 2 c 1 a 1 10





a a a 5a 1 f 1
2 1 il_if 1 1 12
Bruce M a a 1 1 1 i 2 1 1 3 i 1 1 3 1_
1
20
Kenneth M a a 1
«-
1 «, 11- 1 3 1 9
William M i
»-
1 1 i 1 5 3 3 1 1 1 a a 20











a ' 3 1 6 1
it-
a a a \ 1 \^



















Ii- 1 ! i 1 i W [12
Pa 2
a
6 \ 1 a 3 1 1 2 1-1 \^
!
|1 2 2 ir 1 1 30











u 1 1 1 1 9
Mabel P












' a ' a S r i . 1 a 'a < a 1 a ' a 1
fir
'"
! 1 1 j r r !.i lU









'a 1 2 1 !1 i 1 1
Rita S 1 r
It-
1 1 i i 5
Gordon S 1 1 1
y





Charles 1 1 ^-
c
0-" 1 1 1 1 1 7
Edna V 1 1 1 3
Albert W
1 1 I. ix 1
1 a 1 1 2 1 1 1 l4
rPotal ]Srrors 1 1 3 1 1 9 !
1








i 2 31 2016 25 24 22 6 10 6 10 21 \h 5 9 7 5 9 5 !2_1-5- 9 6 7 452
1 2 3 1 6 2 1 6 6 1 1 2 6
* 1
9 13 6 1 17 10 12 16 llf





s K _1 Art T-
* 1
VII VIII I- ;Sxcep- Except ions
r
2
- 2d tria 3d (errors - corrected (3rror 2^a - absent,
c
orrected errors
bions Median of errors-12 487 examples in drill
(
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GRADE VI ^ PUP I L S
PIS T RIB u tig:: O? S Z O 3. z s
TO SHO^ PHCGHr:SSICr
TOWARDS 1 D ^ E ^ ? I 3 I E '.: 3 7 I IT
Fu:^CTior;^L arith:^zti: in
DRILL SSRVICE I IT LOITG ZIVISICi:
P>!:iTALTY STORS BASIS (See Charts ITo . ::2-l''")
DRILL SF.mi01. GIVSi: T?nC!5
First Trial from Qcto'ber 2^, 192 o to January 15. 1929
Second Trial fro:a January 21. 192, to Ilarch IS, 1929
IJDTE: 1, Tv7o sets of drills were given each, day from :.arch 1-1
one in tne iiiornihg(A." .)anc. one in the afternoon (P.I^
2, Drills containing more than ten exppples were divided
22 22




DISTRIBUTIOI! OF SCORES TO SHOW
PR0QRE3SIQ?T TO?AHDS 1 3 ^£ 7 7 1 Z I Z V Z X
1 11 THTj) OHILL SERVICE i:: LC":^ J 1 7 I 2 I Z v.
( SEE GHAUTS i:o. -P' l^Z )
m£ -:HA5TS AH^ R'LAL as K;LLO.iS ;





First Trial from Octo'ber 2^, lS2'd - Jantiary I5, 192Q
Second Trial from Janiaary 21, I929 - March 13, 1929
Ten 01" twenty minutes allowed daily for the Long Division Drill
Failure - A chilu who failed in one or rrore
exa-iTples was a failui'e until .le received
100;'C in that group
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LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP I-l PAGE 6
RULE I





35 DISTRI-BOTIOII 0? S CORES TO SHOW
3»+ PROGRESSION TOWARDS 1004 EITICIiHCT
33
32 GROUP I-1 DRILL SER7ICE GIVEN TIICX
31 Oct. 2i^ , 1928
30
29 Jan. 21 , 192s
28





22 100^ effici ency
21 failure
20
19 NOTE: L Child who fftila In or more
18 exam-pl es is a f'ailure.
17
16 Oct. 2U (Median 100
15 1928 (Mean
Ik
















LONG DIVISION SERVI DRILL GROUP 1-2 PAGE 16
271
HULE TX (5RADE 71
Oct. 25 , 1'928y w
T e T»
. 22. :1 QP<a
36
3R DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW
J PBDGMSSIOU 'POffARDS lOOi E7EICIE>:CT
JJ










THIS CHART IS READ AS FOLLOWS:
26
25 1-36 frequencle 8
2l+





18 Oct. 25 fMedlan 100
17 1928 (Mean 9^.-
16
15 Jan. 22 (Median 100
lU 1929 (Mean 100
13
12













LO??G DIVTSTON DHILL PaiF« 6
272
HULK I n
1Oct . p• 6. 192S
Jan. » iq2<5
J J I OT 1 SHOW
J PHtyrqii'ssToi? •J07<jm« io<'j^
J .'
» I-'3 ^RILL £ ; oiVT'j T
"51 G»ct. 26. 1^2?
tnd
Jan . 2^3, 1929






21 i 10^)^ efficiency
20 i failure
19
18 Oct . 26 (Ved 1 100
17 19^S (Mean 01. b<
16
Ay Jan. 2 3 K5i«m 100






















35 DISTRIBLT!ION OF SOD RES TO SHOW
3^ PROGRESSION T0W4RDS lOOi ETFIIIEirCr
33
32 GROUP I-U DRILL SERVICE GIVE: T'TICE
31 Oct. 29, 1922
30 and
29 Jan. 2U, iq2q
28








19 Oct. 29 (Median 100
18 1928 (Mean 97.2^
17
16 Jan. 2U (Medi an 100
15 IQPQ (Yean 100^
lU
13
















LONG DI7TST01 r. suiwTni; aT?nTTP T.•5
T GBATJir. 71
(Dct





35 ]DTSTRI S30RE TO SHOW
3^ PHOGRESSION TOWAHDS 100^ ETTICIINCT
33
32 GROUP I--5 DRILL SERVICE GITET: TTICI
31 Oc iq?8
30 and
29 Jan. 2*5. iq2<?
28
27 PHI S CHiRT I S READ AS
26
25 1-:'.6 freniifincl ee
24










V 3 (Mediaja 100
17 1928 (yean 53.
16
15 tJen
. 25 (MediaQ 100

















LONG r)IVI SION DRILL SERVICE GROUP' I- 6 PAGE 7




•J SKI . 28, 1929
36
35 DISTRIBUTION OJ' SCORES TO SHOW
3^ PROGRESSION TO-^'ARD S 1,00^ E7PICI2KCT
33
32 GROUP 1-6» DRIU, SER7I CE GIVEN TTICE
31 Oct 1QP8
30 and
29 J arI. 28, 1929
2S
27 THIS! CHAR1' IS1 READ AS FOLLOWS:
26









19 Oct. 31 (Median1 100
18 1928 (Mean
17
16 Jan. 2:8 (MedianI 100
15 1929 (Mean 100^
Ik
13




















RULE I GRADE 71
3d
35 PROORESSION TOWARDS 100^^ zmcmTCT
3^
33 SROTIP T-7 DRILL sttet: TWTrr?.
>
32 Nov. 1, lQ2g
31 and
30 Jan. 29 . 1929













lo 1928 fWean 97. 2^
17
16 Jan, 29 (Median 100

















J DIVISION nIRILL SEHVICE OROUP I-o Pf>#:e 7 07
?
RULE I SRA.D2 VI
NOV. 2.1928
Janu 30, 1929
35 DISTRIBUTION OP SCORES TO SHOW
3^ P^(ffiESSI0!3 TOWARDS lOOi ITFICIZHCT
33
32 GROUP I-8 DRILL S1317ICZ GI7E7 Ttld




27 T•HIS CHARl' IS• READ AS 70LL0WS:
2d
25 1-36> frequenc ies
23 -100 «ICO re
21 100< e>ffi ciency
OA failur e
19
IS Mfov. 2 fVedian 100
17 192 8 (MearI a.8.8^
1 c10
15 J an. 3C1 (Median 100
iq2Q (Meai 100^
13


















LONG DIVI SION DRILL SERVIOE GROUP I J




Jan, 31 . 1929
35
3^ LISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO SHOir
33 PROOSESSION TOWARDS 100^ ETFT^IEICT
32





28 Jan. 11. 1929
27
26 THIS CHART IS HEID JLS
25







17 Nov (M edian 100
lo rUean S3.31^















LONG DIVISION DHILL SSRVICE GROUP I- 10








DISTRIBUTION OF SXRE S TO SHOW
PROGRESSION TOWARDS 1004 ZTFICIZNCT
TO




28WW Feb. I, 1929






17 Nov, 6 CMedian 100
16 iq?8 (Mean 100^
•*• J



























35 DI STHIFJTION OT SXRZS; TO SHOT
3^ PRD0R2SSID1I TOWARDS 100^
9 33














18 Nov. 7 C Median 100
17 1928! (Mean 86. 1<
10
15 Feb. U, (MediaeI 100
1























LONG Dl VISION DRILL SERTIC2 GROUT» 11-2 Pa^e 9




3^ nT<?'r;?T"RTFrTnw nn X) s-HOI
TICIEH33 PROGRESSION TOWARDS 1001 fCT
32
31 GROUP II-c? DRIU, SERVICE GIVEN TTICZ
30 Nov. 8, 19285
29 aid
28 Feb. P .928
27









17 Nov. 8 (Medlar1 ].00
16 ].92s5 ( Mean 83.3^
15
Ik Feb. 5 ( Medial1 100
13 1Q2Q fWean 97.
12
11





















33 IJTSTRmiTTO?! OT SOOHES TO SHOW
10
•HOORESSION TOTAHDS lOOi E ?f ICIEI7(rr





/ — ^ — ^








X 9 (\fedlan IOC)
192B fMean c57.2^
1 7 ?el>. 6 (Median IOC)













LONG DIVISION DHILL SERVICE GROUP II-U
RULE I ORADE VI Pa^e 9
Nov, 12, 1928
Feb . 7 , 1929
36
35 DT^TPT-BTT^Tn^J 07
3^ PROORISSION TOWARDS 100^ Z??ICI2N^
33















18 Nov. 12 (Median 100
17 lQ2g ean 91 .6^
16
15 J'eb. 7 (y edian 100
lU 1929 (Mean 1 00^
13
12














LONG DIVISION DRILL SER oaoup II-5




DI STRIBUTION OF S :0RS TO SHOTT
32 PHOGRESSION TOfARDS 100^ E77I CI2NCr
31
30 GROUP I 1-5 DRILL SSRVI :jiv2n 'Tfld
2g Nov. 13 , 1928
27 and
CO Feb. 8, 1929
«^-?
2U THIS CHART ISi HEAD AS :fOLLOWS:
23






Nov. 13 (MedianI 100
1928 (Mean 83. 8^
13















N G DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP II-6





DISTRIBUTION OP SCORE TO SHOW
PHOGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ KFnCIENCT
1
7-7
GROUP' II-6 DRILL SZHVICE GIVEN niCE
Nov. lU. 1.928
nnd


































LONG 31011 I)HILL SERVICE GROUP II-•7
IlULl! I GRADE 71 1»AG2 10
Nov. : 1928
36 . I'c .929
35
3^ DUSTRIBUTION OF SX3ES TO SHOf
33 PHOGRESSION TOWARDS lOOi EFTICIENCT
32
31 TT- 7 DRILL SEHYI:!!, GIVZN T^ICl
30 Nov. 15. 1928
29 and
28 'eb. 12 1929
27






20 . 100^ efficiency
19 failure
18
17 Nov. 1^i (Median 100
16 1,928 (Mean 97.21^
15
Ik Fel1. 11 ( Medial1 100
13 1.929 ( Mean lOOi
12
11




























36 Feb . 13> 1929
35
3^ DISTHI3UTI0N0? SXR2S TO SHOf
33 PROGR-ESSTOTl TOfARDS 100^ 2F7TCIB7Tr
32






28 ?eb . 1"5, 1929
27
26 THI s cHART I S HEAE AS ?DLLOffS:
25
2U 1-1 6 frequencies
23





19 " >l lire
IS
17
i6 Nov. 15 (Median 100
15 1923 (Mean S6, li
;H
13 Feb. 12 (Median 100
12 iq2q (Mean 100^
11
10














LONG DIVISION DRILL S3HVICE GRO^JP 1 1-9
RULE I GRADE f X Pa^e 10
Nov
. 19, 1928
J! 6 • X X^cQ
J J
1 733 •DT'^'^T-RTTTTnTI 0^
1 7? PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ EmCIENCT
^•^
J?^ GROUP II - 9 DRILL SERVICE GI VE?-i T TI CZ
Nov . 19, 1928
OfifCO and
27 Feb . lU. 1929
26
OK
2k THIS CH.4RT IS R5AD AS yOLLOTS:
22 l-'56 freouencle e
20 0-100 score
X o 100^ efficiency
17 failure
l6
Nov . 19 ( Medias 100
lU 1928 (Mean 8 3.8
. lU {Median 100














DIVI SION DHILL SDR7T
RULE I
GROUP II - 10




Feb. 15 > 1929
35
3^ DISTRIBUTION ? SXRZS TO saof
PHOOaSSSION TOWARDS 100^^ ^m:I2NCT
1 32
31 GROUP 11-10 DRILL SER7ICZ GI72N Tf ICZ





26 THIS CHART IS R2AD AS FOLLOWS:
25







17 TIov, 20 (Medism 1 00
16 1928 (Mean 9I+.U4
15
lU Teb. 15 ) Median 100
13•*> 1929 (Mean 97.
12
11














DTTraTDU TTOTT.T. OHTTP TTT-
21
1









, rmiLL SERVICE av

















18 Nov. 21 ^Median 100
17 1923 (MeanI 8
l6
eb. 18 (Median 100
















LONG DIVISION EIHILL SESVICZ QHOUP' IV
21
291
RULE I GHilDE 71 PJIGE 13
lOV , >, 192s
S'eb 19, 1929
35 DISTHI3UTI0N OF
' SXaiS TO SHOW




2' mill. SERVICE GTVEf
7 I31 Nov. 22. 192s
7n30 aad











IS Nov. 22 (Medi an 100
17 19281 (MleanI 75^
ID
Feb. 19 (Median 100













LONG DIvIS 01T T\ I)RILL SEHVICZ GROUP 7-
22
292
RULE T GRIDE VI PAGE lU
1Tov, 23, ]L92J5
Feb. 20, 1929
35 DISTSIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW





GROUPV--T EIHILL SERVICE GIVEN TflCI










21 . ].00^ efficiency
20 1 failure
19
18 Ilov., 211 ( yediai1 ]LOO
17 1Q28 ( Mean 63.8^
lb
15 1reb., 2C> ( Medial LOO





















LONG DI71:sioN DRILL SER7I OHOUP V-
22




35 DlSTRIFJTIOi; 07' SCORES TO SHOW





:^ DRILL «kER7ICE TTICE




29 ?eb . 21, 1929
28






21 _ 100^ efficliency
20 failure
19
18 Nov . 2 6 ( Median 100
17 1 ( Mean 81
16
15 Feb. 21 (Median 100
lU 1929 (Melan 100^
13















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP VI
Nov. 27, 1928 EtULE I GRADE VI PAGE 15
Feb. 2'5, 1929
35
3^ DISTRIBUTION 0? SCORES TO SHOW
33
_




DRILL VICE GIVE?: rrrCE
30
29 Nov. 27,, 192S
28 sind
27 Teb. 25,, 1=i29
26










Nov. 27 (Mediaj1 ]LOO
15I 1928 (Mean U7.2<
lul
13I 1reb. 2^j (Median 103
12I 1929 (Mean qi.
111
10











LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE OROLT VI -
295





35 DI??TRIPUTI0N Of SCORES TC) SHOW
3^ PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ E77IGIENCT
33
32 GKDUP VI DRILL SERVICE GIV?!: TWICE
31 Nov. 28,. 1922
30 md
29 7eb. 26,. 1929
2S









17 Nov, 28 (Vedian 100
l6 1928 (Mean 97. 2i
15
14 ?eb. 26 (Vedlan 100



















LONG DIVISION DRILL SER7ICB GROLT 71-
2i
3






3^ DISTRIBUTION OF S CORES TO SHOW
33 PROGHESSIOIT TOWARDS 1001& 2T7ICI2I7CT
r 32
31 OROUP VI- 2i
• 3
>c.
DRILL S^^.VTCE G lYZr. TTIC2
30 De 3. 1928
29 a.nd
28 Feb. 27, 1929
27






20 100^ effi cienc]r
19 H failure
18
17 Dec. ]5 (Wedlan IOC)
16 1928 fMeai: ].00^
lU Feb. c?7f Medial1 100
13 1929 (Mean 100^
12
11






















DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO fflOl
PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ I77ICIEICT
32
31 OROnp 71 T-
2U
















17 Dec . \^ ( Median 1.00
16 1928 mean 1001^




















I.ONG DIVIJ3I0I\ I)RILL S2RVICE GROUP VII-




56 DISTRIBUTION 07 J5XRES TO SHOW
55 PHDORESSIOIT TOWARDS 100^ ETFICIHTCT
33 GROUP
2U
7II--0 DRILL SERVICE GI7I5 TWICE
Dec. 5, 1928
31 and
30 Mar. 1, 1929 A.M.







19 Dec. 5, (Median 100
18 IQPg f Vean 7.25^
17 1
1
16 IJ 1 (Media
an
n 100
15 1 1929 (Me
1^ 1























•KXJJ DISTHIBUTIOH 01r SXR2S TO SHOTT







. SIEVICZ GIVZN TflCl
29 Dec
2g and
27 Mar. 1, ]L929 P.M.
26











l6 Dec. 6 m ]LOO
]L92S5 (M. 72.^
lU
13 Mar. U (Medl«m ]LOO

















LONG DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP VIII-
25
1
RULE I GRADE n Page 17





1M DI STRIBUTION 07 SXHES TO SHOf









23 War. 1929 A.M.
27









17 Dec. 7 (Median IOC)
16 1928 (Mean 66.6^
15
Ik
> ( Median 100
13 1929 (Mean 97. 2<
12
11.












LONG DI 71 SIGN DRILL S?117ICE ORDUP 7III-






35 DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO SHOW
3^ PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ rrFICI2!:CT
33




29 1lar. 1 1929 P.M-
2g
27 rPHI!3 CH\RT II3 READ AS TOLLOfS:
26




a 1001b ef fleienc]r
20 1 fa ilure
19
18 Dec. 1() fVedian 100
1928 [Mean
il
1 ]I4ar. 6 (Median 100


















LOm DIVISION DRILL SERVICE GROUP VIII








































DISTRI3UTICH OT SXHI TO SBOf
PROGRESSIOH TOfARDS lOD^ imCIElTCT
GROUP VIII- ~5 DRILL SERVICE GIVIK TWIC
^ec. 11, 1528
and
i^ar. 5, 1929 l.y.





Dec. 10 (Median 100
1928 (Mean ©1.15^






LONG ]DIVISION IDHILL SERVICE
RULE I






3^ DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO SHOW
)
33 I>ROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ ZmCIEHOY
32
31 GROUP IX - ^ DRILL SE5VI22 GITTU TWI 2E
30
1
29 Dec. 12. 1928
and
27 Mar. 5, 1^29 P.
26
25 1mil5 CHARl: IS READ AS POLLOTS:







16 Dec. ]12 (Median lo:D
15 1928 (M(3an 6]L.11
13 Mar. 8 (Median 10(




















LONG DIVISION DHILL ST:HVICE OSOUP IX-"2
Dec. 13, 1928




3U DISTRIBUTION 07 SXHZS TO SHOW
33 P3DaH2SSI0N TOWARDS 100^ ZTTICIINCT
2d
31 OHOUP IX - 2 DRILL SERVICE GIVIT Tfl!
30 Dec. 13, 1923
29 and
28 Uar. 6, I929
27









17 Dec. 13 (L'edian 100
16 192s (Mean SZ.Si
15
lU Mar. 11 (yedian 100
13 1929 (Mean lOO^
12
11

























3^ DISTRIBUTIOK 07 SXRES TO SHOW
33 PRO&PESSTO!? TO:fARIDS 100^ ET^ICIZHCT
)
32







30 De lU. 19
29
28 Mar. 6, 1929 P.M.
27











17 Dec, lU ( Median 100
lo 1928 ( Mean 77. 7i
15
Ik Mar. 12 ( Median 100
13 1929 ( Mean 100^
12
11

























»ia)K VI Pa^e 21
Mar. 7, 1929
"55 DISTRIBUTION OT SOOHIS TO SHOW
PROGRESSION TOWARDS 1004 KTrrCIMCT
33> >
GROUl» I)c - 21 SxceDtions to Rule I
1
I)HILL £rERTIClI Gim TfICZ
29 Dec5.17. 1923
28 jtnd















16 Dec. 17 (Median 100





12 192s ( yean lOOi
11
10











LONG DI7I SION DRILL SKHVICE GROUP IX . 21 EXCEPTIONS
307
ec. 18 , 1928 RULE I ExceDtions GRA.de 71 Pa^e 21
7,
35
3U DISTRIBUTION 0? SCORES TO SHOW
33 PR00R2SSI0N TOWARDS lOOi EmCIlNCT
32
31 GROUP IX - 27 sxceptions to Rule I
30 DRILL SSHVICS GIVIN TWI31
29 Dec . 1 8. 1928
28 and
27 Mar • 7, 1929
26











17 De c. 18 (Median 100
16 1928 (Mean
15
\\ Mar. 7 (Median 100







































DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES TO SHOW
PHOQRESSIOH TOWARDS 100^ iy?ICIE5CT
GROUP X - DRILL SIR7ICZ GI7E2I TWICE
Dec. 19, 1923
and
Mar. 8, I929 L,U.





Dec. 19 ( Median 100
1928 ( Mean 58. 3^^





















DISTRIBUTION OT SXR2S TO SBOf








30 Dec. 2D. 1923
29 and
28 1Mar * 8, 1929 P
27









17 Dec . 20 ( v<edian 100
16 1928 (Mean 69. U4
15
Ik 1 . 8 (Median 100

















TTPTT T GROUP 1-29
B:ULE 11 OHADl VI Pfl«e 2U







3^ DISTHIBUTION OF SOOHZS TO SJOTT
33 PaOGHSSSION T0WA3DS 107^ XmCIlKCT
32
31 GROUP X; - 29 Drill Senrice given Twice
30 Dec. 21, 1923
29 and
28 Mar. 11, 1929
27









17 Dec. 21 (Median 100
16 1928 (Mean 38.8^
l4 Mar. 11 (Median 100
13 1929 (Mean 100^
12













LOliG IDivision DRILL SERVICE anouT* X-• 1




36 DISTHIBUTIOS OT S30RZS TO SHOW
35 PRDGR1SSI05 TOWARDS 10(A ZTFI^IIH::!
3^
33 GROUP X-29 DRIU SIR7I3 GI7ZI TTTICl
32 JAN. 2. 1929
31 And
30 MIR. 11,, 1929 P.M.
29
2g








19 JAN. 2 (iZedian 100




k(AB. 1:L (Median 103
15 1929 (Mean 100^
lU















1ONO I)IVISIOK DRILL GROUP 7
JAN. 3, 1929 RUL2 II GRADI 71 Pa«e 2^
V[AH. 12\ I929
36
35 IIISTRIBUTIOH or SCORES TO saof
3^ PROffiESSIOK TOWARDS 100«i I77ICIZSCT
33
32 OHOUP X - DRILL S2-{7ICI Givi: : :
31 JAN. 3, 1929
30 and
29 litAR. 12, 1929 A.M.
28









19 JFAN. fWedian 100
18 iq2q (tfean
17
16 MAR. 12 (Median 100
15 1929 (tfean 10<^
Ik


















JuONC^ DIVISIONi DRILI. S^HVICZ OHOUP X 1 PA02 25
«JlAn,
> 1929 HULE II
MAR. 12, 1929
DISTHIFJTICIT OT SCORZS TO SHOW
PRD&RESSIOII TOWARDS lOOi ITflSlTKCT




30 Mar. 12. 1929 P.M.
OA29








JAN. k (Median 100
1.q2< (Wean 86. 2i
17
lb MAR. 12 (Median 100
15 1Q?<S fVean lOOi
IH
1 7



























36 DISTRIBUTION 07 SXHZS TO SHOW














23 100< ef ficlencv
22 failure
21
20 JAN. J (Mediaja 100
19 IQPQ f Uean 7^
18
17 l^AR. 13 (Median LOO

















I.ONCi Divisionr DRILL SERVICi: • GROUP X - 32 (ExceTJtions)
JAN. J5, 192C) RULI II GRADE VI PAGE 27
MAH. ]L3, 1929
DISTRIBUTION OT SXRES TO SEOf
35 PROORESSIOV TOWAP.DS lOOi TTTl'llt'S'TI
3»t
33 GROUT> X 52 -- EXCIPTIONS TO HULl II
32 DRILL SERVICE GIVE!: Til CI
31 JAN. 1929
30
29 MAH. 13, 1929 P.M.
28
27
26 THIS CHAST IS READ AS TOLIOfS:
25 1-^6 rreauenciee
2U





18 Jan. 8 (V.edian 100
17 1929 (Mean 36. 2i
16
15 Mar. 1-5 (Median 100
lU 1929 (Mean lOOi
13














LONG DIVISION DRI]LL 'SSHVICE OROUP X - 33
316
JAN. 9, 192 3 2XCEPTI0NS T(
MAR. lU, 1929
D RULI II GHADZ n PASK 28
36 DISTRI"RUTIO?I 07 SCOHZS TO SHOW
35 PHOORZSSIOJr TOWARDS 100^ ZTTICTOCT
3^
33 OROUI> I 2XC2PTI05S TO SOLI II














21 1- 100^ efficiency20 1 m failure
19
18 J'an. 9 (Medi.an 100
17 1 C29 ( Mean 9U.U4
l6
15 Mar. lU ( Median 100
Ik 1929 ( Mean 100^
13


















TO HULZ II G PAGZ 29
35 DISTRIBDTIOH 0? SXEIS TO SHOW
3^ PHOaHTSSTn!! TnTTASDS IOTC rFfTCTTWfTT
33
32 GROUP J P.icentionE ta 2ule IT
31
A 1- -




27 Ik. IQPq P-M-
26
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36 DISTRIBUTIOI 0? SOORES TO SHOW
35 PEOaEESSION TOWAPJ)S 100^ imCIIICT
3^
33 GROUP X - 35 Exception* to Sule II
32 DRILL s^vics aivzr rrid
31 JABUAHT 11. 1929
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29 1iARCH 15, 1929 A,M.
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17 JsuD. 11 (Median 100
16 1929 (Mean 751^
15
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13 1929 ( Mean lOOi
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LONG DIVI SION DRILL SEHVI CE GROUP Y - 35
JAN. lU 1929 EXCEPTIONS TO RULE XT GRADE 71 PAGE 30
MAB. 15, 1929
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19 Jian. lU ( Median 100
L92< ( blea 83. 3«
17
16 Mar. 15 ( MedialQ 100
iq2q ( Mean 1(
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X
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35
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Jan. 15 (Median 100
17 1929 (Mean 80.
16
IS Mar. 18 (Median 100
lU 1929 (MeanL 100^
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DISTRIBUTION TO SHOW PROGRESS TOWARDS 100^ EFFICIENCY
USIITG PEKALTY SCORE A? A BASIS
\\
ti
SUl^iARIZED RESULTS IIT Tm^£ 07 '^^DIAIT AITD ::EAIT
TO SHOW PHOGRESSICIT IIT L01T& DI7ISICTT ^.'ORK BOOK
J^TD DRILL SERVICE FIRST AITD SSX?TD TRIAL - GRAD-^: 71
SUMI/iARIZSD RESULTS TO SH017 BY gROUFS OAIIIED
PROGRSSSION II" MFDIAIT MTD L^EAIT - GRADE VI

323
LOITG Division DRILL SERYIC2 TABLl^ 170. XXIII
SHO'VIIIG FHG&RSSSIGIT i:^ THE ?£EDIa:T AIT) Tv'SA:^
(See Charts Ih. ^2-133)
ORADE 71
GrrOUD I • II
Set 1 C 3 :? D 7 10: 1 7
X X X rxi. ( 'ediaji 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 X U \J « 100 100 100





Trial (Median 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
•
100: 100 100 100
TT (Mean 100 100 100 100 100 10 J 100 100 100 100: 100 97.2 100
Grro"ap II III . IV: V %• VI
Set k 7 3 n 10 ! 21 , 21; 22: 23 23
! 1 J 2: 1 2: 1 2
Trial 0''.eaien 100 100 10 J 10,0 100 lOu 100 llOO !ioo: 100 100: 100 100 100










II )!lesn 100 100 100 100 100 100 97.2 iSi.6: 94.4 100: 91.6 100 100
Group VII : VII tt VIII : IX :Exce 'ot io" X
Set 2^:24 2^:2^222^:2626 26 J ZL 2^ j 25 ||~1:2 3:1 2 3:1 2 3'! ^.^ 2
Trial (Median 100 : 100 100 :100 100 100 :100 100 100 ^100 100 :100 100
I (Mean 100 : H7.2 72.2:60.6 55.5 6l.l:6l.l 38.3 77.7'33.3 33.3:53.3 69. i+
• • • •
Trial (Median 100 : 100 100 :100 100 100 :100 100 100 :100 100 :100 100
II (Mean 100 : 94.^97.2:97.2 97.2 100 :100 100 100::100 100 :100 100
Group ; S x c e id t i n s
Set 30 ^1 ]r~i ]5 S
29 1 2 1 2 : 32 33 1 2 35 36
Trial (Meaian 100 100 100 100 100 :100 100 100 100 100 100
I (Mean 33. 3 77-7 ^0.5 S6.2 75. :S6.2 9^.4 So. 2 75. 33.3 SO.
5
«
Trial (Median 100 100 100 100 100 :100 100 100 100 100 100
II (Mean 100 100 100 100 100 :100 100 100 100 100 100
\
LO!TG DIVISIOIT DRILL SSH7i:S TASLE X. XXIV
SHQ'.VirG BY GHGirp3 GAIIT?:D FHOOHESSIOII IIT TH^ £01 Al! AlTD I'^T
(See Charts No. ?;2-133)
GRADE VI
'lEDIAIT
GroTit) Ist Tri.-Bl d Trirl Gain 5 Ist Tri?l 2rA Trial Gai,'.
I 100 100 ! 32.5^ 100;o 7.1;«
II 100 100 5 90.2^ 99.^^ 9.2^
III 100 100 11.1-;^
IV 100 100 t 75.0/ 91.6^ 16.0^
V 100 100 " 73.5^ 97.25^ 23.7^
VI 100 100 ! 31.^ 97.2^ 15.3^
VII 100 100 1 73.1'^ 97.2^ 2h.1^
VIII 100 100 ; 61, li 57.7^ 36.6^
IX 100 100 i 75.3^ 100^ 2l4.2^
Exception 100 100 100^ l3.7^
X 100 100 i 70.5^ 100^ 23.5-:^
Excer>t ionslOD 103 1 Sk.2i loo-:'^ 15.3^

After co-rpletiri^ the 'Tork Bool': ^nci Drill Service in Lon^: Division, the
second time, Grsae V snc VI showec- a rr.arked progression towards 100% efficiency.
( See Tables ITo . XXV - XXVI )
TABL3 ?'0. XXV TO SH0\7 PROGRESSION III TH^ SLIMIITATICIT OF 5H?.0?.S
II! LOi:(} i.rrisTj'j iv. graee v ai'd vi
T TRIAL : 2]^iJ TRIAJ.
Error s Errors : errors Errors KT.T T TaTal;
Grouo Grfide Y &r.^ae VI : Graae V (Jraae VI [b-rr^i.e V Cr. ; Gn,c;§,V
I 17c 3^ 2 ; lol 34 ; • - J- ^ ^ ^
H II
u
IU3 51 Q 2 1 152 53 : 5 jj»^p of, 1 ^1
L III
Si
47 7 t>1 c c QJ <1 op; y!<^[ |10*
IV
I
30 17 • ^ 3 ! 3? 20 1 31.7^ 32.4^
V 87 33 • Q• y p 35 \ o--- 1 /o >4.0^
VI 125 16 I 20 3 5 1^5 10 I 34.0^ 31.3^
VII 127 I 16 3 ; II43 ! 37.^^ SU.2;^
VIII 123 1 10 2 i ^3 67 :! 91.35^ 90.9^





















> 130 3^ : 90.9^ loa:^
TOTAL
ERRORS 1377 U32 130 17 1507 4^5
GRADE VI elimina_ted 96.1^ of the errors of 1st trial
GRADE V " 90.6^ " " " " " "
GRADE yi became lOO^d efficient on Groups I, IX, Exceptions to Rule I, X ano. Excep-
tions to Rule II on second trial,6n the other groups 71. 5^^ 'to 9°. 9^ of
eJ.1 errors were eli;ninated
















: GRADE V: GRADE VI
: $ OP 2RR0R3
:GRAZ'l^ 7 : GRADE 71
I : 2 I 129 26 100^
II • Tin i 9 2 \ 119 37 : 91.9^ 9^.35^
III • ?^; c-o
r
b ! 2 2 ! 23 n 1 92.3^ 00. dfa
I?
, d-O J i 3 3 • 29 12 5 33.5^ 66. 65^
V
: ou 1 o 2 j\ 69 21 i 25.5^ 99. 5?^
VI
: 103 IS 1 20 3 i 120 21 ; 30^ 33.^
^11
i 77 27 l6 3 ! S3 30 \! 79.3^^ S3. 9^
VTTTV 1 1 X
: 73 U2 i 10 d \ S3 1 60, "TfO 95.3^
IX
i
26 i X X •J « Cw 1 00. i.yo
Excep-
tions :
12 ! 3 ! 5^ 12 J lOC^
X : 137 55 ! 3^^ : 171 55 i 75.2^ 100^
EXCGT?-
tions
32 1 11 : 101 32 : "7.3^ 100^
TOTAL










GRADE VI eliminated 9^*^ of tae individual errors of Ip.t trial
GRADE V eliminated So. 3^ of the individual errors of 1st trisl.
GRADE VI eliminated all tne individual errors in Group I, IX, Exce-'-:tionE to R-ole I,
Group X aiid Exception to Rule II on tne second trial. On tnc; otner
groups from 66.6^ to 95«3^ of the Individual errors v^ere eliminated.
In GRADE V from 75^ ^o 99*^^ of the individual errors were eliminated.

CHEGKIITG ?:1AST£RY OF L 7.
D I V I S I N
SECC'ITD TRIAL MA53H 1^29
II
PRQGHESSION TQ',7ARJ lOOj^
E F F I G I E F c Y C IT S S C II D TRIAL F
LOITG DIVISIQIT TEST oP^ IN
GRADE V A IT D 5 R A D E VI




( SEE TABL5 ITO. Xr/II - XX7III .)
9

In order to check the !ilastery of Long Division in the Fifth and Sixth
G-rades, Wilson Process Inventor3/ and Diagnostic Test of Long Division Test
6 was given riarch 19, 1S29, using the Penalty Score as a Basis. (See Cr^rts
ITo. 13^137)
The results showed that Grade V - by ouoils had made a great progress
towa.rd lOO^o efficiency. There were 5^ errors or^. tiie second trial while t.iere
were oOh errors on the first trial.
On the first tri?l one ouoil had no error while on the second trial 37
pupils had no errors. (See Distribution of Errors Tables No. XXVII-XXVIII
)
On the first trial one example had no error while on tne second trial 26
different exsxrtoles had no errors.
The Class Median of Errors was 1,




The Class I'ean was 9^»^^ ^'^ second trial ana o2.c;fe on the first trial.
Showing a progression toward 100-« efficiency in the Mean of 15.6^.
''ost Co":- on Errors on Second Trial were :
^5) $31. 50 07)2707 93)9010 31)139-90
Errors per rjupil on Second Trial were ;
37 pupils had no errors:
19 pupils failed on 1 example
4 p-upils failed on 2 exa^aples
2 pupils failed on 3 exarsples
2 pupils failed on U examoles
2 p-upils failed on 5 exa-nples
On Second Trial 1^ pupils failed a second time on the s.3r-:e exarples.

331
^5) $31 • 50 failed on both trials five times
II ti II II tv/ice
" " " " tv/ice
" " " " three ti:-es
iii)lS9i 03)76360 3o)i3:'0So 3^)2704~ H'^)3553 ^7)n3jj
failed on both trials once.
Errors on Different gxairoles
^5) $31 . 50 failed on seven times
siled on five times
67) 2707 31)139996 failed on four times
^5)3555 -(k) 51S37O failed on three times
32)1312 30) $6. 90 I2i)ii+g95i 1122)135762 131)2751 26)131+60 33)76360
70)17^ 66) 521U failed on twice.
73)2^409 3^) 2071+ 22)392 52)3533 32) $177.00 U300 oU) 32750
61)5135 31)6374 51)5693 failed on once.
26 different exaqples had no errors or of t:.e. exa.\:r,les o.'^ second trial had
no errors by pupils of Grade V.
On the second trial of the Wilson Process Inventory ?.nd Disenostic Test
in Long Division Test 6 p'^, March I9, 1929 G-rade VI, J)S pupils, showed a great
progress toward 100^ efficiency. There were 22 errors on the second trial, while
on the first test there were 222 errors.
On the first trial 1 pupil had no error while on second trial 25 p"'jpils
had no errors. (See Distribution of Errors Table ITo. )
On the first trial U different examoles had no error while on the second
trial 36 different exairroles had no error.
The Class "edian of Errors was 2,















The Class Mean was 99»3/^ second trial and 32,^4^ on the first
trial. Showing a progression toward 100^ Efficiency in the Mean of 10.5^
Most Comiron Errors on the Second Trial were ;
32) $177.00 52)3535 121)1112051 7U) 512370 1+573555 30)16.50 ih)^z.ho
21)5502.
Errors per -Quoil on Second Trial
11 pupils failed on one exam-ale:
7^727^40 52)3533 59)1357 i^)$2.^o 7313353 ^513555 7^) 513370
39) $6.90 121)11+3951 21)5502 22)392.
1 p'upil failed on two exanroles.
32)$i77.oo iUT$Oo
1 pupil failed on 9 examoles
30) $6. 90 U5)$3i.50 91)3915 31)5503 32) $177.00 7^) 513370 52)3532
121)11+2951 145)3555
On second trial 5 piipils failed on the same example a second tia:e.
ExgjTTples foiled on a second time
5273522 30) $0.90 U5) $31.50 32) $177.00 ^5)3555 7^) 513370 121)11+3951
S pupils made errors on different examples.
Errors on the Different Exaimjles
6 different examples were failed on once
2 different exanples were failed on twice,
36 different examples had no error.
72^ of exanples in this test on second trial had no errors "by the pupils of
Grade VI.
TABLE ITOI. XXIX SU:.!::AHY OF TEST oP^ BY GHADSS
(1st & 2nd Trial) Using Penalty Score as Basis (See Cliarts Ho. 13^37)
Grade No. Pupils, Kedisin of Errors « :<-esn of Errors
•
J, Class Mean
Ipt Tri^l 2nd Tri-=^1 Gain, 1st Trial 2nd Trial Gain. 1st Tr 2nd !R;Gaii.
V 07 11 1 10
. 17.2fb l.Co 15.6-^32. 5^C9 3. 15. (S^






LOU G D I V I S I IT
VriLSOlT PRQCSSS IITVEITTOHY
AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST
T E S T 6
SECOITD THIAL ':ARgH 19, 1929
(See Charts ITo. 13^137)
Iif
I
TAHLE ITO. XXX TO SHOW GAI^TID PROGHESSIQIM OF gRClTS IIv THE IfEDIAZT
FIRST -CT SECO^TD TRIAL
TEST 6 BY GRAJ3ES
GRADK V T^ST 6 P 2 LO!TG DIVISIOIT































































TABLE I-TQ. XXXI TO SHOW GAiniD PROGHESSIOIT III THE ;^A1T



















































































WILSON PROCESS IHTENTOHY AXD DIAGHQSTIC TEST 6 MAR. 19 « 1929 2nd TRIAL
5RADE V 67 PUPILS LONG DIVISION
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORE TO SHOl CLASS EFFICIENCY IN LONG DIVISION (PENALTY SXHZ)
336








WILSOU PHOCTSS INVEITTOHY AND DIAGNOSTIC TEST 6 Uar. 19.1929 2nd Trial
QRAPg VI "^8 PupilB LONG DIVISION Chart 135
DISTRIBUTION 07 SCORES TO SHOT CLASS EmCISNCY IN LONS DIVISION (Penalty Score)
Score 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10
GROUP I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

s U M M A R Y n
DISTRIBUTION OF SCX)RES TO SHO'T PROGRESSION TOWARDs 100^ EnrrnTTfwfvr Tw
L( DTVTSTnW
TEST 6
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32 33 THIS G AC
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FOLLOWS:
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s uf M M 1 R T GRADE V I
DISTRIBUTION TO SHOW PROGRESSION TOWARDS 100^ gmCISNCY IH LONS DIVISION
TEST 6 WILSON PROCESS INmTORY AND DIA.GMOSTIC TEST
k
1
I II iiiiv V VI viivriiix X
'I




Small amounts of drill given frequently are .liore effectivi; la^eC
amounts given infrequently,
II. The surest way to -orever.t fcr^e':tin" is to fi^rht ds-y "by d?7, using a
little time on the fundamental essentials.
i^J III. The only remedial instruction worth while doing is that which is
proToerly focalized on the -orfecise skills and knowledges that have "been shown to
need it.
IV, Pupils should master certain fundamental numte r relations, such as the
essentials subtraction and multi-olication combinations before they are nerriitted
to go further in their v,'ork.
y. The child himself must be thoroughly interested and motivated, and the
teaching needs to be carefully and thoughtfully done on a hel oing basis.
VI, The skills and abilities developed during the period of remedial in-
struction were "retained by the pupils.
VII, Pupils showed an increase in rate aiid accuracy on the f^undaasental com-
binations in subtraction, multi-olication andshort division,
VIII, The pU'Dils' increased skill and accuracy helped them to progress in
their regu.lar daily class work of decimals and fractions.
IX, The slow and backward pupils made some appreciable progress,
X, A pupil furnished an oioportunity will work until he reaches the limit of
his ability.
XI, Teachers know that pupils are slow, but they do not locate the -TBrticu-
lar difficulty. This work was an aid to the teacher in detecting the specific de-
ficiencies in the work of the pupils,
I
XII. Teachers should s ee that each child nssters the fxindamentals taurht in
her grade and -Iso provide for ^s. abundance of practice-drill, so that t/.e aw^j..:ies
gained will be maintained,
XIII, The report from the teacher as to the quality of work of these ou'Dils
was very favor^le,
XIV, The Toroject showed the teacher: First, the tragic results of ooor teadii-^.
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The Ion,, oi-'^ision d^L^l 3'=--rv1. c^- v/hio-i follows I2 d^v-'.
und'^r 10 grour)^. T'>.^- work :n n-r-'"-'-. T '.s vr' very slmrlc-
'
will no di."f:.cu] t:.es j;ni it vvil 1 afford you the -^'j^ortur xlj
fixing the .Ion;;;; c'iv.sron r^ar. Grono 1 crlvf. 3 ycu 100 3uch exs'^.--,
you will en.107 "^oin-g the.n Th'^- chances ^^.V' th?"^ ycu •.vil'' nfk" "
if any mistakes. Hov/pvor, you May make mistakes to start on.
Watch carefully, follcv/ t>ie plan, and "by the time ^rou are through
with these IOC) excnples try to hpve the pl?n fully in nind.
Groups i:: to 17. ccr.tiruo work similar to Group I, except tha
each group introduces som^ new difficulty. Each group contain?
enough exc..rnpj. as to enable a nupil to master the difficulty inv^lv
GrouD X cpens up a new field, with a new rule and som^ exc :-p
tions to it. This is followed by further practice examples.
Lo^g_Di^vision Plan_
A regular plan helps in any process. It helps in Addition,
Subtraction, Mul t iolication, and Short Division, where the total
facts arc ci,»:te limtcd. But in Lon^?;__DivD sion the facts are not
limited, so '"iio pl4_^_of 2^2 ^^"^'i^® I'-l !l'^-£L-£ thinj.
Vife are caJliig Lcag Di" 13 ton ,in:/ div_sion with a di/isor of
10 or above. Now ''0 rriay be us-'-d as a di-J-isor to 10, 11, 12, lo,
14, and on "vn to 1000; 100,000; or 100,000,000 - or any a-i^r.nt
.
That is to s:\j, the nu-nb~r of divisi_n5 i:. not ]iniited. there
can be no cicm':^lote table of -^aots j.n Lon^ Pi vision.
Since the plan in Long Di^/ision is v^hc oa^'j guide, it T??u?t b
simple and easilv f^ flowed, y?t cjiiiplet:! enougli to iriu"^'0 ^v. . -
results. 1^0 we nu^'t make a pirn, ar.d tne best v:ay r.c make a -elpn
is to first do the thing correctly and th^n note th--! ?tepd tC.
in doing it. A plan i'? o statoiron': >_ f the steps taken in aoinr;




























12 Hoto the remainder
\;c a-e dividing: 4853 by 21. V'rite trz-
numbcrn v/ib--' the division brace.
Y/p bc.^^'n to d1viie_ .1u3t as ir. 3'icrt
division. 21 will rot po irto 4, zc
take ^.-3. But v/e -^ay use the first fir^ire
of 21 and the first figure of 43 for a
2
t^'ial divisor 2)4 T'^c trial di^if or 2 i
contained in 4 t"'ice. So 21 is likely
contained in 48 tvice. T'^o 2 is chcjen
as trial quotient, and is v/ritte'-' ebcc
the ].inc as in short division, n'urt
above the last figure of the partf al
•ure dividend.
V/e next -ultipl^ 21 by this_trial_
quotient It is alv'ays a trial nuotL_ert_
Tuitirjiyin.-i: re rc^ 42. Co}iparinr'_ we
see that 42 appears to be correct, since
it is a little less t>"an 43.
The ner.t step is to ^^btriv^t^
Co^^pari.r,^. we find that the renal; dcr 0,
is loss than 21 the diviso"- so ^hc vf~>rk
so far is corr-oot.
F'''inj do3n_the ner.t f^r^t^^-^
P\.-ittinp- the 5 v.'it^T the 6, v/e ha'^e 5-3






- Divide (trial qi^otient, p^or-erly
pin.oed)
- L'lj? tlply (Conpare)
- Si'btract (Ccmpare)
Since tho renaindor la 2 and
this is less than the divlso^,
the trial quotient 3 is ccrr3c^
A - Brin(^ down
An-.ain v/e talce the sane steps %
-Divide (trial q^Jot lent, properly
placed)
-Multiply (compare)
-Subtract (conpare, is there is any-
left over.)
Since thore is 2 left over, the
trial quotient is correct.
Since there is nothing ^o>*e to
brin.n; dovm_j_ the 2 left over' la
notod as remainder by ^TltJng
li. after it, and our Y.or»": is
conplcte eycept for che3lc-*nf th
ans\;er.
Checking _the_An8V7er i-^^ lon.-^ division ic done exactly as In p1 or:,
division, T>e answer or c^uotierit is nultiplied_b;2]
^^Z^il'^£
and the remainder added If tho result is equal to t^e dividoni,
231 ( quotient ) f^e ansver is correct. Let us do tMj.
X21 (divisor) •
T-e ^7or^; shows at t'-e left. The -e?ult
462
_
Z851 4G55, is the sane as the dividend, so
42_ ( rer<ainde:i'
)
?853 the wor^-: is correct.

Pa/?e 5
LooVinr bac^: at our v/or.T, v(e see t^at twelve steps
v/ere taken in solvin^r this example. But study of these steps
shows repetition. There are four_ste£s__ and the others are all
repetitions, until the last. So v/e ;'et our plan for lonp division^






-Comp'jire repeated over and over until
3. Subtract there are no more firures to
-Conpare
brin/:^ doxm ,
4 . Brin^T dovm
-Conpare
Then there is a little extra step,-
5. Note the renainder by rnarkin.'^ v/ith R.
Then there is in long division as in all processes, the final
step,
-
6. Gheckin,{^ the answer.
There will be nore to learn about sor.e of these steps
later, particularly about the trial quotient and a trial divisor
But for tt^e present, these steps will be sufficient. In f^e
exercises in the /rroups v.hic'^ fol.Tov.' i'Tie^^iat ely , t^'ere are no
real difficulties, so improve the opportunity to ^aster the Long
Divi£ion_P].an v/ith it's £our_nain steps, one little extra step,
and the final step, checkin.o;.

r vc 5 '--r 1r jo?'- ''3i^'5sion:
-w.-^^rf r- -1-." ti.r: j ica t.Lon^ ro bo 'r^'--'''''" r _i r /viibt "''a c r^.''^ o
1 - LA vi -\xrif by 3 1
.
a. ] 1 )'"2T b. M )~24v~
11)5365 h. n}^4-o~ i . 31)T.:T]~ 1 . ] 1 )T2?1~ v. il}T3^2~
1. 11)250 3" r^. 11)43~5"" - . 11)1^5^^5" c. ?l)25o5~ p. 11)150:-"
Q. 11)^5¥5~ r. ]1)^4T:4~ s. 11):T5Uo~ t. ll)vlo.V5~
2 livi 'i.?^--'- by 2]
a21)^ia b. 21)^41 ~c. 21)^9? d. 21 )T>25 .^2c~21 )?474"'f^l )25o?'i~
p. 21)f4'^5T5T b. 21)^::35^ i. SD^oT^^:^ 1. 21)^5:^73
5. rividir.r? by 51-
a. 51)54T b. 31)^2(J c. 5i)^5T d. 31)95T c. 53)3441"
f. 31)F3H2" 51)3472" b. 3^ )TT7H2" i . 51)^6^-:!
.1 . 51)^575^
4. iD:.vidln,-^- by 41, 51, :i, 71. 31.
a, 51)T76T b. 51)"53TJGT c. Cl)TT7Yl~d, 41 j^lLT c . 41)T53l"
f. 11)T;;^455792" 4] )lJ5^CT b. 41)?9^5T i. 71)^81 "N 31)3991'
5. Idvi'lin;' ;:y 12, 15.
a. 12)T5t) 1). 12)tlT:.7ki~ c. 12)r2^C76<r ci. 12)3b77? e. 15 )I'};?
f. 15)]dGn
/
rr. 13) l|tlo . 75~ b . 15)^7^9" i . 13) i . 1 2 ) 3b C-

Pago 7
6. Dividing by 22.
22)242 b. 22)23d c. 22)~47 d. 22)66^ e. 2?)B8^ f. 22)2
g . 22 ) 2464'" >i . 22^ ^? 84~ i . 22) ""47442" i . 22 ) ~-:^6 4
~
7. Dividiiig bv 32.
a. 22)384 b. 32)G60 "c. 32)PG2 d. 32)3372~ e. 32)6616
f. 32)6734~ g. 32)3584" h. 32)67552 i. 32)39c52 j.)32()35oe
8. Dividing by 42, 52, 62, 72, 32.
a. 42 )f4752 b. 42)4562" c. 52)572 d. 52)5772"" e. 62)682
f. 62)6882" g. 72)720 h. 72)792 i. 72)79»2" j. 82)d2~
9. Dividing by 23, 3.''^.
f. 33)3'96 g. 33)650 h. 33)3663" i. 33)6996" i. 33)36595
10. Dividing by 10.
a. 1077^ b. 10)30" c. 10)50" d. 10)90~ c. 10)120 g. 10)710
g. 10)710 h. 10)80" i. 10)TlT0~ ,i . 10)T2T0~
a. 23)23^ b. 23^299 c. 23)2783 d. 23)4899 e. 23V35c5i.;
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Group II^ Two place divisor, throe or four place dividcri^ v
remainder. No carrying or borrowing.
The work in long division which you have "been dolnp^ in
Group 1 is very simple, so simnle that you can see each tlno
what you should do next. No rules v/er^e necessary. You fcl"
the generr.l plan and th t vies enough.
As the exam^los in long division g-^t more difficult, i
may be well to work out some helping rules. In an example li'"o
the one to the l(^ft, vou could get your first quotient figur-' .7
_22
11)242 looking only at the first fig-are o^" tho
22_
22 divisor and the first fig'ure of the
dividend, 1)2. As the examples get mor
difficult you will learn to do this.
If the second figure of the divisor is small, the firs
figure may be thus used as a t_rial divisor and the results will
usually be correct. Since this is true, we miay make a rule f:-.-
We will call it Rule 1. Here it is.
Rule_I . Whon_a_t-vvo;^f igu_re_ divis_or ends_in 2 , 3 , 4, _: r
5, use_tho_f ir s_c _figure of Lhe_i.ivisor_as_ a trial_ divisor
There will bo some exceptions to this rule, so you mus
help it by using the 1 jng_di^vi3icn plan^ i^^^li'^i.^S checking.
But oven so, the rule )/vlli liclo you. It helps most oeople a gi'e
^eal, and it is for thrt rcf'son + - p.t the rule ii givDn to you:
Try it out in the exampl es of Gr-oup II thac follov. .

9ppgc- 'J
1. Divic3.ing by II .
a. 11)122 b. Il)f37e^ c. 11)4BB '-I. ll)o55~c-. 11)^88
f. ii)f26 ere" 11)1233" h. ii)T4T5~ i. iDsevv^j. ii)^v?.99'
k. ll)!!"":" 1. ]1)2G?5 m. ll)~6e3~ n. 11)579 o. ll)4£7-~
p. 11)24~7~ q. Il)r7~6~ r. 11 s. 11)24^9~ t. Il)fi~.r3"
2. Dividing by 21.
a. 21)212 b. 21)467 c. 21)698 d. 21)869 c- . 21)l279^
f. 21)2506" g. 21)46o7""" h. 21)4^98" i. 21)6599" j. 21)82^."-"
Div^ ding by 31
.
. 31)345 b. 31)377 c. 31)622 d. 31)655 e. 31)933
f. 31)f9T9~ g. 31)3442" h. 31)6387 ' i. 3] ) 3 475" j. 31)3-7^^"
3. Dividing by 41, 51, 61, 71, 81.
a. 41)419 b. 41)495 c. 41)86" d. 41)45^9" e. 41)f86.98"
f. 51)56T g. 61)674 h. 71 ) i^-^b .87" i . 81)812 j. 81)^99^'
4. Dividing by 12, 13.
a. 12)13'^ b. 12)207- c. 12)593 d. 12)Sl793 e. 12)1451"
f. 12)2787" g./l?r:j37/^ 13)15" i. 13)1445" j. 13);^:-G.75
5. Dividing by 2-^.
a. 22)24" b. 2?)~2TP9 c. 22j~&7 d. 22)689 e. 22)888




a. 32)3?4 b. 32)556 c. 32)f3787 d. 32)^6^ e. 32)^P9
f. 32)3554~g. 32^I:e78"~ h. 32)6917" i. 32)5735" j. 32)7.-09""
7. Dividing bv 42, :}2, 62, 72.
a. 42)4fG b. 42
y
"663" c. 42)4 54 d. 52)575 e. 52)57".~'
f. 62)6G8 g. 62 ^i>VB.a7" h. V2)'795 i .
^J^2 )
79977 j . 72)'"*e7
8. Dividing by 23, 33, 53, 63.
a. 23)26 4 b. 23) "57 c. 23)495 d. 23)^25.87" e. 33)^3764
f. 33)6"95 g. 331397 h. 33)3697" 5i . 53)585 j. 63)696 ~ •
9. Dividing by 10.
a. 10)Tl2 b. 10)64" c. 10)T25 d. 10)1352" e. 10)175
f. 10)96" g, 10)452 h. 10)687 i. 10)48" j. 10)965
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Grou£ First uarti^. 1 dividend requiring one nor2 '^^Z^'y
divisor contains. No carrying_or borrowing. V.'ith or -.vlf -.'^ut
£emai_nder
The new thirg in group III is th?t your trial d-'.\isor
will not be contained in the first figure of the dividend. You
must take two figures. This sometimes happens in short i\-ision
as, for instance, when you were- dividing 5)T0. The 5 v;as not
contained In 1 so you took the first two figures and found the
5's in 10. It is very similar here cxceot you might hav2 instead
51)ToF. In this case the entire 105 is used. Taking 5 as the
trial divisor and dividing it into 10 you get 2 and this you .
use as a trial quotient, placing the 2 over the third figure of
the dividend.
You may complete the work and get the answer including
the remainder. Then you will want to check the results. In the
examples which follow you will bncome quite familiar with this
poi' Klculai* new featui-e.
I
a. 61)T2S"1~ b. .51)Tl2^~ c. 40)T?8^:~ d. 70)T4~3~ e. 71)~9^r'"
f. 53)649 g. 6?):"OP,7~ h. 41)f^73Q'"i. 7?)r5j>^~ j. 81)36'56~
k. 42)1399" I . 2i:jX-97~ m. Bl)2'395~n. 61)T::67~o. 51)10791
p. 51)T877'^" q. 21)Si7,9?~ r 20 ) :^7r66 2-. '^2)2399~t. 80)l9r4C
u. 52)T09B7 V. 2i;iC74"' w. 21}T235~x= 31)1459" y. 41) 1278
z. 22)1364" aa. 71)T49l"bb. 31 ) QIC . 91" cc . 41 )f20.91~
dd, 51)fl6'.32~ ee. 21)s^]28773 ff . 22)1166" gg . 61)1454"
hh. 82)T8S6~ il. 42)r3BC~
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Group IV_ V\fhon the right hand figure of the divisor is larger,
involving caiTying in multiplication.
The now thing in group IV is that the multiolications
are a little more difficuD.t. However, this will not bother 7/ou
bccauS'- you know multiplication. Long division affords a great
deal of ooDortunity for review in multiplication. In the examp"'es
which follow there will be carrying in multiplication, while in
the previous grouos 1, II, III, there was no carrying in multiolic
tion
.
43)2"257~ b. 84)2785" c. 46)3787" d. 53)2885" e. 46)1978"
f. 64)28S"8" g. 55)2446" h. 73)1987" i. 82)1898" j. 57)l379"
k. 62)1566" 1. 93)6889"" m. 66)3464" n. 33)T787^ o. 53)28859
p. 84)4704" q. 95)78^5" r. 67)4154" s. 75)6225" t. 93)6^7o




GrouD V Borrowing in subtraction. Ho carrying in multiolic
The nov; feature in group V is that th'-ro is borrov^ing
in subtraction. The third r.toD in thj long division olan calls
for subtracting. Thl^ you know very v/g11 and you havo b'-;cn
subtracting. In the xamolGS v/hich follov/; the subtraction is
a little moro difficult frequently requiring borrowing, but since
you knov; how to subtract, t?iis ^vill not bother you. You wiil see
as you work along through this long division drill service that
the various difficulties have been separated so that if you do
have trouble, you can master them one at a time.
42)1722" b. 24)3384" c. 53)1721" d. 51)3132" e. 41)5444"
f. 91)T547" g. 72)3168" h. 94)1974" i. 62)2045"
j. 92)Tl04" k. 83)2573" 1. 42)T3B"lT m. 61)51^1"
n. 92)2024" o. 43)T379" p. 43)1371" q. 71)5821"
r. 32)T031" s. 63)7023" t. 43)9124" u. 51)23T2~

Group VI_ Excrcisr s involving both carrying (in inulti;?'
and "borrowing (in subtrp.ction) .
Group VI gives you a few •:,xamDlcs in which thorc-
carrying in multiplication and bor^ovf:..n3 in subtraction.
a. 96)43S2~ b. 65)1040" c. 74)~041~ d. 53^2i"921~
e. 69)2912" f. 77)25031 g. 99)^019" h. 54)3510"
i. 54)3402"' j. 85)25Tl~ k. 94)35131 1. 45)Tl32'
m. 83)2158" n. 82)52132 o. 64)2lT4~ p. 53)3421"
q. 74)4524" r. 65)35441 s. 66)23116 t. 44)1352"
u. 46)1531 V. 86)2723 w. 52)2341 x. 33)11064
3^

Grc^up VII Easy exorcisos v/ith more than two figur'^jr i'l
divisor
.
In ordinary businoss you will seldom nc-c-d a diviscr '
more than tv/o figures. Hov/ovor, sometimes you do. The exar-pl-
in group VII give you drill in using divisors of more than
two figures.
323)^7^3" b. 221)4862" c. 211)6752"" d. 321)3873~
e. 131)28955 ff, 23r^)53o6~ g. 121)T'796~ h. 311)9774"
i. 213)46^7" j . '223)?784~,^ k. 247)82640 1. 152)34167
m. 114)2649" n. 131)27785 o. 333)F993~ p. 222)6987"
q. 1112)26S"98 r. 112)25998 s. 211)38^65 t. 313)37397
u. 212)2968" V. 232)4994" w. 100)400 " x. 100)2^^0"




pGrouD VI_II_ Dividend zoros, unit's or t-'-n's placo, or
The no'.v itom in group VIII is tho apD'-.art.nco of zer*^
in the divid-;nd. In gonorfl, you troat zoro any othrjr fiT-
Whore money is involvei, zeros ccme in vol y frequently, I'.in^.^



























The quotient zero is a real difficulty, that is, unless
you have a plan. If you have a plan, however, e-^^i if you hnive
learned it v;ell and if you have learned to fclDo// it carefully,
the zero in t'^e quotient will not be any more difficult than
any other fi^Ture in the quotient. The point is t^.at aft_er you
bri_n£ down_a f^^."'}^!'^ fron the dividend to your partial dividend,
you riu_st_al\7ays_ pu_t a firure_in t_he quotient_^ If the divisor
is not contained in the partial dividend after you i-'.sve brou/iht
dov/n the extra fir-cure then you must put down a zero before
bringing down another figure. Notice the illustrat'or at the
left
.
Illustration_ Take the example 22)2310. The first
quotient figure is 1. After subtract-
_105_
22)2310 ing,l is left. Bringing down t^e
22_
110 next figure 1 gives a partial dividend.
110
of 11. But this is less than 22.
But_ a figure_mus_t be_p]^a£ed i n_the_qu o t_i en_t for _9ac_h_f i^gure
brought^ down_^ The quotient figure must t-^erefore be zero.
After placing the quotient figure, the next figure of the dividend
is brought down, giving 110 for the partial dividend. Into
this 22 will go 5 times. Using 5 as trial quotient, t'-^e work is
^•c>i!ip.l e bed wit lion t a I'einainder.
\
?&7^e 19
Notice another i llustratior , ind reraenber t^at the
main point is that for each r]ivirierd £^(I'-^£^'_crou,7ht J^oy,'n,__tho^_:







In dividing 2644 by 22, the first
quotient fi^rare is 1. The remainder
is 4. Brinp:ing dov^n the next fifrare,
v/e have 44. The quotient figure
for this is 2. 2x22- 44. There is no remainder. But there is
one more figure in the dividend to bring down.
The 4 is brought do^--n, but 22 will not go into 4.
A zero is placed in the quotient and 4 is noted as a remainder.
a. 78) 7909' b. 102)]C507 c. 35)37010 d. 221)45987
e. 341)35397' f. 321)75317' g. 524)3/5113 h. 32 '6656'
i. 753)373917 74)26340 k. 85)9^21 ] . 23)-; 3 70'
m. 34)14303' n. 55)26435" o. 32)493'! 4 p. 63).'90'^2
q. 542)218140' r. 58^926' s . «21 ) o'^l-rO t . "3 ; 44 218
u. 75)^2963 V. 91)'22'73"3
I
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EXCEPTIONS TO RULE I
Rule I teaches that v;hen t-'-e oocond fi/rure of
a two-place divisor is snal] (1, 2, Z, 4, or 5) it may be
more or less ne/^lected in finding the trial quotient.
That is, by usin,'^ the first figure of the divisor as a trial
divisor, and by dividing it into the first fi'?ure of the
dividend, a trial quotient is secured and that is usually
correct
.
It v;ill pay to study this rule further. Suppose you
are dividing by 21. Take all of the cases giving 1 as
quotient, in order to see hov^^ fully Rule 1 applies. 21)21~
is the first case giving one as an answer. Here Rule I
applies. 2)2 gives 1 as trial quotient, and this is the
true quotient. Continue the other cases,
-
21)^ 21)23 21)24 21)25 21)2o 21)27 21)231
21)29 21)30 21)3T 21)o2 21)33 21)34 21)55
21)3^ 21)37 21)38 21)39 To this point the trial
quotient is the true quotient, although the remainder gets
lari^er and larger.
But the ansv/er is not 2 until v/e reach 42, so there
are two more cases to consider, as follows,- 21)40~ 21)iT
In these t;wo cases Rule I falls dov/n, for 2)4 gives 2, as
trial quotient, and this is wrong. The answer to 21)'?0 is
1-19R, and the ansv/er to 21)4T is 1-20R.
Thus you see that in the twenty-one cases of dividing
21 into 21, 22, on to 41, Rul^el £ori's_ i_n_19 £^ises_,_and_f ail_s
in 2 cases. It will always fail in some cases.
11
Try 22 into 22 to 45, and note the nunber of cases
in v/hic'- Lulo T v.'orVs, the rurh'^r ' ^' -.v^^lo'''" It f'-:'!.'^.
So for 20 into 2/. to 45; 24 ir.LO 2'i : 47; 2o inr.o 2c
49. If 7fou will do this ca -'ofully
,
you v/i 11 be^rin to see
that no general rule in lon^:^ division ol'-ay.^ -',v.v^ r/e
^ust, thoroforo, depend upon a plan_an'i £^£c]^^-Il"__'-il^''-_'^£sv^-r'
You v;ill bo intoi"'osted in sclvin;"^ the follo'-'Tn/?
exanplcs, i .1 lu .strati n oxceptiorr, to Rule I.
Ex_cepti^ons_to Hi;].c_I_^
21)4U b. 21)4T c. 22)iQ d. 22)4111 e
.
/22)4T8^'
f. 23)45 g. 24)45 "• . 24)432 i. 21)W? i. 'Z)'e^
7,2) oT^ I. 21)41" n. 24:440 n. 4])?T o. 42)1213"
^^^722) 43U) q. 51)2029" r. 4 )210^~ s. 52)T025 t. 61)^60




G-roup 7 I'/lion the trial quotient is no-,
quotient
.
In t'ne eas:^^ cases of 2opp division you use the firs
fif'^urc of t'^ic divisor as a trial divisor. \.'hon dividing
21)44T, you divide 2 into 4 for your t-'.-" You p:-^t
2. and f^is proves to bo correct. This rule is usually 3orrcG
when the ri.^rht -'and fi -uro of the divisor is small.
But Y/hon the righu hand fi^-ure of a two-place
divisor is larre, it is different. This you v;il"! easily
understated. Suppo-^.c you arc divr'din,^- oy 29. IIov: nany 29 ' s
in 120-; Since 29 is al^iosc i:"-"- s-j^e as cO , -'Here v/ill be
about the sa'no lunber of each in 120. You see f^at there
arc 4 30 's in ] 20 . So there v^ill, r-o dou , e 4 29»s.
4
Try it. 29 )T20
116
Since 4 is los:: than 29, the ansver is ?.p;-'-.2--';.rtl^' correct.
Prove by checkinp:.
Try another. Divide IGl by . First think of
38 as 40. Then t-^- k lO-^ 4 = 4. Use 4 as t'^e quotient fi^rur
P'^ultiply 33 by 4. Subtract. The remainder is 9. Since this




Prove by c'''iechin;^ .
_152
9R.
Use the sane metho^l cf est'mat*''- quotient
figure whenever 7/ou divide by 26, 27, 20, or by 56, 5^, or by
76, 77. "^3. 79, or by any other two-place divisor ending in
6 7 • =
V.hiat fif^iure do you use as trial divisor, if the




^ Z^2^-_-_^^''''^:::/fi'^!jP& ^-'l^-ii^ll i--'^*^'
Use Rule IT in t--Q foj 'owing exanples.
a. 28)'"07!J b. 49)Ti'H:'^2 c. 83)2l!l2H 56)21^41^3
e. 56)U7(T4T f. 49)!T7T /r.. 68)^4Tl^ h. 59)T0'^1
1. 99)70^4" ?7)T6F0 k. 56)T6^ 1. 60)300
m. 37)?121Ii r. 66)^905 " o. 70)96^0" p. 18)4200""
q. ?5)^o^ r. 59)T-33? s. 29)98" t. 49)55(5
u. 37)151 V, ^^)235 w. 43)260 x. 43)352
y. 38)162 2. 86)^7tJ aa. 49)^5F cb . 87)?.;S0
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a. 68)565 b. 29)92T a. 11\"0~ d. 53)"780~
e. 66)E60 f. o7)^00 g. 37)2410" h. oD;310
i. 73)T675~
Use the first figur'=' of the divis'^r increased fcy
1, as trial divisor. But do no*^ fail to ^p'^^^Z ^^^'ter you
multiply and after you subtract.
a. 78)5795" b. 2'7)60~0~ 3. 29)95^4" d. 38)3159"
e. 23)^7^9" f. 19)5275" g. 23)l52 h. 19)35""
i. 63)^12




a. 47)"^902" b. e8)?T3(Jl 2f )^0T5~ a. 57)Ti7r4"'
e. 89)2730" f. 43)T5U0 ~ /?, 43)3602"" h. 55 )?425~
i. 96)noTr'
.1. 00)?4lO^ k. 5?)T900 1. 67)^1^3"
m. 77)¥9CTl~ n. 7a)?8E3"" o. 8e)?34^3'" p, 98)21c7"^
q. 59)Ii4(795 r. 38)^:4252 s. .3S)Tc512 t. 59)57793
Excepti_ons to__Rulc
-^^'''2^^^^-£^_-^-£*_-^jl
Uost rules have some exceptions. But a rule helps
if it covers nost cases. V.h.en a rule fails, ycu ".lUst fall
tack on your pey^era^l plo.n_ which includes careful comparison
and stuJy of each step.
Let us study this natter by taking an example.
Divide 119 by 29. Rule II tells us to use 2 increased by
1 as trial divisor
3




Multiplying, 5 x 29 = 87
Comparing we see that 37 is less




subtracting:, v/o get 32 as remainder.
Conparirr, v.'C see that 52 is larger
than the divisor 29. 3o there is
4 trouble. Our rule iidn't
v;ori.. V/e
S^)"!^!
^ust increase our trial quotient by
1.
' 3"
^^.^^ 4 ^ .^ial quotient, nultiplying
and subtracting, v;e :-et 3 as renaindor.
So our general plan saved us from
error.
V;e nust alv/ays compare,, If_the
r^nainder
is larjrer t^-an or__equa]_to the_ii vi
scr^










Do f ie follo\'/ing examples very caref^jll:,'- -^one
of thorn aro exceptions to Rule II: some follow i,ho rule.
Watch each stop, compere, and when throu^rh, chock the ansv/er,
a. 29)Tlo b. 2i)dl7 c. 2.3)T7H- 23)Tld
e. 2G)T1V f. 29)T"d g. 39)V0 " . 7)11^
i. 37)79 j. 39)77 k. 58)^35 1. 7Q)^lU
m. 26)H4~ :n. 39)237 o. 49)2^:'"^ . 27)3^
q. 59)Tir V. 79)^0" s. 27)Hd 5a)~3U
u. 4r^)r9U V. 69)555 v;. 87)840 x. 4o)328~

Fa/^e 28
Another Excopt_ion to Rule I_I
_
^^^-2 X^l^I:
Tbis oxaeptior is so easy ard sinplc, that it is
not necessary to nake '-luch of it. But it nay hojp you to
place greater reliance in the four_nt_CD '^^ steps
if you count the tv/o extra little steps.
>/hen you can _se£ at a £;l2^"£ what an ansver
should be, you say you arrive at the ansv/er by inspection.
Vi/hen the first two fi.^ures of t'-'e dividend arc almost the
sane as the tv;o-fip:ure divisor, you see at a glance that
Rule II does not apply.
Notice the following:
You see that 48 v/ill go into 49
_1_
48)49 only once. Rule II doesn't apply.
_10 You see that 43 will go into 492
48)49*i
10 tines, with a snail remainder.
Fii'ish solving these examples and
prove by chec><:ing.
In the follov;ing examples, first go through and put dov.Ti the
quotients by inspection. Then go through and solve and prove
by checking
»
a. 28)29" b. 27)2^ c. 56)59 d. 39)S^' e. 29)95
97)^ g. 27)!JU h:. 26)33 i. 69 ) 69o .1. 19)62"
k. 36)38 ~ 1. 38)U0~ n. 28)75" n. 2B)^9T o. lc)T9~
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gXGoptions to_Rulo 11^ ±i^£.^£^i^2L
When the divisor is Vr.
,
15, 14, 15, 15, 17, or 18,
neither ^a; II nay apply. Rule II should apply,
but it doesr ' o alvr-Ts. Ur,'-^ your i, follow tho /reneral




























V. 17)K46 w. 15)T0Tr X. 15)^637 y. 13)34"^
aa, 14)Jl4 bb. 16)5555
f f. 17)10700 r.p. . 13)T2TT6~ hh . 13)76^9'
14)T5T05 kk.l7)Tc(75F 11. 16)F0TS'
nr. 13)13200 oo. 13)12^117 pp. 17)12^39

Ex£ept i_cns_t o_Ru lc_II ^^^£P^_^^^_^'-£ •
In some oti^er cases, Rule II doesn't v/ork, r.-mindin.'"'
us thab w'c nust •iIwt.js be on t'-^c lookout, and. f^.at v/e must
always oomparo t'-o remainder of ev^ry step v/ifH tbc divisor
before goir;" on.
a. 36)TlT07~ b. 29)Tl02~ c. 285)5e3'24~* d. 47)2397"
e. 268)d6747 f. 2G)Tl49~
Three fi.'^ure divisors, v/ben second figure Is lar.^e, usually
come unde r Ru 1 e 1 1
.
a. 279)4.536" b. 365)93474 c. 357)T2o64 d. 532)T624o
c. 765)^r24l)Cr f. 932)834208"

.31
An sv/or_s for Group 1.
To_thc_Pup3^' j_
Ir: 3o]vi.rr an example, aj^vjys note papc
,
rrroup,
and letter, tor '-. i.th any other subdivision.
You nust loam to be reliable-. In arlf-^nctic
this ncanfj honesty, car ,
,
and r:.3ponsibili ty . ChccV. your-^ If
carefully. In case of error, find th-^ caus.., so it .".-^y ree
occur a/rain.
Pa£0 6
Dividing by 11. a. 11, b. v.2, c . 35 d. 12, c. 23, f . '4
fi. 333 313 i - 121 ;i . Ill V'.2 1.^ 233. m. 445
n. 263 o. 233 p. 123 q. 213 r. 224 s. 326 t. .C;i.25
Dividing by 21
a. 10, b. 21, c. 14, d. $1.12, o. 214, f. 1111
g. |21.11 h. 1112 i. 1213, i. 1113
Dividing by 31.
a. 11, b. 20, c. 21, d. 31, , 111, f. 2l;'2, g. 112
h. 122, i. 3111, i. 212r,
Dividing by 41, 51, 61, 71, 81.
a. 11, b. nil, c. Ill, d. 10, e. Ill, f. 11.12
g. 2121 h. 1211, i. 11, Ill
Dividing by 12, 13,
a. 10, vl.ol ''22.22, d. 3231 ..13 f . 20






a. 11, b. 13, c. 20, d. SvO, . r , f. 121
r:. 112, h. 22;.^ i. 2111, ; . : 1:
Dividing by 52.
a. 12, b. 30, c. 31, d. 121, 213, f. 211
rr. 112, h. 2111, i. 3111, i. 1112.
Divldinr^ by 4-2, 52, 62, 72, 82.
a. C.ll, b. Ill, 11, d. lU, c. 11,
f. 111, p:. 10 h. 11, o. Ill,
.1. 10
Dividir./:: by 25, 33.
a. 10, b. 15, c. 121, d. 213, c. 1547
f. 12, F.. 20, h. Ill, i. 212, .1. 1112
Dividinff by 10.
a. 7 b. 3 c. 5, d. 9, o. 12, f. 11,





a. 11-lR. b. :-:.53-3r. c. 44-4R. d. 50-5n. . 62-6R.
f. 42.42-4R. ,cr. 112- IH. h. 132-3R. i. 334-3H. j. $7.18
k. 134-ir:. 1. 244-2R. m. 426-2R. n. 52-7?.. o. 413-lR.
p. 225-2R. q. 125-lR. r. 2o6-oR. s. 227-2R. t. *1.17-1R
Dividing by 21.
a. 10-2R. b. 22-5R. c. .3,3-5R. d. 41-3R. o. $.14-5R.
f. 122-4R. g. 223-4R. h. 214-4R. i. 314-5R. .1. $1.14-4R.
Di V i d ing by 1
.
a. 11-4R. B. 12-5R. c . 20-2R. d. 21-4R. o . oO-3R.
f. $.32-5R. /T. 1]1-1R. h. 222-5R. i. 112-3R. j . 122-6R
Dividing by 41, 51, 61, 71, Zl
.
a. 10-9R. b. 12-5R. c. 21-5R. d. 111-3R. e. 02.12-5R.
f. 11-5R. g. 11-3R. h. $1.11-6R. i. iO-gR. • .1- lli-£R'.
Dividin,^ by 12, 13,
a. il-lR. b. 22-5R. c. 33-2R. d. ^41-6R. o. 121-2R
f. 232-3R. g.:J;83.14-lR^ h. 12-lR. i. i:i-2R. i. t"1.21-2R.
Dividing by 22. . -rl(.
a. 11-4R. b. t'l5-5R. c. 22-3R. d. 31-7R. o. 40-8R.
f. 121-lR. g. 222-1-!^:. h. $2.13-2R. i. 31o-lK. 1. 113-lR.

Annv/ors for Or'^up II
Pa£e_10
Dividing by 32.
a. 10-4?.. b. 11-4R. c. $.12-3R. d. 30-9R. e* 31-7R.
f. 111-2R. ,0^. 121-6R. h. 213-lR. i. 212-lR. 1. 112-5H.
Dividiri'-^ by 42, 52, 62, 72.
a. 11-4R. b. 111-5R. c. 11-2R. d. 11-4R. c. 111-2R.
f. 11-6R. fr. C^1.11-5R. h. 11-3R. i . <j^l-5R^. j . 11-5R
Dividirp; by 23, 33, 53, 63. ' -
r^.
a. 11-llR. b. 11-4R. c. 21-12R. d. C'LlS-llR. e. $.11-1R,
f. 21-2R. p. 12-lR. h. 112-lR. i. 11-2R. i. 11-2R.
Dividing by 10
a. 11-2R. b. 6-4R. c. 12-5R. d. 135-2K. e. 17-5R.
f. 9-6R. g. 45-2R. h. 68-7R. i. 4-3R. .1. 96-5R.

Ansv/crs for Groun TIT
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a. 52-21R. b. •5.3-13R. c, 32-15R. d. o4-23h.
e. 43 f. 45-18R. g. 44-26R. h. 27-16R. i. 23-12R,
j. 24-llR. 2.5-16R. 1. 74-7R. -i. 52-32K. .
541-
o. 544-27R. p, 56 q. S3 r. 62 s . 33
u. 62-14R. V. 77 V/. 35-22R. x. 24-12R.
Page 14
.
Answers for Grcup V.
a .41 b. 141 0. 52-25R. d. cl-21K. o . 84 f
o;. 44 h. 21 1. 33 .1. 12 k. 51 1. 321-29R.
m. e5-6R. n. 22 o. 32-5R. F- 31-5SR. q. 55-53i
r. 32-7R. s. 111-30R. t. 212-3R. u. 45-17R.
Answers for Group V
Pagcl5_
a. 42 b. 16 c. 41-"K. d. 55-6R. . 4C-.14R. f.
81 iTres; i. S3 .1. 33-6R. k, 373-69R. l": 25
n. 535-62R. o. 53-2R. p. 64-29R. q. 61-lOR.n . 'd o
r. 545-16R. s. 426 t « 42--iK • V. 31-57




An_sw£r_s for Group VII
Pago 16
-f-
fa. 21. b.- 22 c. 32 d. 12-21R. < c. 221-4R. f.t23-13KJ
r. 23-loR. h. 31-15oP;. i. 2::,-llR. .1.' 21-lOR,.)
k. 334-142R. 1. 224-119R. m. 23-27R. n. 212-14R.
0. 21 p. 31-105R* q. 24-lOR. r. 232-14R. s. 421-134R.
t. 121-24R. w, 14 V. 21-122R. w. 4 x. 27
y. 45-52R. z. 4-85R. aa . 4 bb . 67-90R.
Answers_ for Group VIII_
Pagc_17
.
a, 332 b. 517-31R. c. 335-20R. d. 522-178 c. 33-5R.
f. 532-32R. g. 31-46R. h. 3132-60R. i. 342-16R.
j.. 372-312R. k. 117-16R. 1. 273-54R. m. 734-2R.
n. 411-4R. o. 131-6R. p. 18-31-58 q. 644 r, l'^-432R.
s. 53-12R. t. 92-412R.
An_s\vo_r_s for _Group I_X
Page_19
a. 101-31R. b. 103-lR. 1023-55R. d. 203-19R.
e. 105-92R._ f. 236-61R. g. 1099-242R. h. 203-lOR.
1. 503-158R. j. 360 k. 106-llR. 1. 190 m. 420-23R.
n. 307-33R. o. 503-68R. p. 305-3R. q. 402-256R. r. 102-lOR.
s. 40-80R. t. 605-53R. u. 306-15R. v. 250-15R.

Page 33
P-jisYJcr^ . Exc. ptions to Rule t.
a. 1-19R. b. 1-20R. c. 1-19R. d. 19 i. 1-22R. f. l-t:
L
o;. 13 h. 19-lOR. j. 19-3R. v. 19-lOR k. 19-llR.
H. 18-8R. "V^. 1--40R. c. 29 ''p. 20 ^. 39-40P. q. 49
r. 19-401,. X 59-3:?. t. 19-2R. 4. 79 ^. 19-70R.
a-i^. 19-71R. X. 18-12R. y. 17.
Est imatlnn;_Ansv/or? .
Froquv^ntly an estimated answer is as jood as an exact
answer. For instance, I am plannin/r an auto trip from Boston
to Indianapolis. The distance is 963 rail_s. Hov; many hours
v/ill it take to make the trip if I average 40 miles an hour?
The ansvv r is -.bout 24 hours. But if t^.e tr-ffic is
heavy or if I rco through many largo cities, I know an average
of 40 miles an hour v/ill not bu possible. So 25 or. 26, or even
50, is as likely to h_ ns correct as 24.
How many days v/ill it take mc? Now that also depends.
If I go alon I could doubtless make the driv. in 2 days. ru~
if I take the family, including two children, tv;o and five year'
old, it v'ill surel;/- take 3 or S-^days,
In these cases estimating is as good as exact figuring.
You must learn to estimate. It enables one '^-v the aid of




a. 324, b. 217-19H, c. 248-4R, d. 3757-16?., e. 453, f. 17-36?.,
g. 354-40R, h. 18-9H, i. 18-22H, 44-22H, 4-18?., 1. 7-17R,
m. 473-65H, n. 44-2H, o. 121-4iri:, p. 233-6H, 3-22?., r. 3-5H,
s. 3-llR, t. 7-7H, u. 3-20?, v. 4-13H, w. 5-20?, x. 7-16?,
y. 4-10?, z. 3-12R, aa. 5-11?, bb. 7-21?.
Page 24
a. 8-19?, b. 31-28?, c. 21-53?, d. 65-10?, e, 8-32?, f. 21-23?.,
g. 65-15?, h. 20-30?, i. 21-37?.
Page 24 .
a. 74-24?, b. 225-15?, c. 331-5?, d. 214-27?, e. 349-17?,
f. 277-12R, g. 5-12?, h. 4-7?, i. 3-8?, ^. 10-33?, k. 15-10?,
1. 97-22?, m. 31-26?. n. 62-12?, o. 737-6, p. 497-3?.
Page 25 .
a. 125-27?, b. 144-9?, c. 207-12?, d. 31-57?, e. 31-21?, f. 32-44?
g. 73-25?, h. 79-lR, i. 21S-91R, j. 351-51?, 32-12?, 1.32-54?
m. 63-50?, n. 51-65?, o. 563-30?, p. 221-21?, q. 408-23?,
r. 638-8?, s. 434-20?, t. 640-39R.
Exceptions to ?ule II
Exception i:o. 1. Page 27
a. 4, b. 3-2?, c. 6-4?, d. 4-2?, e. 4-1?, f. 6-4?, g. 2-1?,
h. 3-27?, i. 2-5?, :] . 1-38?, k. 4-3?, 1. 9-6?, m. 3-6?, n. 6-3?,
0. 6-3?, p. 2-26?, 0. 7-3?, r. 9-6?, s. 3-7?, t. 3-56?,
u. 5-45?, V. 8-3?, w. 9-57?, x. 7-6?.

5xc3ptlon3 to II
Exception I^o. 2. Page 28.
e. 1-1?., b. 1-lH, c. 1-3R, d. 2-4?., e. ,'5-6?, 1-2?, g. 3-17..,
h. 1-7?, i. 10-5?, j, 3-5?, Ic. 1-2?, 1. 2-4?, in. 2-19?,
n. 10-11?, 0. 1-3H.
Exceptions No. 3 Page29
a. 69-4?, b. 50-7?, c. 77-10?, d. 82-5?, e. 59-1?, f. 63-14?,
g. 61-2?, h. 479-lOR, i. 226-14?, j. 352-12?, k. 433-5R, 1. 81,
m. 61, n. 434-12?, o. 356-12H, p. 608-13?, r. 37-2?, r. 17-2?,
s. 172-16?, t. 51-1?, u. 59-10?, v. 32-2?, w. 6-10?, x. 64-2?.
y. 65-2?, z. 83-11, aa. 58-2?, bb. 347-3?, cc. 316-5?, dd. 733-12?,
ee. 97-1, ff. 629-7?, gg. 720-5?, hh. 426-1?, ii. 357-1?, i':. 936-1
kk. 944-8?, 11. 376-2?, mm. 825-5?, nn. 733-6?, oo. 678-8H,
pp. 764-1?, qq. 667-3?.
Exception No. 4 Page 30
a. 308-19?, b. 38, c. 302-254?, d. 51, e. 323-183?, f. 41-1?,
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